Authenticity of Standard Version of Dasam Granth: History
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Granths with title as Sri Dasam Granth/or Dasam Patshahi Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji, also known
as Standard Version of Dasam Granth has been seen since 1897 AD in Circulation in Title
prints with fixed compositions/contents with and arrangement of contents in 1428 pages, which
was published after correction of 32 Granths by a Sodhak committee 1896AD and in Print form
since 1900AD. Review of Literature shows no such Granth with Title Sri Dasam Granth or
Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth (with fixed pattern of Compositions/contents and arrangement) was
seen in Punjab or Delhi area Sikh institutions in 18th century. Indian sources, Persian sources &
over 30 European sources were silent about this Granth during 18th Century. In Literature Title
“Dasmi Patshahi Granth” was first time reported by Malcolm in 1810 AD (early 19th century).
Then onwards in early 19th century, such Granths started appearing in Sikh institutions in Punjab,
initially in hand written Birs and then in print form in 19th century. By 1895AD, over 32
versions, with variable patterns of compositions in hand written birs, including six printed
versions were available in Punjab. Sodhak committee prepared final standard version in 1897
AD which has been extensively used in literature during 20th century (1900AD-2000AD). This
Granth has always remained controversial among scholars and Sikh community and issues of
authenticity of its compositions can be traced during Cunningham during Pre-Singhsabha /Singh
Sabha period and from 1947AD onwards till 2013.
Recently Dr.Robin Rinehart (2011 ) 1raises the right question that Bansalinama (1769) by Chibar,
Samundra Sagar, Avatar lila, and Mahima Parkash 1776AD (Bidia Sagar) are not clear about
the work that later became known as the Dasam Granth and both authors do not prove or
disprove anything in particular about the anthology that came to be known as the Dasam
Granth?. Dr.JS Grewal (2011) 2 comments on Gurinder Mann U.C.S.B. “Sources for study of
Guru Gobind Singh’s life and times “and points out “Mann’s account misses one crucial stage in
history of Dasam Granth: Incorporation of Genuine works of Guru Gobind Singh in the
Compilation of Dasam Granth” When it happened?. AC Banerjee (1985) 3 writes “He (no
recognition of different deities and incarnations. This was forgotten and popular fancy pictured
him as a worship of Debi or mother goddess. The legend appeared for the first time in Mehma
Prakash (Vartak) written in return 1741AD and its full form in Bhai Sukha Singh’s Gurblas,
which was completed in 1797AD.”
In this study, discussion is focused on academic issues relating to history and text of various
important Dasam Granth manuscripts which I have evaluated such as
• 1698 AD Patna Dasam Granth ( Contains Zafarnama in Index and text with same
hand). Krishan Avtar is divided in 4 separate section Dasam Sikand,Birha natak, RAS
MANDAL & Jodh parbandh with Devi ustit stanzas in beginning of each section.
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•

Different from Krishan avtar in standard dasam granth with stanza 2490-2492 as noted in
some manuscripts.
1698 AD Ms #1190 Panjab Universty Chandigarh( so called Akal takhat Dasam Granth
per kamalroop). It is standard Dasam Granth ,Contains Zafarnama in Index and text
with same hand. Krishan Avtar as in standard dasam granth with stanza 2490. No Khas
patras.
Anandpuri Bir ( No colopan) so called 1698 AD ( Contains 1701AD Hukamnama and
last part of Chritrpkhyan written with different Hand) . Krishan Avtar is divided in 4
separate sections Dasam Sikand,Birha natak,RAS MANDAL & Jodh parbandh with
Devi ustit stanzas in beginning of each. Different from Krishan avtar in standard dasam
granth with stanza 2490-2492 as noted in some manuscripts. Krishan Avtar history
explaining Khas patra copy as noted Mani singh Bir 1713 and Patna Bir 1698 AD noted
on folio155.

•

1713AD Mani Singh Bir Delhi ( Incomlete Zafarnama in Persian only. There is no
33Swayeeay, Shabad Hazarey, and Khalsa Mehma in this Bir). Krishan Avtar stanzas are
2447 in this Granth. Krishan Avtar history explaining Khas Patra original is noted in
this bir as compared to copies in anandpuri, Bhai Daya Singh bir and Patna bir.

•

Bhai Daya Singh Aurangabad Dasam Granth. (Missing Chandi Charitar, Vaar Bhagauti 55 Stanza
Composition, No Gurmukhi Zafarnama/Jangnama. But contents include Sahansarnama Sukhmana _(folio
1109-1123) Var Malkauns ( 1156- 1158) Bhagat bhagauti var partial as noted in Patna DG( different from
Vaar Bhagauti/vaar durga Ki 1159-1160). Krishan Avtar is divided in 4 separate sections

Dasam Sikand,Birha natak,RAS MANDAL & Jodh parbandh with Devi ustit stanzas in
beginning of each section. Different from Krishan avtar in standard dasam granth with
stanza 2490-2492 as noted in some manuscripts. Krishan Avtar history explaining
Khas patra as noted Mani singh Bir 1713 and Patna Bir 1698 AD copy noted on folio
241.
•

Baba Deep Singh Gutka, Takhat Sabo Ki Talwandi ( No colopan) -Incomplete Standard Dasam Granth(
Missing compositios include Chandi charitar #2,khalsa mehma,Shashtar nammala and Zafarnama and
Hakiats). Krishan avtar same as in standard Dasam Granth with stanza count 2489. Like

Colebrook dasam granth this Gutka is missing Date stanza as noted on Page 570 in
published DG “ Satra Sau Pantal, Mah Sawan sudhi thiti Dee”.
•

MS # 740 Guru Nanak dev Universty; folios 330: Incomplete Dasam Granth with hand
written Notes By Randhir Singh. The arrangement of compositions is (1) Japu, (2) Akaal
Ustat , (3) Chandi Charitar 1, (4). Chhand Chhaka Sri Bhagauti Ji da (5) Chandi Charitar
2, (6) Var Durga Ki (7) ( Bachittar Natak Granth Apni katha. 8.Gian Prabodh , (9)
Krishan Avtar is divided in 4 separate sections Dasam Sikand,Birha natak,RAS
MANDAL & Jodh Parbandh with Devi ustit stanzas in beginning of each.Krishan Avtar
history explaining Khas Patra pasted on folio 108a.

•

1723 AD ( 1780 Samat) Chritrovakhyyan MS 783 Punjab Uni. Chandigarh., Contains
404 stories/kathas Titles of katha/story written in RED, usually starts with “AB katha
then title of story”. Many titles differ from standard version. Ending wording as found in
Colebrook granth/standard version which reads “ It chit sri charitropakhyan tri charitar
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mantra Bhoop sambadey chariter number-------- Samaptam.” Is missing after each story.
Total count/Afzu 7850.
Bhai Jeet Singh (Teona Pujarian) Standard Colebrook like Dasam Granth ( No colopan).
12th Hakiat has 19 stanzas. Please note Bhai Jeet Singh ( Sevak of 5th Jathedar Sabo Ki
talwandi Mahant Ran Singh of Shaheed Misal) wrote Damdami version of Guru Granth
sahib in 1770 AD-1771AD. Jeet Singh Died in 1819AD. His family got Nambardari from
Delhi Council. Head of Shaheed Misal Gulab Singh son Karam Singh (3rd jathedar of
Damdama who moved to SEHJADPUR after marriage but still controlled Takhat
Damdama Shaheed ) took British Protection 1n 1804AD.
1765AD Patna Missal Dasam Granth.,
1777AD Dasam Granths Taruna Dal., Shaheedi Bag Anandpur
1789AD Dasam Granth Ms #522 Panjab University. And MS #1190 PU Chandigarh
1793AD Dasam GranthTaruna Dal. Shaheedi Bag Anandpur
1800 AD Dasam GranthsTaruna Dal, Shaheedi Bag Anandpur
1830 AD Dasam GranthsDelhi Gurdwara management committee,
1833 AD Dasam Granths Panjab Language dept.,
1841 AD Dasam Granths British Library MS ADD 21452 title page written in bold
English letters as “Dasham Padishah Da Granth or The Book of the Tenth King Gooroo
Govind Singh Umtristur 1847, presented to British library on 11th June, 1856 by
Attorney Lewin Bowering
1847AD Dasam Granths British Library-Devnagri Script from Lahore Darbar , This
manuscript was donated to British library By Pandit Radha Krishana whose father and
Grandfather were court Pandits of Lahore Durbar.,
1859 AD Dasam Granth British Library donated by Sadhu Singh Kartarpur WaleDhirmal seat.

•

1892 AD AD Dasam Granths Pathar Shaap Delhi Gurudwara management committee.

•

1895 AD Dasam Granth Anglo Sanskrit Press Lahore.1900 AD Dasam Granth Panjabi
university Patiala.

•

1913 AD; DASAM GRANTH PRINTED BY BHAI SAHIB S MUNSHI GULAB
SINGH and sons NANAKSHAHI Samat year 444 (1913AD) in Sikh Reference Library,
Amritsar Punjab.

•

TAKHAT NANDER DASAM GRANTH; Only one Undated Dasam Granth, Colebrook
Copy from Takhat Nander Sahib(Sarup#8 Budha Dal Patiala written on one opening
blank folio )

•

DHAMDHAN DASAM GRANTH; Only one Undated Dasam Granth, Colebrook Copy
from seat Of Sahib Singh Mahant from Damdhan.

•

Many Undated Dasam Granths. Seven Panjabi University dasm granth Including Mss#
art G#388 and Mss 115595, four undated Dasam Granths from Takhat Patna Sahib, DG
AT Village- Kapoorgarh, Distt.- Fatehgarh Sahib, Chak Fateh Singh, Near Bhucho
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Mandi, Bathinda, Custodian S. Tarsem Singh, 164-Arjun Nagar, Safderjung Enclave,
New Delhi, Custodian Mahant Teja Singh MA, Nirmal Dera, Khuda, Hoisharpur,
Custodian Gurduara Sahib Rquab Ganj, New Delhi, Custodian Bhai Jivan Singh,
Custodian Dukh Nivaran Colony, Sirhand Road, Patiala, 19-25. Four UNDATED
Gurduara Sahib Shaheedi Bagh, Taruna Dal, Mukhi Baba Gurdev Singh, Anandpur
Sahib., Dasam Granth AT Gurdwara. Sahib Mastuana, Sangrur, Three undated DG at
Language Dept/Bhasha Bhivag Patiala, DG with Piara Singh Padam, Kalam Mandir,
Loar Mall, Patiala, Three undated DGs at Sikh reference library Amritsar.Dasam
Granths at GNDU Library,
The paper will discuss in detail the basic required academic facts on the Subject:
1) Based on Academic Parameters.
a) Date of Document (When it was written);
b) History of the Document;
c) Who is the Scribe; and
d). Internal consistency- to determine which is the closest authentic version of Dasam Granth
with title of Granth “ Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth” with compositions and their arrangements as
noted in the Standard Dasam Granth since 1897, corrected by Sodhak Committee.
2) Whether any Granth with Title “ Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth” Or Bachitar Natak Granth
associated with the 10th Guru as reported by Malcolm in 1810 AD and then corrected &
compiled by Sodhak committee in 1897 as ” Dasmi Patshahi Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji”, which
was present in Punjab or Delhi area institutions/Gurudwaras during 18th century as a parallel
Granth or not.
3) Academic Issues of Various Dasam Granth manuscripts as noted in various published
academic studies in past, in relation to text and history of Dasam Granth.

Subject is subtitled under the following Headings:1. History of Important Dasam Granth Manuscripts;
2. TEXTUAL ANALYSIS of Important Dasam Granth Manuscripts;
3. Academic issues with various Important manuscripts; Mani Singh Bir,1698 AD, Patna
Dasam Granth, 1713AD, Mani Singh Bir Delhi, and Anandpuri Bir), 1723 AD ( 1780
samat) Chritrovakhyyan MS 783 Punjab Univ Chandigarh., 1765AD, Patna Missal
Dasam Granth, 1841 AD Dasam Granths British Library MS ADD 21452,1847AD,
Dasam Granths British Library-Devnagri Script from Lahore darbar, 1859 AD, Dasam
Granth British Library donated by Sadhu Singh Kartarpur wale-Dhirmal seat. 1895 AD,
Dasam Granth Anglo Sanskrit Press Lahore.1900 AD, Dasam Granth Panjabi university
Patiala.
4. What are the academic/textual issues of “KHAS PATRAS IN various DG manuscripts
and history”?
Does any 18th century source state that there was a controversy about Sri Dasam Granth?
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5.

Is it correct that presently published Dasam Granth was first introduced in literature by
Malcolm in1810CE in his book titled “Sketch of the Sikhs”? Evidence of British
Connection with history and Text of Dasami Patshahi Da Granth

6.

Internal evidence of the dates in Dasam Granth is a proof of compilation of this Granth,
not written by a single author.

7. .Is there any evidence that shows that British introduced Dasam Granth to Strip the Sikhs
of the spirit of independence as Sikh nation?.
8. Tribhangi chhands in Sri Akal Ustat.
9. No Evidence indicating that Akal Takhat passed Gurmattas in the presence of Two
Granths in any 18th century European or Indian writings.
10. .Kahn Singh Nabha Opinion on Chriropakhyan
11. Britishers/Malcolm account preferred Bachitar Natak over Guru Granth Sahib in Late
18th century.
12. Who wrote and installed Dev Nagri Dasam Granth in February1847 in Lahore Darbar
after Sikhs lost Anglo Sikh war and Britishers become Dictator in Punjab in December
1846?
13. Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is the sole canon sanctified and ordered by Guru Gobind singh
to follow and to accept it for any idea and concept of Sikhism.
14. Academic evidence of the start of relapsing of Sikhism into Hinduism in 18th century
Literature by Historian “Anil Chander Bannerji “
15. Giani Gian Singh reports that there were scattered compositions of Dasam Granth
literature in 18th century until they were compiled and inserted into certain other
compositions.
16. Was the first part Of Dasam Granth complete in 1698? WHY does not this
Khalsa Granth refer to the event of “Creation OF Khalsa” and no evidence of its
sanctification by Guru Gobind Singh Ji?.
17. Need for more Research on this Granth in which the event of “Creation Of
Khalsa” is missing. Because writers admit that they are forgetful and scared for the
Granth may become voluminous and ask for Forgiveness.
18. When did Parrallel Granth installation become a tradition at Harmander Sahib at Takhat
Patna?.
19. List of Extra compositions penned as Mukhvalk Patshahi10 found in some important
Manuscripts which were not accepted by Sodhak committee. Why?
20. Conclusion.
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(1)History of Important Dasam Granth Birs.
(A) History of Mani Singh Bir
According to the history now with family of Raja Gulab Singh Sethi ( 47 Hanuman Rd, New
Delhi), “This bir was found during Multan Victory presently in the Pakistan area in 1818 AD. It
was found by a military person name not mentioned.Then this person moved to Hyderabad in
South India and he settled after retirement in Nander area of Maharastra. This Bir stayed with
his family. Then it went to Jamadandar Para Singh’s Dera from where it was bought by Raja
Gulab Singh in 1945 and taken to Lahore. Then after partition of India Raja Gulab Singh’s
family settled in New Delhi.” 4 Actual details prior to procurement by Raja Gulab Singh cannot
be confirmed but the storey is as mentioned above.
(B) Histoty of Babadeep Singh Bir
Giani Gian Singh in, his book Panth Prakash reports about this Bir to be written/ Compiled by
Babadeep Singh Shaheed in Sumat 1804 (1763 AD) . The ending position is Asfotik Kabit.

Bhai Randhir Singh in his “Shabadmoorat” book page 51 reports “Giani Gian Singh did not see
the real manuscript of this bir.”
Kahn Singh Nabha in 1931 reported that Bhai Mani Singh Bir (Delhi in possession of Sethi
family) and Baba Deep Singh Bir are the same. Textual analysis shows that the Sangrur Bir only
ends in Asfotik Kabits. Probably therefore Sangrur Bir was Babadeep Singh Bir and the history
of such Bir goes only up to 1857 AD. For details on its hisrory read Jaggi,s work.

There is no known history of this bir prior to 1857AD. This bir is not traceable anywhere
anymore.. Also read comments on its text and history.
Bhai Randhir Singh 5 in his “Shabadmoorat” indicating there were many extracanonical
compositions in this Bir which were rejected by Sodhak committee.
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(C) History of Sangrur Bir
This bir is reported 6 to be received by Raja Sarup Singh (1837-1864 AD) in 1857 during the time
of Indian mutiny when he went to Delhi to help the British government. He was given this bir by
a Pathan. No name of Pathan and his source of from where this Bir was procured by Pathan
available. It had two portions, first is guru Granth Sahib, the second is Dasam Granth. It
contained extra compositions like Sansahar Sukhmana, Var Malkauns Ji, and Chaka Bhagota Ji
Da which was deleted by Sodhak Committee in 1897.

Dharampaul Ashta in his book “Poetry of Dasam Granth” thought that this Bir was prepared at
Delhi by Bhai Shihan Singh and per his research Bhai Mani Singh Bir and this Bir has same
compositions. But Dr Jaggi, by detailed textual analysis has proven that there are many different
textual variants between the two birs. This Bir is not traceable.anymore. Also read comments on
its text and history by Bhai Randhir Singh in his “Shabadmoorat”
(D) History of Patna Ji Misal Bir
No detail History of this Bir is known but is reported in literature only by Randhir Singh, who
writes on Page 49 of his Book “Shabadmoorat- Dasmi Patshah day Granth Da Ithas” 7about this
Bir. This Bir per Randhir Singh was prepared by Sewadars at Takhat Patna after they found 10th
Guru Bani Samat 1821, 21 Maghar Nov 7th Saturday 1764 AD. No Actual evidence on
preparation available. Where are the original Documents of this bir by 10th Guru Ji? Randhir
Singh ji does not mention where original was written. No original copy of this Bir seen at Patna
Sahib.Where is the original of this Bir now? It was copied from Patna Misal, found in Patna
1760,s per Randhir singh. No such original bir seen in Patna. Were there many original granths
from which it was copied as noted by the compiler? or it was just a story?. Copy reportedly
done in Jammu, Sawan 22 Sudi 9(26 July 1765AD) . Who did copying at Jammu?.Only copy
that was seen by Randhir Singh and Padam Ji at Akal Takhat Bunga, Takhat Toshakhana
previously. When it came to Akal Takhat and who installed it there is unknown. Although it was
at Akal Takhat but is not in the list of 32 Dasam Granths compared by the Sodhak committee in
1895-1896AD.It disappeared for some time and then it was with Jathedar Joginder singh vedanti
Ji. But now this Bir is present in Sikh reference Library at Darbar Sahib Amritsar. If this Bir was
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copied in Jammu and then it was in Punjab in year 1765AD, why then Chhibar, who wrote his
Bansalinama in (1769-1779) in Jammu is silent about this very important manuscript? Mehma
Parkash which was written at Goindwal by Sarup Das Bhalla, in Punjab 1776 AD, is also silent
about this Important Dasam Granth Bir?. Opening Page of the manuscript has a note where Hindi
Varan Mala is written. Who wrote this?. There is also note written, which reads as “confession of
wrong doing by the wife and praying for forgiveness.who wrote this?. Who was the custodian?
No details of the movement of
this manuscript from 1765AD onwards until seen By Randhir singh in 1930 AD onwards.

(E) History of Patna Birs;In 2004 Digitization allowed. There are only 5 Dasam Granths at Sri
Akal Takhat Patna Sahib. Only one is important, with date on the opening folio 1698AD(1755
Samat).It is said that it was probably written by Sukha Singh Granthi at Patna. No colophon
available. No history of this bir is available before Sukha Singh, who (died 1860AD). Tatkara
shows the written date as 1755 (1698 CE), but Zafarnama written in the end in same hand will
put the date automatically to at least after 1706 by academic parameters. This bir contains extra
8 compositions by Patshahi10 which were deleted/rejected by the Sodhak Committee in
1897AD, Sukhmana Sansaharnama, Var Malkauns, Var Bhagoti, Rag Sorth P10, Rag Asa P10,
Asfotak Kabits and one Bir contains 18 chapters of Bhagwat Gita. Giani Gian Singh reports that
Sukha Singh wrote that Dasam Granth Bir at Patna in 1775 AD. But no birs with colophon as
written in 1775 AD is available. Only the above Bir shown to be written in Samut 1755 (1698
AD) in Tatkara( see textual analysis below). What happened to the Bir as mentioned by Giani
Gian Singh? Why sodhak committee edited 8 compositions contained in this manuscript in
(1895-1896)?. Bhai Randhir Singh in his “Shabadmoorat” 8 book page 17 mentions about these
edited out compositions and writes “ Style of writing and language does not match with Guru
Gobind Singh’s writings and therefore does not feel that it belongs to 10th Guru Ji”.
( F) History of Moti Bag Gurudwara Bir
This Bir is not found anywhere anymore as mentioned by Giani Gian Singh. It was reported to be
the copy of Bir written by Sukha Singh Granthi in 1775AD. Charat Singh, his son, who gave it
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to Baba Hakam Singh. The history of the Bir 9 goes to the period of (1862-1876AD). Raja
Mahindar Singh who put this Bir into Moti Bag Gurdwara and gave money to Baba Hakam
Singh who presented this Bir to Maharaja Mahindar Singh,. After the death of Hakam Singh, his
family members Baba Ram Singh and Bedi Natha Singh got this financial help. But Nahar
Singh on the contrary told Dr.Jaggi that this Bir was received by Hakam Singh from Charat
Singh of Patna, who was the son of Bhai Sukha Singh. Nahar Singh gave this Bir to Maharaja
Ranjit Singh who made Nahar Singh custodian of this Bir and put it into Moti Bag Gurdwara in
Patiala. After the death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, as the Britishers became the rulers in Punjab,
Nahar Singh took this Bir to his village and after his death, his grand son- in –law, Hakam Singh,
gave it to Maharaja Mohinder Singh of Patiala. Later on it was given to Sikh reference library
and ultimately was lost during Blue star operation. Jaggi has reviewed this Bir and it has no
colophon. The Textual analysis of this Bir, which is outlined below was done by Dr Jaggi.

(G) History of Ananadpuri (Hazuri) Bir
History of this Bir goes back to Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s period (1800-1839 AD). It is reported to
have been with Granthi of Mahraja Ranjit Singh, named Diwan Singh. Then it was with his son,
Jit Singh, who was tutor of Maharaja Dalip Singh and then his son, Satinder Singh who was the
owner of Pioneer Anemling works, G.T. Road Amritsar. Thus the ownership of this Bir,
continuing with other family members, went to Bombay and now is probably in Chandigarh area
with the family. It is a private property and family does not want to share it with anybody. For
detailed history and textual analysis of this Bir, read Mahan Singh “Dasam Granth Di Hazuri
bir di Report( Kuj bhag 1752 di Likhat” MS 269 Dr. Balbir singh Sahitya Kendra, Dehra Dun.
and there is an article by Dr Balbir Singh, Brother of Bhai Vir Singh on pages 156-164 in the
book “ Punjabi University Punjabi Sahit Da Ithas” published by Panjab University 1967 to 1986,
edited by Dr. Surinder Singh Kohli. Also read report of s. Mahan Singh 10 . Also read about
this Bir by Dr Piara Singh Padam in his book “Dasam Granth Darshan”. Microfilm of this Bir is
with Dr.Jogider Singh Ahluwalia, who has also printed the folios of this Bir. I am thankfull to
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him for allowing me to look at it and for sharing important folios. He has done detail study on
this Bir and soon he will share his research findings.

(H) History of Manuscript, Mss D5 Punjabi ( HT Colebrook)
John Malcom came to Punjab with Lord Lake in 1805. He was accompanied by Raja Bhag Singh
of Jind and went upto Byas River only, where he camped while following Holker. He never went
to Amritsar. He could get only a copy Guru Granth Sahib from Punjab but in Calcutta, he got the
copy of Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth which was procured by HT Colebrook, an administrator and
attorney by profession in Calcutta during 1805AD as recorded by Malcolm in his account. By
History Colebrook never visited Punjab. Malcolm used this Granth for writing his account of
“Sketch of the Sikhs”, first published in 1810 AD. HT Colebrook then donated this Bir to British
Library in 1812Ad along with other manuscripts 11. It has no colophon but by Malcolm’s account
the history can be traced to Colebrook only until when he procured. Manuscript bears no name
of any Scribe but small loose piece folio of the size approximate 3 inches into two inches with
no # between folio 158&159 date of 1840 Miti Pooshbadi 15 Mangalvar (Tuesday, Dec 23rd
1783 is seen) on one side. The other side of this loose piece is Blank. Use of word Pooshbadi
indicates scribe is from outside Punjab from Hindi belt area. There is no clear-cut history of the
custodians of this Bir. Question arises as to from where Colebrook procured this manuscript/Bir,
which matches with DG corrected by Sodhak Committee in 1897 AD (See Discussion Below).
(I) History of Mss D6 Devnagri in British Library London 12
This manuscript has a colophon indicating to be written in feb1847 AD in the end. Note says that
it was sent to Paris Art Exhibition in 1856AD but such exhibition was held in 1855AD. And
since then it has been in the British Library. There is no clear cut history of the custodians of this
Bir but seems to be prepared and in possession of British officials. MSS Punjabi D6 bears a note
from the Commissioner, “In conformity to the orders of the Governor General of India this
volume named ‘The Granth Sahib’ published by Gooroo Gobind Singh the founder of the Sikh
faith, is hereby presented to the Paris Exhibition Society. It is signed by Pundit Radha Krishan,
Ecclesiastical Councilor to His Highness the late Maharajah Runjeet Singh. Please Note Paris
11
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Imperial exhibition was held in Paris between 15th may-15th November 1855. No Imperil
Exhibition held in Paris in 1856. How it can be sent from Punjab India in July 1856 after the
exhibition is over? This manuscript was Written and completed in Feb 1847. Note written in July
1856AD says it was for Paris exhibition which already finished in Nov of 1855. But First
Imperial exhibition was held in London in 1851. If this manuscript was written for Imperial
Exhibition why it was not sent to First LONDON Imperial Exhibition in 1851? After 4 years
when it was written? There appears to be an important evidence of British involvement.
(J) History of Mss Punjabi E1
This Bir has no colophon but was probably written in 1859 AD and was given to Queen Victoria
in 1859. It is now present in British Library catalogued as MSS Punjabi E1 and was sent by the
Guru Sadho Sodhi of Kartarpur. There is no title or heading of Dasam Granth or Dasmi Patshahi
Da Granth. It starts as Tatkara Granth Sahib Ka. No colophon and dating and a Note by Dy.
Commander Lahore says “copy of original with signature of guru himself & now in possession
of his descendent, Guru Sadhu Singh“ But no original Dasam Granth found at with Sodhis of
Kartarpur.
K) History of Mss ADD 214452 13
The title page on Mss ADD 21452 is written in bold English letters as “Dasham Padishah Da
Granth or The Book of the Tenth King Gooroo Govind Singh, Umtristur 1847, presented to the
library on 11th June, 1856 by Attorney Lewin Bowering “Table of contents reads as Tatkara
Granth Ji Ka. But Date written in Tatkara is 1898Bk (1841 AD). There is no clear-cut history of
the custodians of this Bir donated to British library by L. Bowring, an attorney.

13
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(2)

L.CHRITRO VIKHYYAN MS # 783 PUNJAB UNI CHANDIGARH. 1723 AD (1780
SAMAT). Received from Diwan Sant Ram Khosla, Amritsar in 1960. No detail prior history
since 1723AD. Appears to a part of some old manuscripts starts from folio 301 and ends at Folio
842.

M. MS 522 at Punjab University Chandigarh: total folios, 766. At the end of Hakayats, a
note on folio766 reads”samat1846 (1789AD) , Miti asar sudi poornama Sri Akal Purakh ji Sahai,
Guru chit avey guru sahai hoey sri waheguru ji”. The source of Acquisition: Gian Singh
Librarian, Khalsa College Amritsar, cost Rs 450, bill date 26/3/1957. No history known before
12

1957AD? Why Khalsa College Amritsar librarian will sell such old Manuscript to Panjab
University and will not keep it in Khalsa College library?
N. THREE COPIES Of DASAM GRANTHS , which are SIMILAR TO THOSE OF
COLEBBROOK AT TARUNA DAL DERA, Anandpur . Gurdwara Shahi Bagh, Mukhi
Gurdev Singh
Three Dasam Granths copies, similar to the Colebbrook Dasam Granth are found at
Taruna Dal Dera in Anandpur. Dates are written at the end. 1777AD Dasam Granths,Taruna
Dal: 1793AD Dasam GranthTaruna dal: 1800 AD Dasam Granths Taruna Dal. No history of
these Birs is traceable. Dates of completion are noted in the end folios but who wrote them and
history of these Granths is unknown.
O. Only one Undated Dasam Granth Colebrook Copy from Takhat Nander Sahib. No
colophon. No details of its history and when it came to Nander Sahib.
P. Only one Undated Dasam Granth, Colebrook Copy from seat Of Sahib Singh Mahant
from Damsan. No details of its history known and when it came to Dhamdhan Gurudwara.
Q. 1913 AD:- DASAM GRANTH PRINTED BY BHAI SAHIB S & MUNSHI GULAB
SINGH and sons, NANAKSHAHI Samat, Nanakshahi year 444 (1913AD) in Sikh Reference
Library, Amritsar Punjab. It is the first standard version of published Dasam Granth available
now. Minor variations are found Late DGs printed by Jeevan & Chatar Singh and Kirpal Singh
& Jwahar Singh Company..Dr. Dharam Pal Ashta compared this with Delhi Mani Singh Bir and
was of the opinion that both Granths are same. On the contrary, the textual analysis of Mani
Singh Bir as noted below is different because Banis, as found in Guru Granth Sahib are in the
first portion of this Granth and are arranged author wise, under the headings of Sri Mukh Valk
Patshi

1,3.4,5,10. The academic analysis shows that this is the Banno version of Guru Granth

Sahib and not the Damdami version. Banno version cannot be associated with Mani Singh’s
name, who compiled and wrote Damadami Bir in 1706AD. Why would a person write the Banno
version after 20 years? In Dasam Granth portion, one of Alam Kavi’s Dohra, as attributed to 10th
Guru’s .Zafarnama, is written in Persian only and is incomplete. Who wrote it in Punjabi, in
different Granths? The textual analysis of the Bhai Mani Singh Bir clearly shows that the
Chhand count of this Bir is different .There are Swayeeay 32, Shabad Hazarey, and Khalsa
Mehma in this Bir which are not seen in Mani Singh Bir of delhi although Dharam pal Astha
Vouches that NANAKSHAHI Samat Nanakshahi year 444 (1913AD) and Mani Singh Bir is
are same. For details, see textual analysis of Mani Singh Bir.
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2. TEXTUAL ANALYSIS
a) Mani Singh Bir, Moti Bag Bir, Sangrur Bir and Patna Bir
b) Standard version and Colebrook DG Bir/British Library MSS D5 Punjabi

a) Mani Singh Bir, Moti Bag Bir, Sangrur Bir and Patna Bir
Dr.Jaggi,s Book (Dasam Granth Kartitav-Authenticity,1966) 14 documents different Birs having
many variations in the total number of compositions. Some are missing in comparison with
published Birs. Textual analysis also shows CHHAND COUNT VARIATIONS .This clearly
shows that this Granth has no established text test but has rather evolutionary text. I am hereby
producing charts from Jaggi (1966) in English.

Composition Arrangement From Jaggi,s (Dasam Granth Authenticity,1966)
MANI SINGH BIR

MOTI BAGH BIR

SANGRUR BIR

PATNA BIR

1

Japu

Japu

Japu

Japu

2

Bachittar Natak

Bachittar Natak

Sastar Naam Maala

Akaal Ustit

14

Dasam Granth Authorship ( Kartitav). Punjabi. By Rattan Singh Jaggi. Published by Punjabi Sehat Sabha. New
Delhi, 1966.

14

3

Chandi Charitar

Chandi Charitar

Akaal Ustit

Swayae 32

4

Chandi Charitar

Chandi Charitar

Bachittar Natak

Bachittar Natak

5

Chaubees Avtaar

Chaubees Avtaar

Chandi Charitar

Chaubees Avtaar

6

Brahmavtaar

Brahmavtaar

Chaubees Avtaar

Chandi Charitar

7

Rudravtaar

Rudravtaar

Brahmavtaar

Brahmavtaar

8

Paarasnaath

Paarasnaath

Rudravtaar

Gian Prabodh

9

Sastar Naam Maala

Sast Naam Maala

Gian Prabodh

Chandi Charitar

10

Gian Prabodh

Akaal Ustit

Charitropakhia

Rudravtaar

11

Akaal Ustit

Gian Prabodh

Sansahar Sukhmana

Bisanpadhe

12

Vaar Durga Ki

Vaar Durga Ki

Vaar Malkauns

Chakka Bhagoti Ji

13

Charitropakhian

Charitropakhian

Chakka Bhagoti Ji

Sastar Naam Maala

14

Zafarnaama (Persian)

Asfotak Kabit

Bisanpadhe

Vaar Durga Ki

15

Sadd

Swayae 33

Charitropakhia

16

--

Bisanpadhe

Zafarnaama
(Gurmukhi)
Zafarnaama (Persian)

17

--

Sadd

Swayae 33

Bhagvat Gita

18

--

Asfotak Kabit

Sansahar Sukhmana

19

--

Chhand Without Title

Chhand Without Title

20

--

Zafarnaama
(Gurmukhi)
Zafarnaama
(Persian)
--

21

--

22

--

Asfotak Kabit

--

Vaar Malkauns

--

--

Vaar Bhagoti

--

--

Zafarnaama

15

A) CHHAND COUNT of Text in various DASAM GRANTH BIRS in comparison with
published Text since 1897 (From Jaggi DG Kartitav 1966) 15
#

Baani
Japu
Akaal Ustat
Bachittar Natak
Chandi Charitar 1
Chandi Charitar 2
Var Durga Ki

Published
Bir
198
271 1/2
471
233
262
55

Mani
Singh Bir
198
271 ½
471
233
262
55

1
2
3
4
5
6

Moti Bagh Sangrur
Bir
Bir
198
198
271 ½
270 ½
471
471
233
233
262
-55
--

Patna Bir

7

Gian Prabodh

336

335 1/2

336

336

336

8a

Chaubis Avtaar

No AFZU

1382
AFZU

1383
AFZU

No AFZU

Variable
AFZU

8b

Ram Avtaar

864

860

865

863

Variable
AFZU

8c

Krishan Avtaar

2492

2447

2451

2559

Variable
AFZU

8d

22nd & 23rd Avtaar

10

10

10

10

Variable
AFZU

8e

Kal Ki

588

588

588

588

Variable
AFZU

8f

Mir Mehdi

11

11

11

11

Variable
AFZU

9

Brahma Avtaar

323

343

343

343

Variable
AFZU

10a

Rudra Avtaar
(Dat)

498

494

494

368

495

10b

Rudra Avtaar
(Parasnath)

358

358

358

--

390

11

Swaeeay

33

--

33

33

32

199
272
471
233
262
55

15

Dasam Granth Authorship (Kartitav). Punjabi. By Rattan Singh Jaggi. Published by Punjabi Sehat Sabha. New
Delhi, 1966.
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12

Shabad Hazare

10

--

11

10

9+2

13

Khalsa Mehma

4

--

--

--

--

14

Shastar Nam Mala

1318

1318

1318

1318

1318

15

Chiritropakhian

7555

7560

7537

7530

7537

16

Zafarnama

12 Hakiats
(No AFZU)

17

Asfotik Kabit

--

12
Hakiats
(No
AFZU)
--

12
Hakiats
(No
AFZU)
54

18

Sansahar
Sukhmana

--

--

19

Var Bhagoti Ji Ki
(2nd version)

--

20

Var Malkauns

21

12 Hakiats 12 Hakiats
(No
(No
AFZU)
AFZU)
56

54+1

--

43

43

--

--

3

3

--

--

--

11

11

Bhagwant Gita

--

--

--

--

1800

22

Chhaka Bhagoti

--

--

--

--

137

23

Sadd

--

In the
End

1

--

--

B) Textual Analysis/chhand count Standard version and Colebrook DG Bir/ British Library
MSS D5 Punjabi. 16
16

. British Library Manuscript MSS Punjabi D5;541 folios, Donated By “HT Colebrooke”. Sodhak Committee
first time in 1900AD printed standard version and now available in 1428 Pages as 1.) Dasam Sri Guru

Granth Sahib Ji. Published by Jawahar Singh and Kirpal Singh, Amritsar in two volumes. 2)Sri Dasam
Granth Sahib Ji two volumes. Published by Chatar Singh and Jeevan Singh, Amritsar Both.

17

#

Composition

Published Bir

BL MSS D5
Colebrook

1

Japu

2

Akaal Ustat

198 J.K/199 in
444nanakshahi and
J.C
271 ½

198 (150 and 151
combined in
chhand 150)
271 1/2

3

Bachittar Natak

471

471

4

Chandi Charitar 1

233

233

5

Chandi Charitar 2

262

262

6

Var Bhagoti Ji

55

55

7

Gian Prabodh

336

336

8a

Chaubis Avtaar

No AFZU

No AFZU

8b

Ram Avtaar

864

864

8c

Krishan Avtaar

2492

2490

8d

22nd & 23rd Avtaar

10

10

8e

Kal Ki

588

588

8f

Mir Mehdi

11

11

9

Brahma Avtaar

323

323

10a

Rudra Avtaar (Dat)

498

498

10b

Rudra Avtaar (Parasnath)

358

358

18

11

Swaeeay

33

32

12

Shabad Hazare

10

7

13

Khalsa Mehma

4

4

14

Shastar Nam Mala

1318

1318

15

Chiritropakhian

7555

7556

16

Zafarnama & Hakiats

Zafarnama & 12
Hakiats in
Gurmukhi AFZU
861 in nanakshahi
444(No AFZUinJ.C
andJ.K pub birs)
Hikiat 12 has 21
chhands only

Zafarnama&
12 Hakiats in
Gurmukhi (858
AFZU) but hikiat
12 has 15 chhands
only
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1. Title page British Library Ms # D5 Panjabi (Colebrook Dasam Granth) Gurmukhi
Granth Dashmi Patshahi. 17

2. TATKARA of BL MSS D5 Punjabi(Colebrook Dasam Granth)matching to have all
compositions as noted in Published Dasam Granth as corrected and compiled by Sodhak
Committee in 1897 AD.( See following 18 Pages for Details)

17

British Library Manuscript MSS Punjabi D5;541 folios, Donated By “HT Colebrooke

20

Page 1

21

Page 2

22

Page 3

23

Page 4

24

Page 5

25

Page 6

26

Page 7

27

Page 8

28

Page 9

29

Page 10

30

Page 11

31

Page 12

32

Page 13

33

Page 14

34

Page 15

35

Page 16

36

Page 17

37

Page 18
3) Malcolm 1810 reports that he used only Dr Layden’s translations. Dr. Leyden used only
Bachitar Natak with 14 cantos from a Sikh Manuscript/Panj Granthi In Late 18th century For
Translation.

38

Above is from a List of Sikh Compositions translated by John Layden and Used by
Malcolm :MSS IOR EUR McKanzie Volume 40 British Library, London.
Other list of Sikh Compositions translated by John Layden and used by Malcolm in (MSS
IOR EUR McKanzie Volume 40 British Library)
• Translation of Sri Bachittar Natak by Guru Gobind Singh from a Sikh manuscript. It is a
translation of 14 cantos. (There is no mention of any Dasam Granth). Pages 125-182, first
3 folios are blank.
•

•

•

•

The chapter of Guru Gobind Singh from Dogger dialect of Punjabi, starts with Avtars
and ends with story of Guru Gobind Singh’s fights with Hill Rajas and Khans and in the
end fleeing to Chamkor at midnight covering his face from shame. Page 189-202
Composition titled as Ram Kali 10th Patshai, having 11 Pauris only (1-7,15,17,19,20)
which in later gurmukhi literature have been seen as Var 41 of Bhai Gurdas ( also called
Second Bhai Gurdas) with 28 pauris. 16th Pauri is missing, which describes demolition
of temples, mosques & tombs by the 10th Guru (depicting the Guru as anti hindu & anti
muslim). This is missing in this translation but it has been cited by Malcom) Page 189 –
202
Bhagat Ratanavali from Punjabi account of pious personages starting with stories of
Dhru, Naradmuni, Prahlada, Raja Janak, Raja Hari Chandra, Krishna, Dropti, Pandavs,
Jaidev, Namdev, Trilochan, Dhana Jat, Kuber, Indra, Robber Valmiki, Gobind Raj, and
ending in Krishna. It seems to be a translation of Bhai Gurdas Var #10 Page 208 – 220
Gian Ratanavali from Sikh dialect of Punjabi, which is a translation of 1st Var of Bhai
Gurdas with 49 pauris. (Pages 220 – 241)

4) Comments on the arrangement of compositions and Chaand count in BL MSS D5
Punjabi / Colebrook DG in comparison with published Dasam Granth

39

a.) The arrangement of compositions in MSS D5 Punjabi/Colebrook DG manuscript shows
minor variation of arrangement as compared with the published Dasam Granth Bir with respect
to placement of Shastar Nam Mala before Swaeeay and Shabad Hazare. In the Published DG Bir,
Shastar Nam Mala composition is after Swaeeays and Shabad Hazare .
(1) Japu, (2) Akaal Ustat , (3) Bachittar Natak, (4) Chandi Charitar 1, (5) Chandi Charitar 2,
(6) Var Bhagoti Ji, (7) Gian Prabodh , (8) Chaubis Avtaar, (9) Brahma Avtaar ,10 Rudra Avtaar
[Dat] , (11) Shastar Nam Mala, (12) 32 Swaeeay, (13) Khalsa Mehma Swaeeay, (14) Shabad
Hazare, (15) Chiritropakhian, (16) Zafarnama, (17) Hakayats.

b.) The Chaand count in this manuscript has very minor variations as follows:

1.) The published Bir has 2492 Chhands in Krishan Avtar .The Total Chaand count of
Krishan Avtar is 2490 in Colebrook manuscript.
•

Chaand number # 2490 as noted in published Bir in the end of Krishan Avtaar is
absent in this manuscript. Page 570 in published DG “ Satra Sau Pantal, Mah
Sawan sudhi thiti Dee” This chaand describes the date of the Krishan Avtaar
completion in Samat 1745 (1688 AD).

•

Chaand Numbers 1509 and 1510 in published Bir are clubbed into Chaand #1509
in Kharag Singh Jodh Parbandh in this manuscript and part of the verse “jab
kar beech sakat ko lo, tab aie nirpat kay samuih bhayo” is missing.

2.) There are only 7 chhands in Ram Kali 10 compositions (Shabad Hazare) in this
manuscript while in published Bir, their number is 10. Last three Chhands, as noted
in published Bir are extra.
3.) There are 32 Swaeeyas in this manuscript while published Dasam Granth has 33.
Only the first Swaeeya (Jagat Jot Japey) is not present in this manuscript.
4.) The total count of Chiritropakhian Chaands is 7556 AFZU. But if one examines the
published Dasam Granth Bir, such AFZU is 7555. There is a mistake in actual
counting in the published Dasam Granth because Chirtir 403 ends in AFZU 7151.
The 404 Chritirs have 405 Chaands. Therefore, in actual counting 7151 plus 405
should make it equal to 7556, therefore, manuscript totaling of 7556 is cor
40

5.) BL MSS D5 Colebrook

Manuscript: has no colopan or any scribe name or

dating in start or at end of manuscript but a small loose piece folio of the size
approximate 3 inches into two inches found lying loose in between the folios 158
& 159 with written date of 1840 Miti Pooshbadi 15 Mangalvar (Tuesday, Dec 23rd
1783 is seen) on one side. The other side of this loose piece is blank. Use of word
POOSHBADI indicates scribe is from outside Punjab from Hindi belt area.

There is no other internal evidence of dating or name of author is also not seen. Also Randhir
Singh’s, Shabad Moorat (Dasvay Patshah Da Ithas-1965) on page 52 gives some clue about the
dating of similar Granth in 1783 at Calcutta “Gurudwara Chhota Sangat-Toola Pati” which
matches with Published Dasam Granth. This manuscript has a total 532 Folios. The use of word
Pooshbadi indicates that the scribe is from outside Punjab and from Hindi belt area . Therefore,
probably this manuscript was written, compiled & completed in December 1783AD.( Read also
on page 52 of this paper about further discussion on Dasam Granth in Gurdwara Chota SangatTula Patti at Calcutta )
6) The Zafarnama and Hakiats have an AFZU of 858 in the end of Hakiats in the manuscript. But
the Dasam Granth printed in 444 Nanakshahi has AFZU/total count of 861 . Both Dasam
Granths, one published by Jeevan Singh and Chatar Singh in Samat 1998AD and the other by
Jwahar Singh and Kirpal Singh in 1979AD have no AFZU total at the end. And in DG published
by J.C, Singh, there is a total Manual count of 858 Chaands All of the above three printed DGs
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have 6 extra chhands in Hakiats #12. in the end. ( Manuscript #15 and all of the three printed
ones #21)
7) Dr. Rattan Singh Jaggi, in his book page 50 and 51 writes about the use of names Kavi Ram
and Shyam interchangeably in Krishan Avtar. But evaluation of Colebrooke Bir and Dasam
Granth manuscript, which is a copy of Colebrooke’s Bir, Ram is
Kavi in chhands 1116,1119,1148,1159,1177,1180,1222,1234,1300,1357, 1430,1449,1455
1488, 1530. And this confirms that Colebrook manuscript was the basic manuscript accepted by
the Sodhak committee.

8) As noted above, the compositions and their arrangements as noted in the current Dasam
Granth (corrected by Sodhak committee in 1897) clearly match with this printed version of DG
of 444 Nanakshahi There is no history of this Granth. “Catalogue of the Punjabi and Sindhi
Manuscripts in the India Office Library”, written by Shackle in August 1976, on page 9, in
the opening statement, Shackle has put a “?” after 18th century as noted in the introduction of the
manuscript which starts as “MSS Panj. D 5. 541 ff; size 35 x 33 cm; 23 lines on a page;
Gurmukhi; 18th century? [H T Colebrook]”. By history, Charles Wilkin in 1781 A.D. locates
another Granth in Patna, in Hindoove and Sanskrit and quotes” he will get it translated in future”.
Then Colebrook procures this “Gurmukhi Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth” titled in Devnagri but
Granth’s Contents are in Gurmukhit , which is used by Malcolm in his book ”Sketch of Sikhs”.

3. Academic Issues of Various Dasam Granth Maniscripts
(3A) Bhai Mani Singh Bir
There is no history of this Bir before 1818. No one knows where this Bir was, between
1713AD and 1818AD? Although internal dating evidence shows 1713AD, but Dr Jaggi has
clearly documented if in his introduction ( page 13) to Punjabi Dasam Granth that “this date has
been written by a different author and the ink is different” indicating that this date has been
inserted later on..Mani Singh’s letter dated 22nd Vaisakh. (No year), Ashta says, probable year is
1716 because of Banda was alive as some sources quote and was not yet martyred in 1716AD.
Bani of Gurus is arranged author wise. The word Mahala is not used, but instead the word
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Patshahi is used for all Gurus.No Title of Granth is listed, but instead, it lists Tatkara Granth Ji
Da.

Tatkara folio Mani Singh Bir New delhi

43

•

Banis as found in Guru Granth Sahib’s first portion of this Granth are arranged author wise
under the heading of Sri Mukh Valk patshi

1,3.4,5,10. The academic analysis shows that

this is the Banno version of Guru Granth Sahib and not the Damdami version. Banis of
Gurus consistent with Banno version including apocrypical Shabads of Guru Nanak (Jit
Dar Lakh Mohamada, Bhai Atash Aab.), two Mira Bai shabads, Ratan Mala, Hakikat Raja
shivnav ki and Ink recipe, Mira Bhai Shabad In Maru rag, Guru Arjan Ram kali-HymnRan Jhunjhanana Gau sakhi hari, Mohalla Daswam Salok 54 “ Bal hua Banda Chhuta ---)’ as deputed to mahla 10 Therefore, it is a Banno version and cannot be associated with
Mani Singh’s name who compiled and wrote Damadami Bir in 1706AD. Why would a
person write the Banno version after 20years? Therefore, based on academic analysis, this
Bir cannot be related to Bhai Mani Singh. Rather it will be unacademic to label that this
Bir’s first part was written by Bhai Mani Singh in 1713 AD as noted in end. This Bir has
no colophon.
•

One of Alam Kavi’s Dohra attributed to 10th Guru (Dohra # 46 page 52 Shamsher singh
Ashok, Singh Brothers 2003). This Dohra is also found in Anandpuri Bir in reverse order.

•

This Bir ends at Hikiats as mentioned by Giani Gian Singh. Zafarnama was written only in
Persian. Who wrote it in Punjabi in different Granths?

•

The textual analysis of the Bhai Mani Singh Bir clearly shows that the Chhand count of this
Bir is different from the presently published Dasam Granth. For example, Ram Avtar in
this Bir has 860 Chhands, but in the Colebrook and printed Dasam Granths, such count is
864. Krishan Avtar Saloks are 2447 in this Granth while in the published Granth are 2492
in number. Charitro Pakhyan has 7560 Saloks in this Bir while printed Dasam Granths have
7555 Afzu/total count.

•

There is no Swayeeay 33, Shabad Hazarey, and Khalsa Mehma in this Bir which are
seen in published Bir.
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Textual Analysis of Bhai Mani Singh Bir 18

Authorship

Subject

Pages

Guru Nanak

Tatkara

1A-5A

Samat Joti Joth Samana

5B

Bani

6B-118A

Tatkara

118B-122A

Bani

122B-209A

Tatkara

209B-214A

Bani

214B-303A

Tatkara

303B-318A

Bani

318B-528A

Tatkara

529B-530A

Bani

530B-536A

Tatkara

537B-539A

Japu

539B-541B

Bachittar Natak

542A-552B

Chandi Chiritar 1

553A-562A

Chandi Chiritar 2

562B-569A

Chaubis Avtar

569A-741B

Brahma Avtar

741B-757B

Guru Amar Das

Guru Ram Das

Guru Arjan Dev

Guru Teg Bahadur

Dasam Bani

18

Also reported by Dr. Jaggi in “Dasam Granth Authenticity” and “Bhai Mani Singh Jeevani and Rachna” (
Published by Punjabi University, 1983 pages 40 and 41 folio #,s Given below) confirmed by author also in
manuscript.
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Rudra Avtar

757B-785B

Shashtar Nam Mala

786B-821A

Gian Prabodh

821B-829A

Akal Ustat

830B-838A

Var Durga Ki

838B-842A

Tatkara

842B-846A

Chiritropakhiyan

846B-1029A

Bhagat Kabir

Bani

1029B-1058A

Bhagat Nam Dev

Bani

1058B-1065A

Bhagat Ravi Das

Bani

1065B-1069B

Bhagat Ram Anand

Bani

1069B

Bhagat Jai Dev

Bani

1070A

Bhagat Tarlochan

Bani

1070B-1071A

Bhagat Dhana

Bani

1071A-1071B

Bhagat Sain, Pipa, Bhikan and Sadna

Bani

Parm Anand, Sur Das, Mira

Bani

1072A-1073A

Bhagat Baini

Bani

1073B-1074A

Shiekh Farid

Bani

1074B-1077B

Rai Balwand Di Var

Bani

1078A-1078B

Sadd and Sweeyay

Bani

1079A-1088B

Hakikat Ra Mukam Rajey Shiv Nabh

Path

1088B

Path

1089A

Ki
Rag Mala
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Siahi Ki Vidhi

Path

1089A

Zafarnama (Persian) 2)DR.

Path

1090B-1095B

Death Date folio Mani
Singh Bir Baba Gurdita
Death date almost found
in all old manuscripts
Hartaled/

Below is Banno version, Extra cannonical compositions attributed to Guru Nanak under
Patshai 1 in Mani Singh Bir GGS Portion

47

48

49

Above is Akal Ustit, opening with Ik Onkar Sri Bhagauti ji Sahai. Word utara Khas
patra Missing

Above TATKARA FOLIO DASAM GRANTH PORTION

50

51

Above Jap Sahib starts with Ik Onkar Sri Satgur Parshad and not Bhagauti Ji Sahai

Below is the END FOLIOs of Mani Singh’s Bir with extra Persian hikiat hikayat Patshi 10
,Rag Majh Patshahi 10 and Dohra 48 from Kam Gandla.( Same Triplet is found at the end
in Anandpuri Bir end but not in Colebrook Dg 1783Ad or standard Dasam Granth), and
dating of the manuscript is 1770 Bikrami(1713AD)

52

Below Empty space for charitar 324 in charitropakhyan proves that mani singh Bir is a copy
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Below dating part 1770 samat(1723AD) Highlighted

LETTER of Bhai Mani Singh and Mani Singh Bir Academic issues

The letter has a date of 22nd Vaisakh, but no year. Dharam pal Ashta calculates year 1716 as
Baba Banda Bahadur alive and his name is written in the letter which reads ”Desh meyn Goga
hey BANDA Bandan Mukat hoey bhag Gia hey”but internal evidence of dating 1770 samat
(1713AD) is atypical verse as written in different ink and different hand. If manuscript date of
1770 Samat (1713AD) is correct then Mani Singh’s letter is forged, as Mani Singh’s Bir has
404 charitars and Shashtarmala (on the Contrary letter reads 303 charitars and
NamMala/Shashtarmala composition are not yet found).
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(3B) Patna Bir Samat 1755(1698AD) Academic Issues
55

No colophon written. By oral history it is supposed to be written by Granthi Sukha Singh, who
died in 1861AD. Even if died at age of 100 years and started writing at Birth this Bir still cannot
go beyond 1761 AD. Then who wrote Samat 1755 (1698AD) in Tatkara because Tatkara shows
the date written as 1775 (1698 CE) but Zafarnama written in the end in same handwriting and
same ink puts date to at least 1706 academically. This Bir contains 8 compositions by 10th Guru
ji which were deleted by the Sodhak Committee, Sukhmana Sansaharnama, Var Malkauns, Var
Bhagoti, Rag Sorth by P10, Rag Asal P10, Asfotak Kabits and one Bir contains 18 chapters of
Bhagwant Gita (1800 chhands). Bhai Randhir Singh in his “Shabadmoorat” book page 17
mentions about these edited out compositions and writes “Style of writing and language does not
match with Guru Gobind Singh’s writings and therefore does not feel that these belong to 10th
Guru Ji.See Tatkara of Patna Bir below.
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Below Tatkara Patna Bir Typed for easy reading by the readers
qqkrw ptnw vwlI dsm gRMQ
<sRI vwhgUrU jI kI Piqh
sRI BgauqI jI shwie
qqkrw sucy p`qR sRI igRMQ jUkw bwxI pwiqswh dsvyN jU ky igMRQ kw sMbq 1755 imqI AwswB bdI 1 ko
igRMQ iliKAw :qv pRswid sRI muKbwk pwiqswhI 10
pqR 21 jwpu nYswx CMd

22

pqR 25 ausqq Akwl jU kI CMd

18

pqR 37 svYXy sRI muKvwk

32

pqR 39 AQ bicqR nwtk igMRQ iDXwie

14
57

pqR 53 Avqwr sRI ibsn jU ky

24

pqR 255 Avqwr sRI bRhmw jU ky

7

pqR 265 igRMQ sRI igAwn pRboD DXwie

5

pqR 276 AQ cMfI cirqR mhwqm

8

pqR 284 AQ ieMdR kvc

1

pqR 285 AQ rudR Avqwr

2

pqR 318 sbd pwqswhI 10

9

pqR 320 CMd Ckw 3 qQw sRI nwmmwlw

5

pqR 365 vwr durgw kI

1

pqR 370

3100

pqR 371 kQw cirqR pKXwn

404

pqR 632 AsPotk kibq svYXy

55

pqR 636 sRI BgvMq gIqw BwKw
sRI goibMd isMG ikRq DXwie 18

1800

pqR 690 suKmnw pwqswhI 10

1

pqR 695 sbd Awsw qQw soirT

2

pqR 696 vwr mwlkaus kI

1

pqR 696 vwr BgauqI jU kI

1

pqR 713 mwJ pwqswhI 10

1

pqR 697 ihkwXqw 12 pwqswhI 10

How can Patna Bir, shown to be written in Sammat 1755 (1698CE) in its Tatkara, be
labeled to be written in 1775AD (Sammat 1842) when it contains Zafarnam in same ink
and hand?
Giani Gian Singh reports that Sukha Singh wrote the Dasam Granth Bir at Patna in 1775CE. But
no Birs with colophon written in 1775CE is available in Patna. Only the above Bir shown to be
written in Sambatt1755 (1698CE) in Tatkara, is now available. What happened to the Bir as
mentioned by Giani Gian Singh? Internal evidence of this Bir, as sown in Tatkara and Patars /
folios, shows that Zafarnama is written in same ink and hand writing which confirms that this
manuscript was written after 1706 CE. Read Shabd Moorat 19 pages 51-52 below. Randhir Singh
documents that 3 of the Birs whose Nishani is given in Giani Gian Singh account including the
19

Shabad Moorit –“Dasven Patshah da Granth Da Ithas” by Randhir singh published by SGPC1962
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Bir reffered by Kahan Singh Nabha could not be found, neither original nor a copy. Only fourth
one is at Moti Bagh which was a copy of bir written after 1775 AD (Samat 1832). Any how this
one is also lost in Blue star operation after 1984AD. He admits that he saw 1783 AD (Samat
1840) Bir in Calcutta Gurudwara “Chhota Sangat Tula Patti” which matches Published Dasam
Granth of Sodhak Committee.

Page 52 Randhir singh Shabad Moorit
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Above NOTE UTARA KHAS PATRA AND AAGEY LIKHARI KEY DASKHAT
MiSSING

Below is Khas Patra’s copy of Patna Bir, which ends in with # 4800 chhand, at end of Judh
Parbandh, last separate composition in Krishan Avtar. (also found on folio 155 Anandpuri
Bir and other Dasam Granth birs). So called original, found in only in Mani Singh, Delhi
Bir as noted above of which Randir Singh published only one side .
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Krishan Avtar , under four separate Titles in Patna Granth as well as in Anandpuri Bir
Below is the end of Dasam Sikand, which is part of Krishan Avtar from Patna Bir

Below is the end of RAS MANDAL, part of Krishan Avtar from Patna Bir
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Below is the end of Birah Natak, part of Krishan Avtar from Patna Bir

Below is the end of Chandi Charitar I, which ends with deh siva var mohey as chhand
#133, after the end of sta sai granth of Durga. Chandi Charitar I is in between Birah
Natak and Judh Parbandh, which is part of Krishan Avtar, in both, Patna Bir and
Anandpuri Bir.
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Below is the end of Judh Parband, part of Krishan Avtar from Patna Bir, which ends in
Chhand # 4800 and matches the khas part

There are other four manuscripts of Dasam Granth at Takhat Sri Patna sahib. See below
the opening folios of all those four Dasam Granths at Patna.
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(3C) DG Hazoori /or Anandpuri Bir20
(1) Anandpuri Bir: This Bir has been also evaluated by Dr.Balbir Singh, brother of
Bhai Vir Singh, S.Mahan Singh and Paiara singh Padam. For their academic opinion read
1) Ms # 269Dr. Balbir Singh Sahitya Kendra, Dehra Dun by Mahan Singh.
“dsm gRMQ dI Kws hzUrI qy dsKqI bIV (kuJ Bwg 1752ib: dI ilKq)”
“ਦਸਮ ਗ�ੰ ਥ ਦੀ ਖਾਸ ਹਜ਼ੂਰੀ ਤੇ ਦਸਖਤੀ ਬੀੜ ( ਕੁਝ ਭਾਗ 1752ib)
\DR. Balbir Singh M. A. PhD, in his article Guru Gobind Singh and his Darbari Kavi published
in book “Punjab university Panjabi Sahit Da Ithas” volume two published by Punjab University
Press 1967, 1986 writes in detail about Darbari Kavis, Dasam Granth Di Khas Hajuri tay
Daskhati Bir (also known as Ananadpuri Bir) and Sodhak committee
3) Read also the Textual analysis of this Bir By Dr Piara singh Padam in his book “Dasam
Granth Darshan”. Padam ji does not write about the history of this Bir and its movement, which
is well written by Dr.Balbir Singh and S.Mahan Singh in their Report.

It contains two paintings of 10th Guru in possession of Mata Sundri, pasted on page 1 and 14 (
Padam Ji gave no history of these Photographs, although he made these photograph the basis for
his 1990 Edition, as is mentioned on page 10 of Dasam Granth Darpan. But no history is
provided of such photographs tracing them back to Guru period.).
20

Thanks to Dr.Joginder Singh Ahluwalia,Richmond ,Ca. for allowing me to see this manuscript two times and
providing me the cpopies of some impotant folios for this paper. “Also read Mahan singh report” Ms#269,Dr. Balbir
Singh sahtitya Kendra.Dehradun.
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•

It has four different kinds of pages, and with no folio numbers on Khas Patras

•

There are Five different scribes, Darbari Singh, Darbari Singh Chhota, Nihala, Bala and
Haridas. First 63 pages are new with different hand writing (Piara Singh Padam) and
different from main manuscript. Zafarnama is written in other handwriting with no
numbers on pages.( Piara Singh Padam)

•

History of this Bir only goes up to Maharaja Ranjit Singh times Period as it is taken from
a Granthi Diwan Singh, employed by him.

•

The arrangement of compositions in Anandpuri manuscript with variations of
arrangement and chhand count is as follows, as compared with the printed Dasam Granth
Bir :

•

(1) Japu-196, (2) Akaal Ustat -272, (3) Bachittar Natak -471, (4) Bihsan Avtar
including Ram Avtar -862, followed by Krishan Avtar, in Four differen parts like in
Patna Dasam Granth 1698 AD a. Dsam Sikand-1186, Ras mandal -340, Birha Natak134, Then Chandi Charitar I and then Jodh Parband -875, followed by other Bishan
Avtars, like Nar, Bodh, Nihalankari, and Mehadi Avtar. Then Braham Avtars and Rudra
Avtars, (5)Gian Prabodh, (6) Chandi Charitar 2, (7) Shastar Nam Mala, (8) Var Durga
Ki , (9) Asphotak Kabit including Khalsa Mehma-54 , 33 Swaeeay and Shabad Hazare9 and 3 extra chhands, like shown in Mani Singh Bir, Totaling Count 99, (15)
Chiritropakhian-7498, (16) Zafarnama and Hakiats-855. Last Hakiyat 15 chhands.

•

At two places , dates of 1752 BK (1695 CE) appear in wrong chronological order
(Chandi Ukat Bilas on page 125, written in Fagun 1752 but in Jodh Parband, it is written
on page 154 as Chet 1752). On folio 109, 116 , dates shown are- 1745BK and then
1744BK, which also uses wrong chronology

•

Probably this Bir is the same as the presidium Bir used by Sodhak Committee in 1897,
with two pictures, of scribes, described as Darbari Singh Wadha, and Darbari Singh
Chhota. Ankpali is rewritten at some pages, and some of the pages are new. Total pages
403.

•

There is no colophon in this Bir.

•

See Tatkara of Anadpuri Bir and Photos from this Bir Below
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•

Krishan Avtar is divided in 4 separate Parts: Dasam Sikand(1186), Birha Natak(340) ,
RAS MANDAL (134) & Jodh Parbandh (875), like in 1998 AD Patna Bir, with Chandi
Charitar in between RAS MANDAL & Jodh Parbandh Section. Krishan Avtar ends at
Judh Parband and not at Dasam Sikand as in Colebrook or standard version. On folio 155
there is a copy of Khas patra as noted above in both, Mani Singh’s Bir 1713 and
Patna Bir 1698 AD, which reads a total AFZU 4800 until end of krihan Avtar. But at
the end of Judh Parband, which ends on folio 154, in this manuscript, the chhand count
AFZU is #4961. Therefore, it proves that this Patra was used only for authenticity but is
not consistent with internal evidence. Read end of Judh Parband below.

•

“ Deh Shiva were Mohey” is shown as last # 233, after completion of Sat Sai
Granth/Chandi Charitar I, composition as also noted in 1998AD Patna Bir and 1765 AD
Patna Misal Manuscript. Who inserted it under chhand #231, as noted in Colebrook
Granth in 1783 AD?

•

As per Sodhak Committee’s opinion (1895-1896AD) on Anandpuri Birh on Text and
History of Ananadpuri Birh

•

a.) Japu Ji Sahib and Akal Ustit is different;

•

b.) Chandi di Var is new;

•

c.) In Krishan Avtar, many chaupees are missing;

•

d.) In Charirtars and Hakiats, the Tukas and Baints are less.

•

e.) Two photo in this Birh.

•

f.) Many new patars (pages) in this Birh;

•

g.) Writers Darbari Singh Wada and Chhota;

•

h.) 403 folios. And History traces back to Maharaji Ranjit Singh’s Kingdom Period,
Period(1801-1839) only. Where was tis manuscript between 1698AD to Maharaja
Ranjit Singh period starting 1801AD?
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Below is Zafarnama, with opening invocation and addition of word DASTAN at the
start, and fixed in 1783 AD Colebrooke Dasam Granth.
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Below is the opening invocation of Akal Ustit, with addition of words “utara khas patre ka
“ and word aagey likhari key daskat” fixed in 1783 ad Colebrook Granth, matching
1913AD/444 Nanakshahi DG

Above is the opening invocation of Akal Ustit with iK Onkar bhagauti ji sahai and
word aagey likhari key daskat on side.
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On folio 155, there is a copy of Khas patra, as noted above in Mani Singh’s Bir, 1713 and
Patna Bir 1698 AD which reads a total AFZU 4800 until end of Krihan Avtar. But at the end
of Judh Parband , which ends on folio 154 in this manuscript, the chhand count AFZU is #4961.
Therefore it proves that this Patra copy was used only for authenticity but is not consistent with
internal evidence.
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(3d) ACADEMIC ISSUES IN TEXT OF CHRITRO VAKHYYAN MS # 783 PUNJAB
UNIV CHANDIGARH. 1723 AD ( 1780 SAMAT) 21.
Recived from Diwan Sant Ram Khosla, Amritsar in 1960. No detail of its prior history since
1723AD. Appears to be a part of some old manuscripts, which starts from folio 301 and ends at
Folio 842. Introduced in sikh studies by Dr. Jeevan Deol by his article on Dasam Granth in ’
Sikh religion, Culture and Ethnicity, Curzon Press 2001, Edited by Drs Schackle, Gurharpal and
Mandair.
Contains 404 stories/kathas Titles of katha/story written in RED, usally starts with “AB
katha then title of story”. Many titles differ from standard version. Ending wording as
found in Colebrook granth/standard versin which reads “ It chit sri charitropakhyan tri
charitar mantra Bhoop sambadey chariter number-------- Samaptam.” Is missing in all
stories. If the ending caption of all charitars was missing in 1723 AD, then who compiled
Charirtropakhyan in Dasam Granth after 1723AD?
Earlier part of manuscript is also missing. Total Chhand Count AFZU is 8450 (whereas
colebrooke has 7556 and standard version has 7555). Last charitar #404 has only 402 chhands, ,
i.e, three extra chhands and date of 1996 is written with different ink and different hand.
Folio 842 Reads “it charitrbakhyan Sri Mukhvalk miti vaisakho 6 samat 1780 Tarik per jabsan 5
maham Das Patsah key, Puran hoa.Laykhak chhona Singh Bhai Sangat singh tarkas ki pothi to
likh Lai (Jeevan Deol misrepresents and reads” Panjab University Chandigarh, Ms 783 is a small
–sized volume of charitropakhyan, that its colopan describes as “TARKAS KI POTHI” (presu
meably volume to be carried in Quiver)………) Page 43’ Sikh religion, Culture and Ethnicity.
Curzon Press 2001. Edited by Drs Schackle, Gurharpal and Mandair.
Jeevan Deol hides the internal evidence of this manuscript and Patna manuscript which he did
see as reported by him. Then makes an incomplete chart as below:

21

Thanks to Dr.Joginder Singh Ahluwalia,Richmond ,Ca. for prviding me the digitalized copy this manuscript for
this paper.
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In Published Dasam Granth these charitars from 372-397 are different as follows.
372. Achhal sain, 373.Shahr daulatbad, 374Bijapur jah, 375.isk tabol, 376.Sun raja Ik,
377.navtan Sunah, 378.Bhoom tirhatak sen, 379.Sun raja Ik, 380 Ek charitar SEN, 381. Sun Ravi
k, 382.Bishan Dhuja ik
383.sun chrit Ik, 384.sda Singh ik, 385. chiterket Ik., 386. Bir ket Ik bhoop, 387.marwar Ik
bhoop
388.Singh narinder bhoop, 389.Bhoop subah sen, 390bahuli Suniyat. 391.bar biran Ko dos,
392.Bhoop sudar sen, 393.Achhlapur Ik, 394.Dev CHHattar Ik Bhoop, 395.sarab Singh Raja.
396.pirthhi Singh Ik.397.Sagar Des
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Above folio 842 reads” it charitrbakhyan Sri Mukhvalk miti vaisakho 6 samat 1780
Tarik per jabsan 5 maham Das Patsah key Puran hoa.LAykhak chhona Singh Bhai Sangat singh
tarkas ki pothi to likh Lai (Jeevan Deol misrepresents and reads” Panjab University, Chandigarh
Ms 783 is a small –sized volume of charitropakhyan that its colopan describes as “TARKAS KI
POTHI”(presu meably volume to be carried in Quiver)………) page 43’ Sikh religion, Culture
and Ethnicity. Curzon Press 2001. Edited by Drs Schackle,Gurharpal and Mandair.
The lines as noted in Cole Brook Granth/ standard version about the dating of Chritropakhyan as
noted in the end.

“ s;bt s'tRh shs BiN'j{ . ArW shs Puin tIin kih'j{ . BawRv suwI ASomI riv vara . tIr stu'wRv gR;T suWara”
Below one can see the end of stories 61-70. Titles of katha/story written in RED usally starts
with “AB katha then title of story”. Ending wording as found in all manuscripts which
reads “ It chit sri charitropakhyan tri charitar mantra Bhoop sambadey chariter number------- Samaptam.”, which is missing in all stories. If ending caption of all charitar is missing
in the 1723 AD Version of Dasam Granths, then who inserted the end words Charirtropakhyan in
Dasam Granths written after 1723AD?
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(3E) Misal Patna Bir academic Issues
Randhir Singh writes on Page 49 of his Book:-This Bir prepared by Sewadars at Takhat Patna
after they found 10th Guru Bani. Where are the original Documents of 10th Guru Ji? Randhir
Singh ji does not mention where original was written . No original copy of this Bir is seen at
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Patna Sahib. Where is the original of this Bir now? Copy of the DG was reportedly done in
Jammu on Sawan 22 Sudi 9 (26 July 1765AD). Who did the copying at Jammu? The only copy
was seen by Randhir Singh and Padam Ji at bAkal Takhat Bunga Takhat Toshakhana previously.
It disappeared for some time but now this Bir is cataloged and present in Sikh reference Library
at Darbar Sahib Amritsar. Textual analysis of this Bir shows:•

Opening Pages of the manuscript has a note where Hindi Varan Mala is written. Who
wrote this?. Readers can decipher first three lines themselves.

•

There is also note written which reads as “confession of wrong doing by the wife and
praying for forgiveness.( who wrote this).
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•

Who was the custodian? No details of the movement of this manuscript from 1765AD
onwards.

•

In this Bir the composition arrangement is different as compared with Published Bir of
Dasam Granth(1) Japu, (2) Sri Nam Mala, (3) Ustit Sri Akaal Ustat (4) Bachittar Natak
(5) Chandi Charitar 1 (6) Chandi Charitar 2 (7) Chaubis Avtaar (8) Brahma Avtaar (9)
Rudra Avtaar , Paras Nath Rudru Roop (10) Gian Prabodh,(11)Var durga Ki (12)
Chiritropakhian (13) Asfotik kabitSawayees (14) Swayees( 15) Shabad (16) Jangnama
Gurmukhi (17) Hakiats (18)Jangnama-Persian)

•

Textual analysis also shows CHHAND COUNT VARIATIONS.for example Krishan
Avtar as 2445 Chhands of all four parts combined. With no AFZU at end of Krishan
Avtar, last composition of of Krishan Avtar is dasam sikand with total count of #21. Raag
Shabads 11, Rudruavtar 299, Parasnath Rudru roop313. Ram Avtar #863 corrected with
hand to #864. No Ram Avtar ending Verse.

•

Asfotak Kabits are extra,which are not noted in Colebrook and 444 Nanakshahi/1913AD
printed version.

•

Durga Ki var instead of var Bhagauti in Cle brook 1783AD and 1913 printed versions

•

Incompete hakiats with 608 Baints in Zafarnama. Zafarnama Title is replaced with Title
Jangnama.

•

Most invocations start IK onkar sri bhagauti Ji sahai

If this Bir was copied in Jammu and then in Punjab in 1765AD, then why Chhibar, who
wrote his Bansalinama in (1769-1779) in Jammu is silent about this very important
manuscript? Mehma Parkash, which was written at Goindwal by Sarup Das Bhalla, then
also in Punjab 1776 AD, is also silent about this important Dasam Granth Bir?

Who in 1783AD fixed the invocations as noted in 444 Nanakshai/1913AD printed version
from this Manuscript, which is seen to be completed in 1765AD as per its internal text
findings.
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Below is the the Date of the Start of writing day of Patna Misal Granth in Jammu:-

Below can be seen the Date of completion of Patna Misal Granth with Emphesis copied
from many Granths
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Below can be seen the Patna Missal’s End of Asphatak Kabit and start of 33 swaeey. Note
Raag Khyal as “Mitar piarey nun hal fakira da kehna as # 43 . “ Similarly Raag khyal in
Anand puri Bir is #43 Asphtak kabit ” There are other 11 Shabad Raag Hazarey in this
Manuscript

Below is Patna Misal’s 1765 AD Bir’s End of Var Dorga Ki and Start of Chritropakhyan
with different Invocation
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Below is End of chritropakhyan with no AFZU and start of Asphotak Kabit swayeeys
with Invocation Reading as IK Onkar sri Bhagauti Ji Sahaey

Below is Patna Misal’s 1765 AD Bir’s END OF KISHAN AVTAR IN CHHAND # 21
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BELOW is PATNA MISAL 1765 AD END OF GIAN PARBODH WITH MISSING TWO
LINES AND START OF DURGA KI VAR
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Below is Patna Misal’s 1765 AD, End of RAM AVTAR in 863 chhand #,s corrected to 864

Below is Patna Misal’s 1765 AD, END OF 33 swaeeys and start of 11 Shabad Hazare in
three slides Rag in this manuscript
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Below is Patna Misal’s 1765, start of Jangnama instead of Zafarnama, with invocation of
ik onkar wheguru ji ki fateh and word DASTAN after 12 baint missing as noted in
Colebrooke and 1913ad DG

INCOMPLETE JANGNAMA WITH 608 Baints . In the end is dohra” sagal davar ko
chodkey”
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Below is INCOMPLETE JANGNAMA in Persian from Patna Misal’s 1765 Manuscript

.
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(3F) Devnagri Dasam Granth
This manuscript was donated to British library By Pandit Radha Krishana per catalogue of
Panjabi and Sindhi manuscripts in the India Office Library; compiled by C.Shackle , London
1977. The note in the manuscript by commissioner and superintendent reads:- it was sent to Paris
exhibition Society by Pundit Radha kishan in July 1856 AD.
Please Note that Paris Imperial exhibition was held in Paris between 15th May- 15th November
1855. No Imperial Exhibition was ever held in Paris in 1856. For what reason, it was sent from
Punjab India in July 1856 after the exhibition is was over? Significant Imperial exhibitions that
were held between 1851-1893, are were as follows:- London 1851AD, Paris 1855AD, London
1862AD, Paris 1867, Vienna 1873AD. This manuscript was Written and completed in Feb 1847.
The Note written in July 1856AD says it was for Paris exhibition which already had finished in
Nov of 1855. Take note that the First Imperial exhibition was held in London in 1851. If this
manuscript was written for Imperial Exhibition, why it was not sent to LONDON for Imperial
Exhibition in 1851? Four (4) years after 4 years when it was written in February 1847AD, it
bears a note from the Commissioner, “In conformity to the orders of the Governor General of
India this volume named ‘The Granth Sahib’ published by Gooro Gobind Singh the founder of
the Sikh faith, is hereby presented to the Paris Exhibition Society by Pundit Radha Kristin,
Ecclesiastical Councilor to His Highness the late Maharajah Runlet Singh) and EK Onkar in
Gurumukhi is changed to OM in Devnagri in this manuscript. Read the Note from Manuscript
below. Why Governor General of India will give such order in Feb 1847, approving Gooro
Gobind Singh the founder of the Sikh faith? Was Gooro Gobind Singh the founder ???
Radha Krishin,Sanskrit Scholar and was teacher of Raja Hira Singh then Duleep Singh. His
father was Pandit MADHUSUDHAN, head priest of court & chief of Charities dept.(1808AD
till annexation) His Grand father was Pandit Brij Lal, who also held a post of court Pandit under
Ranjit Singh. Such intelligent person with background from father and Grand father as court
Pandit should know the Difference between SGGS and Dasam Granth when he He certified the
manuscript. WHY He certified Guru Gobind Singh as Fouder of Sikh Faith? This DG was
written in Devnagri, in Punjab in Feb1847, after the Sikhs lost in Anglo Sikh war in 1847 and in
December 1847, Bharowal treaty was written when Punjab totally came under control of
Britishers. British resident at Lahore became an Absolute and sole dictator in Punjab and
Maharani Jind Kaur was incarcerated.
Although the British Signed many treaties with the Sikhs as a separate Nation, but however, in
first census of 1855 AD, a report after the Britishers took over Punjab, the Sikhs were included
among Hindus. Why? It confirms their plan to finish the spirit of independence of the Sikhs as a
Nation. Although they signed many Anglo-Sikh treaties with the Sikhs as a separate independent
Nation from 1803 AD Onwards, this evidence clearly tells us the the Britishers, who gave more
importance to Dasam Granth than Guru Granth Sahib Ji as soon as they became the dictators of
Punjab. In December 1847 and EK Onkar in Gurumukhi is was changed to OM in Devnagri in
this manuscript. The 6th Shabd hazaray to Khyal Patshahi10. Mitar Piaray Noo hal Murida da
Kehna and Khalsa Mehma composition are not read in this manuscript. In Addition,
Additionally “Chhaka Bhagauti Ji ka with 137 Chhands” were added in this officially ordered
Dasam Granth manuscript, and why?
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(3G) Daswen Padshah ka Granth that was presented to Queen Victoria in 1859 and placed
in Oriental Library.
This manuscript is presently preserved in British Library, catalogued as MSS Panj. E 1. 19th
century (copy 1859). Along with this Granth, the second copy was of Aad Granth which is
catalogued as MSS Panj. E 2 was also given to Queen Victoria in 1859.
There is no colophon. Note on folio 4a mentions a stool and cushions covered with, also
presented by Sadhu Singh for use with the Granth. This Granth is cataloged in British Library as
“MSS Punjabi E1” sent by the Guru Sadho Sodhi of Kartarpur. No heading of Dasam Granth or
Dasvein Patshah. Starts with Tatkara as Granth Sahib Ka. Note by Dy. Commander Lahore “
copy of original with signature of Guru himself & now in possession of his descendent , Guru
Sadho Singh“
This is an a typical Comment” As we all know that Sodhi Sadhu Singh’s family had only the
original Kartarpuri Bir, compiled by Guru Arjan and no original Dasam Granth. Why such a
wrong note about the history of this Dasam Granth was added?.

(3H) DG in a Gurdwara Chota Sangat-Tula Patti ( also known as Muni lal Sikh Sangat)
dating to 1783AD matching published Dasam Granth Bir by Sodhak committee 1897AD
Randhir Singh also refers to a 18th century DG in a Gurdwara at Kolkata. In Shabad Moorat
(Page 52 ) 22, Randhir Singh causally mentions about such a Bir in 2 lines but no details are
given. The note reads that this written Bir matches with the published Dasam Granth Birs.
Location Gurudwara , Chota Sangat-Tula Patti( also known as muni Lal Sikh Sangat) date
Samat 1840( 1783AD). His note further reads that this Bir does not match with any 4 Birs as
reported by Giani Gain Singh Ji. This was also not copy of any two old Birs which Randhir Sigh
felt to be more authentic (Mani Singh Bir 1713AD & Pâtna Ji Di Misal 1765AD). The Note of
Randhir Singh is very important as he adds that this Bir matches with published Dasam Granth
Birs. The date of compilation Samat 1840 (1783AD) matches with Colebrook Dasam Granth
which also has date of Samat 1840 ( 1783AD). This is the oldest Gurudwara in Calcutta and is
on The property List of Takhat Patna( Read Sikhs In Bihar by Dr.Ved Parkash page 123). This
always remained under control of Nirmalas from Patna Sahib and recently after court case, it has
come under the management of Gurudwara Bara Sikh Sangat on the same road. This Gurdwara,
22
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as per records was the property of Takhat Harmadar Sahib, Patna as reported by Ved parkash in
his book “Sikhs in Bihar” page 123. It appears, as Nirmala Atma Ram was at Calcutta and this
must be his location, as the property belonged to Takhat Patna Sahib and Patna city was part of
Bengal State in late 1800s. The address has changed now as the road name before partition was
Harrison road but now the new name of the same Road is M.K.Gandhi Road. Author went to
Calcutta in March 2008. This Gurudwara was under Renovation and no such Bir found there.

4. What are the academic/textual issues of “KHAS PATRAS IN various DG Birhs”?
Khaas Patras, present in some birs have many academic issues. Kesar Singh Chibbar 1769AD
(61 years later) mentions “seven loose sheets came into the possession of Sikhs in Lahore”.
Santokh Singh in 1843 (135 years later), talks about seeing ” 62 patras”. None of the above
authors put the pages in Appendix. Who collected these patras, from where, and who were the
custodians? There is no historical evidence of such collection. Giani Gian Singh ( 1880 AD
Panth Parkash ) who wrote “There is another Granthi named Sukha Singh who compiled a bir on
his own at Patna and Charat Singh is his son. His handwriting perfectly matches with the Gurus.
Having announced the signature of the Guru, he received money four times the usual amount or
as much as he wanted”. Khas Patras Chhand Serial Numbers
-Mani Singh Bir 8 khas patras (2229-2258, 5346-5774)
-Moti Bagh Bir 7Khas patras (7011-7117, 7333-7444)
-Anandpuri Bir 8 khas patras (7178-7332)
Further research confirms that all these Khas Patras came from one source, which further
augments Giani Gian Singh’s opinion.
Patna Sahib Dated Bir Of 1698Ad( 1755 Sambat):- If one looks at Tatkara/index and the folios in
details, one finds that there are ascending #,s of chands from 1- 7568 for following compositions,
Jaap sahib(1-199), Akal Ustat( 200-471), 32 swayees (472-503) Bachitar NataK ( 504-974 ) then
Vishnu 24 avtars , Gian Parbodh, Chandi Chritar Tambi Mahatam, Bram Avtars and Rudra
Avtar from Chhand Count from(975-7568 on wards). Chandi Chritar Ukat Bilas has separate
chhand # s (1-233). All these #,s are same as Khas patras in above 3 Birh,s. Is it just a
coincidence?
Type of writing was prevalent at that time in MANDI SAKET and adjacent Sahara Riesman.
Jaggi 23 has proven by comparing the hand writing that this Khas Patra writing belongs to Charat
Singh Granthi (who was son of Bhai Sukha Singh and who became a powerful Mahant in 1832
as he was promoted from a Granthi Post) at Patna. Giani Gian Singh ( 1880 AD Panth Parkash )
is of the same opinion “There is another Granthi named Sukha Singh who compiled a bir on his
own at Patna. Charat Singh is his son. His handwriting perfectly matches with the Gurus. Having
23
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announced the signature of the Guru, he received money four times the usual or as much as he
wanted”. Khas Patras and internal text does not match in many khas Patras.
.
•

In his book Shabad Moorat on page 14&15 “Randhir Singh claims first version of DG with
Ram Avtar was finished in 1698 AD until the end of this composition ‘while internal
evidence shows KA (Krishan Avtar) finishing 1688, 1687, 1688 & chritropakhyan in
1696AD”. Randhir Singh also claims on basis of khas Patra, on page 14 “that by 1698, uptill
end of Ram Avtar only 2255 verses of DG were finalized, But whereas published DG shows
total count of verses over 3000 Chhands including Ram Avtar Composition to its end.
Beginning of the Krishan Avtar in Khas Patra does not match with the published DG at the
start of KA with different serial # of verse2254- 2258 (changed to 1-4 of chhand KA page
254 pub. DG) and change in content in 2258 /4th Chhand in published DG as “1192
chhands” while in Khas Patra 2258 chhands, whereas it reads “1186 chhands”.(No #1186
Dasam Da Mil Laina//3448// AFZU.See below the beginning of KA In DG page 254 in printed DG.
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•

Khas Patra 615 from mani Singh Bir as quoted By Randhir Singh on Page 14 of his
Book .

Khas Patra 615 from Mani Singh Bir as translated By Randhir Singh seen above
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Copy of same Khas Patra 615 from Mani Singh Bir as above
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Utara Khas patra with part of End Stanza of Ram Avtar included in Mani Singh Bir
1713AD

Below is Mani Singh Bir 1713AD, Ram Avtar ends in 860 chhands. Colebrook and
1913AD DG has 864 chhands.
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Additionally Randhir Singh on page 15 talks about additional one and a Quarter lakh
chhands already prepared serial wise but not yet entered.See Chhand (3924) in khas Patra.
Then Randhir Singh himself writes that actual Total count of chhands in various Birs are
17,353. Why this discrepancy?

It appears that Bhai Randhir Singh Ji is trying to justify the date of 1698 AD as written by
Kesar Singh Chhibar for “ Chhota Janamyo Granth” but internal evidence given by him
does not support it when Khas Patra is Compared with published DG.
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Does any 18th century source state that there was a controversy about Sri Dasam
Granth?
YES; Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha writes about this controversy regarding Dasam Granth in18th
century as soon as per story the that DG produced by Bhai Mani Singh (1726) which reads;
“Khalsa honored Mehtab Singh and according to his bachan (promise) Dasam Granth Bir
survived as it was. But this decision was made on personal promise against rules sanctified by
10th Guru Ji. It would have been better if this gurmata (decision) was taken by consensus
opinion of the congregation (diwan). As 4th Bir by Bhai Mani Singh (where he wrote bani author
wise) was rejected. Similarly Dasam Granth Bir prepared by him, various compositions should
have been kept separate as suggested in Khalsa Diwan (keep Chritro Pakhyan and 11 Hakyats
attached to Zafarnama as separate). Although , we respect Bhai Mani Singh as Panth Rattan
and religious brother but will not hesitate to say that Bhai (Mani Singh) has done such a
great mistake which has done great damage and in future there is danger of Substantial
Damage. Questions will always arise as to where is this the Dasam Granth written by Bhai Mani
Singh or any Dasam Granth copied by Baba Dip Singh. By history, there is one recension with
Mani Singh’s name that appeared in 1818CE and is presently in New Delhi. There is another
recension reported in history to be compiled by Baba Deep Singh which is not traceable. Kahn
Singh Nabha reports in Mahan Kosh that Baba Deep Singh Granth and Mani Singh Granth are
same”. But this recension presently attributed to Mani Singh has many historical and textual
issues. For details see below.
Historical records show, Banda Singh, Nawab Kapur Singh, Jassa Singh Ahluwalia, and Sikh
Misals of the 18th century did not revere Dasami Patshahi Ka Granth in Punjab.
Prof. Sukhdial Singh from Punjabi University Patiala does not find any such Granth in 18th
century sources in his paper: Authenticity of Dasam Granth based on 18th century Historical
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Sources (Gurmukhi).Click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Sukhdial%20Singh%20Dasam%20Granth%20Auth
enticity%20Based%20on%20Historical%20Sources.pdf
Sikh Misals historical records do not show any association with Dasmi Patshahi ka Granth. Sikh
Misals attacked New Delhi fourteen times (1766-1788) and in 1778 & 1784 specially , the Sikh
Misals raised structures related to Gurus associations. Dal Khalsa led by J.S. Ahluwalia
occupied Red Fort in 1784. Baghel Singh stayed in Delhi for one year and built eight historical
Gurudwaras related to the Sikh Gurus in New Delhi, including one in memory of Mata Sundri
and Sahib Kaur but no historical evidence of any installation of Dasami Patshahi Ka Granth in
such Gurudwaras in late 18th century (1784CE) 24, 25
Sarbloh Granth Published by Buddha Dal in two volumes, edited and supervised by Jathedar
Dyal Singh and published by Budha dal Printing Press 2000CE in the introduction page
KHAKHA writes Sarbloh Granth and similarly, it applies to Dasam Granth that it came to
Punjab Des in Samat 1860/1803CE” 26
No Granth similar to the pattern of presently published Dasam Granth, which was found in 1783
by Colebrook is mentioned in Sri Gur Sobha Granth, Mehma Prakash, Gurbilas Patshahi
Dasvin, Gurbilas Patshah Chevin, Guru Kian Saakhian or in Rehatnamas written in 18th century.
Similarly, no Granth similar to the pattern with contents and arrangement of presently published
Dasam Granth, which was found in 1783 by Colebrook is mentioned by Chhibar in his classical
book BansaliNama (1769CE). He mentions only Bachitar Natak and Chhands of composition
now known as Khalsa Mehma. He also mentions some other Granths prepared by Darbari Kavis
as with names such as, Smudsagar, Avtarlila, Bachittar Natak, Chhota Janmyo Granth and
Gutkas.
o Saroop Bhalla 1776CE (Mehma Parkash) writes 10th Guru Ji wrote Vidya Dhar Granth.
In Bhaka Rachi Basal verses 1-5, and the Nanua Bairagi Dohra 6-10 reports that Guru
Gobind Singh invited many pundits who brought with them different purans and Hindu
Granths. He associated Gurmukhi writers with the pundits which included Nanua Baragi,
Shyam Kabhi, Brahm Pat, Nischal Fakir. They wrote Chaubis Avtar and 404 Chiritars
(Guru Ji heard these compositions and felt happy and prepared one Granth which was
named “Vidya Sagar Granth”. The pundits were provided with money and clothes and
beds and were sent home. There is no mention of any Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth /
Dasam Granth with title of Granth and pattern of its compositions / contents and
arrangement as noted in the presently published Dasam Granths since 1897or 1783
Colebrook manuscript.
o Persian sources of 18TH Century are silent on any other Granth which is associated
separately with any Granth that can be associated with 10th Guru. These sources, always
refer only to SGGS as Guru of Sikhs after the demise of 10th Guru Ji
o European Sources of 18th century: Over 30 Europeans including French accounts are
silent on any other Granth associated with 10th Guru Ji. They always referred to SGGS as
24
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Guru of Sikhs after the demise of 10th Guru Ji in their Accounts. Only one account of
March 1781, Charles Wilkins visited Patna Sahib, he noticed that Sikh worship and
prayer centered on Guru Granth Sahib. He also came to know from a priest that some
years after the Guruship had been conferred upon Guru Granth Sahib another book
appeared later, the title of which and the name of its author was not known to him. He
testifies that it was in Hindoovee and Sanskrit, got a copy of its extract and thought of
translating it at some time in future. He also does not mention of any Dasmi Patshahi Ka
Granth.
o Read Prof Balwant Singh Dhillon’s paper on ‘18th Century Western Perspective Of
the Sikhs and Their Scripture” click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/18TH%20CENTURY%20WESTERN%20PE
RSPECTIVE%20OF%20SIKHS%20and%20their%20Scripture%20Dr%20Balwa
nt%20Singh%20Dhillon%20Guru%20Nanak%20Dev%20Universty.pdf
o Read Prof Balkar Singh,s Paper: “Place of Dasam Granth in Sikh Literature” Click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Balkar%20Singh%20%20Dasam%20Granth%20in
%20Sikh%20Literature.pdf
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

19th Century Sources
Gurmukhi sources in 1843, Santokh Singh writer of “Gurpratap Suraj”
bwvn kvI hzUr gur rihq sdw hI pwis]AwvYN jwihN Anyk hI, kih js, lyN Dn rws]
52 poets lived with the Guru permanently. Others came, sang the praises of the Guru,
received money and then left.
iqn kivAin bwnI rcI iliK kwgd qulvwie]nO mx hoey qol mih sUKm ilKq ilKwie]2]
Those poets composed the bani with a predetermined weight of the Granth. After having
been written in small fonts, it still weighed nine mounds.
‘iv`idÎwDr’ iqs gRMQ ko nwm DrÎo kir pRIq]nwnw ibiD kivqw rcI riK riK nO ris rIiq]
With great admiration, this granth was named Vidhya Dhar Granth. A great variety of
poetry was composed with a lot of love.
mcÎo jMg gur sMg bf rhÎo gRMQ so bIc]inksy AwnMd puir qjÎo lUtÎo pun imil nIc]4]
A fierce battle ensued with the Guru left the Granth unfinished. The poets left Anandpur
allowing the unsavoury to loot the city.
pRQk pRQk p`qRy huqy lutÎo su gRMQ bKyr]iek Ql rhÎo n, iem gXo ijs qy imilÎo n Pyr]
Sheets were scattered and the Granth was lost. Once lost, the Granth was never
recovered.
bwhT p`qry khUM qy rhy AwnMdpur mWih]iqn qy ilKy kib`q iehu gur js brnÎo jWih] 27
62 sheets remained in Anandpur from somewhere. On the basis of those 62 sheets, I have
composed kabits in the praise of the Guru.
Kavi Santokh Singh’s account of the Guru period does not help us to trace the history of
the Granth in question. It is important to note that the poet uses the word Bani, a term
reserved for the sacred words of the Sikhs, for the compositions of the poets. It is also
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notable that the poet refers to the loss of Vidhya Dhar Granth in the battle and since then,
the safe preservation of its sixty-two sheets at Anandpur. The poet claims that he has
composed his kabit in praise of the Guru on the basis of those sheets preserved at
Anandpur. However, Kavi Santokh Singh does not mention from where and from whom
he got these sixty-two pages after one hundred and forty two years of the
disappearance of Vidhya Dhar Granth. The poet could have easily reproduced those
valuable sixty-two pages as an appendix to his voluminous work. The poet perhaps tried
to authenticate his account of the Guru period by making a sketchy reference to the loose
sheets of the literature written and lost during the Guru’s period. In RIT 5-19, RIT 3-51,
RIT 3-51, writes that Sahib Singh was a quote poet in Darbar of tenth Guru and Guru
used to listen to his sakhians. Guru Ji will write bani for the panth and will read himself
and will speak it to others. Tenth Guru had 52 quote poets who will write their versions
and will submit it to Guru Ji. They prepared one granth who was titled as “Vidya Sagar
Granth”. This Granth weighed nine man (maunds), lost in warfare. Only 62 pages
found later but fails to tell how and who had in their possession such pages after 135
years? Does not include those 62 pages in the appendix of his Gurpartap Suraj Granth.
There is no mention of any Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth? 28. Does not mention about
anything about Colebrook copy of Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth as mentioned by Malcolm
in 1810CE &1812CE even after over 30 year of Malcolm publication?.
o Rattan Singh Bhangu of the 1841CE who wrote extensive and authentic Sikh
historical records does not refer to any Dasami Patshahi Granth written by Guru
Gobind Singh Ji or compiled by Bhai Mani Singh.
o

J.D. Cunningham, 1849, discusses the authenticity of Daswen Padshah Ka Granth: “Five
chapters are portions and commencement of the sixth are attributed to 10th Guru and by
far, large portions composed by four scribes in the service of the Guru. The names of
Sham and Ram occur as two of the writers, but in truth, little is known of the authorship
of the portions in question.” Mentions 1705-1706, 10th Guru composed Vichitar Natak
to rouse the energies and sustain the hopes of the faithful. Cunningham also refers:
“Malcolm may be referred for translations of portions of Bachitar Natak bearing on the
period, but Malcolm’s own general narrative is obviously contradictory and
inaccurate.” 29

o Read Dr. Kulwinder singh Bajwa Paper on ‘19th Century Western Perspective Of the
Sikhs and Their Scripture” click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/19TH%20CENTURY%20WESTERN%20PE
RSPECTIVE%20OF%20SIKHS%20and%20their%20Scripture%20Dr%20Kulwi
nder%20Singh%20Bajwa.pdf
o Gian Singh Giani, (Panth Parkash 1880) gives credence to 4 Birs. But his personal
opinion on the issues is “The Granth that is now known as that of the 10th Guru. This
28
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Granth is regarded as the best in the Panth. There was no Bir of this Granth during the
time of the Guru. Banis remained separated here and there”. He also adds “Another
Granthi named Sukha Singh compiled a Bir on his own at Patna. Charat Singh is his son.
His handwriting matches with that of the Guru. Having announced the signature of the
Guru, he received money four times the usual or as much as he wanted”. His last opinion
is further confirmed by the evidence that serial numbers of chhands in Khas Patras of
Mani Sigh Bir,Moti bagh Bir and Anadpuri Bir, all Confirms that all these came from
one source as discussed in detail below. By Gian Singh Giani (1880, Panth Parkash)
o The Granth that is now known as that of the 10th Guru. This Granth is regarded as
the best in the Panth. There was no bir of this Granth during the time of the Guru.
Banis remained separated here and there.
o jo Ab gRMQ dsm guru kyrw ] kihlwvq mD pMQ ACyrw ]
o Granth that now is known as that of the tenth Guru. (This Granth) is regarded as the best
in the Panth.
o guru ky smy bIV nhI qWkI ] BeI bwxIAW rhI iekWkI ]
o There was no bir of this Granth during the time of the Guru. Banis remained separated
here and there.
o AnkY TOr poQIAW mwih ] bwxI rhI dsm guru mwih ]
o (Banis) remained in pothis at various places. The Bani of the tenth Guru was preserved
in this manner.

o
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5. A.Is it correct that Current printed version 1913AD/444Nanakshahi Dasam Granth
which matches with Gurumukhi Granth Dasmi patshahi was first introduced in literature
by Malcolm in1810CE in his book titled “Sketch of the Sikhs”
5.B Evidence of British Connection with history and Text of “Dasami Patshahi Ka Granth”
procured by Colebrook in 1783ADwhich gets printed in 1913AD.
5A. is it correct that Current printed version 1913AD/444Nanakshahi Dasam Granth which matches with
Gurumukhi Granth Dasmi patshahi was first introduced in literature by Malcolm in1810CE in his book
titled “Sketch of the Sikhs”

YES; Page 2 of Book Sketch of Sikhs by Malcolm reads. He collected material for Sikhs
in1805 when he went to Punjab with Lord Lake. He himself could get only copy of
SGGS only with difficulty at night with reluctance by a Sikh Chief (John Malcolm was
accompanied by Raja Bhag Singh of Jind). However indefatigable Research of Mr.
Colebrook procured not only Aad Granth, but also Dasma Padshah Ka Granth. Historical
and Textual evidence shows that Pattern of Dasam Granth as corrected by Sodhak
Committee with all its compositions and contents and arrangement finalized in 18951896 in the standard version of published Dasam Granth appeared first time in late 18th
century 1783CE manuscript which was procured by Colebrook and introduced in
literature by Malcolm in 1810 presently located in British Library.
o Malcolm, no doubt in 1810 write that at Akal Takhat passed Gurmattas in presence of
Two Granths. But evidence shows that over 30 Europeans wrote about Sikhs in 18th
century prior to Malcolm who wrote in their accounts that only Guru Granth is revered by
Sikhs. Why Dasam Granth is absent in their accounts of the 18th Century? History shows
Malcolm travelled up to Bias River and never went to Amritsar.
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o Page 186 Malcolm book describes that Guru Gobind Singh created Khalsa on Friday, 8th
month of B’hadra in samat 1753 (1696CE). Please read the footnote on page 186 which
reads as “Agreeably to this author (Probably Atma Ram as he was being consulted by
Malcolm), Guru Gobind was imitated on Friday the 8th month of B’hadra in the samat
1753 (1696CE) and on that day his great work, the Dasma Padshah Ka Granth, or book of
the tenth king was completed”. This date matches with the date where the Chiritro
Pakhiyan ends the Dasam Granth before the start of Zafarnama. As Leyden translates
only of Bachitar Natak. Therefore the date of completion of this Dasam Granth was
taken from the Colebrook manuscript. But this manuscript clearly shows that Zafarnama
is written in the same handwriting and the same ink which will take the date of this
manuscript to automatically after 1706CE. Secondly, Ram Avtar completion date is
already written in the end of such composition, 1698 in first portion of the Granth. How
a scribe who first writes and finishes the 1698 Ram Avtar then finishes the Granth in
1696? It proves somebody compiled this Granth as dates are not serial wise. Therefore
evidence clearly shows that Malcolm wanted to create a New British Military history by
introducing this newly compiled Granth for the Sikhs. Read Prof Balwant Singh
Dhillon’s paper 30 on ‘18th Century Western Perspective Of the Sikhs and Their
Scripture” in Item #3 above notes no European Account writes about Dasami Patshahi Da
Granth before Malcolm.
5. B Evidence of British Connection with history and Text of “Dasami Patshahi Ka
Granth” procured by Colebrook in 1783ADwhich gets printed in 1913AD.

. No Granth similar to the pattern of current printed standard version of DG is mentioned by
Chibar in his classical book BansaliNama (1769-1779 AD) He mentions names such as,
Smudsagar, Avtarlila, Bachitar Natak, Chota janmyo Granth. Sarup Das Bhalla in
Mehma Parkash (1776 AD) only mentioned Vidya Sagar Granth.
•

From above evidence one can conclude that, ‘No Granth entitled as Dasam Granth or
Dasmi Patshahi Granth or simply Granth, comparable to the current printed standard

30
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version was in circulation in any language (Gurumukhi, Persian & European Literature)
in the 18th Century in Punjab or Delhi area.
•

(1781 AD): Charles Wilkin (found another Granth at Patna which according to him
“appeared later” and in his account he writes “to translate this Granth in Hindoove &
Sanskrit at some future period.”
•

(1784 AD)British records of 1784 indicates the Relation of Sikh Confederate
Feudalism and British imperialism & prediction and fear of Warren Hasting Gov.
General of India(extract from secret consultation ,24th nov,1786.&Forrest
,selections,Vol III,1123-Gov.general,s Minute,4th dec.1984).For details Read N. K.
Sinha in “Rise of the Sikh Power”, published by Niva Mukherjee AMC,
Calcutta,1936,1946,1960,1973 which describes in detail in Chapter VII. British
records give the estimate of the Trans-Sutlej and the Cis-Sutlej Sikhs: “The Sikhs in
Lahore and Multan form altogether a very respectable power…. They are prevented
by necessity of watching the motives of each other from attempting to extend their
conquests…. The Sikh Chiefs immediately to the northward of Delhi are totally
unconnected with these and are in fact nothing more than a number of petty
plunderers”. In his Minute, dated the 4th December, 1784, Warren Hastings recorded
his opinion on the rising Sikh Power. He regarded the Sikh power extending from the
most western branch of Attock to the walls of Delhi, as a new object worth serious
contemplation. The Sikhs, so eminently suited to the military profession, could not
become very powerful because of their spirit of independence and frequent internal
warfare but they were prompt to rally together at the call of common danger. Warren
Hastings visualized a change in their polity, the rise of an individual of rare capacity
and enterprise who would succeed in enveloping everything within his own
supremacy. He feared that a new dominion would then ascend from the ashes of the
Mughal Empire and naturally wanted to prevent such a calamity to British
Imperialism by seasonable means of opposition. No to permit the people to grow into
maturity without interruption.” IT APPEARS FROM ABOVE THAT Britshers knew
very well that Sikhs always had internal warfare but has spirit of independence and
promptly rally together at the call of common danger around their common binding
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force & firm belief in Guru Granth Sahib which is HALLMARK of Sikhism till today
and will remain in future.
•

( 1796 ) William Tenet (a Christian Missionary writes about Missionary Expansion in
Punjab He writes, “They( Sikhs) may be regarded as the reformed in India, and
though the rules of their founder Nanuch( Nanak) have considerable hold over them,
they would not perhaps prove as inaccessible to the arguments of missionaries as the
followers of Brahma. The extensive county of Punjab is holy in their possession, and
forms a wide and untried field, which in some future period may signalize the labors
of European missionaries”

•

(1803 ): William Franklin 31 for political purposes proposed that, “The nation, so

obscure as hardly to be mentioned, even as a tribe, at the beginning of the present
century, have within these last thirty years raised themselves in such reputation, as not
only to attract the notice, but excite the alarm of the neighbors on both sides of their
government. They possess the whole of Punjab and it is very probable will one day or the
other, have an eye to a participation of the Viziers provinces; I propose, therefore to
obtain every possible information of their tribe, manners, customs, and spirit of the
government, should we be able to penetrate into the Punjab…”

•

(1803): Lord Lake (writes a friendly letters to Sikh Chiefs. Official orders on
collection of information passed by East India Co. June 5th, 1805.

•

(1804-1809) Malcolm comes to Punjab in 1805 with Lord Lake expedition as they follow
Holker. Malcolm goes only up to Beas River accompanied by Raja Bhag Singh of Jind. It
appears that Raja Bhag Singh who was with Him as quoted By Malcolm gave him copy
Of Guru Granth Sahib. AS there was No DG In Punjab at that time otherwise Bhag Singh
would have given him also. Evidence shows Raja Bhag Singh has close relation with
Britishers in 1804AD as another Estate was conferred to him in that year. In 1806AD he
was further awarded with an annual Grant of 11,000 Pounds annually By 1809 Britishers
bring land between Sutlej & Yamuna by giving Protection to Cis -Sutlej States,
Proclamation signed on may 3rd1809 .Dasam Granth came along with them and evidence

31
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shows DG was found more common in Malwa( Pepsu) Gurudwaras as compared to other
parts of Punjab.Dasam Granth was removed from most of Gurudwaras after 1925 after
Formation of SGPC as 1925 Gurudwara Act and SRM gave recognition only to Guru
Granth Sahib.
•

1810: John Malcolm in his account introduces Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth procured by
“Colebrook with indefatigable Research” in1805. Opening folio of this manuscript at
the top of in Devnagri reads as “Gurumukhi Dasmi Patshahi Granth”.By This is the
first time in 1783 AD that the name , Dasam Granth, appeared in history with some
association to the sacred name of 10th Guru ji. The compositions and their arrangements
as noted in the Current standard Dasam Granth (corrected by sodhak committee in 1897)
clearly match with this Granth. Manuscript bears no name of any Scribe but small loose
piece folio of the size approximate 3 inches into two inches with no # between folio
158&159 date of 1840 Miti Pooshbadi 15 Mangalvar (Tuesday, Dec 23rd 1783 is seen)
on one side. The other side of this loose piece is Blank. Use of word Pooshbadi indicates
scribe is from outside Punjab from Hindi belt area. There is no other internal evidence of
dating or name of author or place where it was written is seen. Charles Wilkin in 1781
A.D. indicates another Granth in Patna in Hindoove and Sanskrit and wishes to get it
translated in future. There is no evidence that this translation was done. But Colebrook
procures this Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth titled in Devnagri but Granth Contents in
Gurumukhi which is used by Malcolm In his Book”Sketch of Sikhs”. Calcutta
Gurudwara was probably affiliated with Takhat Patna being the property at Calcutta
under Takhat Patna Name. Therefore It appears that Nirmala priest Atma Ram@ Calcutta
who helped Malcolm to write “sketch of Sikhs” worked with Mahants at Patna (Patna
City in late 1800,s was part of State of Bengal and the property on Harrison Road in
Calcutta was registered under Takhat Patna and where possibly Atma ram Lived and
worked) to create, compile and promote this Gurumukhi Granth titled “Dasmi patshi Ka
Granth” from collection different scattered compositions as reported By Giani gian
Singh. Probably then this” Dasami Patshi Ka Granth” procured by Hennery Colebrook &
planted into India office Library as well at Harminder Sahib at Patna. Malcolm account
clearly accepts services of Nirmala Atma Ram @ Calcutta who helped him to understand
Sikh History. It appears Chhand 201-230 in Akal ustat which reads as Atma Uchrio
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(speaking by a Shardalu Sikh as reported by Randhir Singh) in Chhand 201 followed by
tribhangi Chands are not consistent with rest of the theme of AKAL Ustit. All above
creates the doubt that it is possible that Atma ram played some role in production of this
document titled “Gurumukhi Granth dasami patshahi”. We find that Atma Ram
misguided Malcolm on the mode of Sikh Baptism/handed the Pahul with 5 weapons
rather than 5 kakkars.He also misguides Malcolm that “Guru Govind was initiated on
Friday the 8th month of B’hadra in the samat 1753 (1696 A.D) and on that day his great
work, the Dasama Padshah Ka Granth, or book of the tenth king was completed” which
was actually the date of completion of chritropakhyan. If the account of Malcom is true
then it is highly probable that Atma Ram who assisted Malcolm can add tribhangi chhand
in praise of Chandi/Devi in Akal ustat?Kahn singh Nabha writes Chhand 211-230
Dhirag tribhangi Chands are not part of Akal ustat. He gave the evidence by quoting an
entry kapardan (kpridn) (20) that Pundit Ram Krishan authored “Bhagwati Padye Push
Panjal” which is very old, contains 30 tribhangi chhands and their independent translation
is found in twenty tribhangi chhands of Akal Ustat. Page 186 Malcolm in his book
“Sketch of the Sikhs book describes that Guru Gobind Singh created Khalsa on Friday,
8th month of B’hadra in samat 1753 [1696 A.D.] Please read the footnote on page 186
which reads as “Agreeably to this author, Guru Govind was initiated on Friday the 8th
month of B’hadra in the samat 1753 (1696 A.D) and on that day his great work, the
Dasama Padshah Ka Granth, or book of the tenth king was completed”. This date
matches with the date where the ChiritroPakhiyan ends in the presently published Dasam
Granth.

•

•

1810: John Malcolm (Greatest & Powerful military & political britisher in India at
that time) writes in summary of his Book Sketch of Sikhs “The tribes of Acalis
(immortals) who have now assumed a dictatorial sway in all the religious ceremonies
at Amritsar, and Nirmala and Shahid, who read the sacred writings, may hereafter
introduce some changes in those usages which the Sikhs revere”
Feb,1847: Devnagri Dasam Granth (written under British Supervision after the
December 1846 Second Treaty at Bairowal after Sikhs lost in Anglo Sikh War, when
Britishers virtually became Masters of Punjab ). The title page of this granth reads “In
conformity to the orders of the Governor General of India this volume named ‘The
Granth Sahib’ published by Gooro Gobind Singh the founder of the Sikh faith, is hereby
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presented to the Paris Exhibition Society by Pundit Radha Krishan, Ecclesiastical
Councilor to His Highness the late Maharajah Runlet Singh. “EK Onkar in Gurumukhi is
changed to OM in Devnagri in this manuscript. The 6th Shabd hazaray in Khyal
Patshahi10.” Mitar Piaray Noo hal Murida da Kehna” and Khalsa “Mehma composition
is missing in this manuscript.Additionall “Chhaka Bhagauti Ji ka with 137 Chhands” is
added in this official ordered Dasam Granth manuscript.
•

According to history, Radha Krishin was Sanskrit Scholar and teacher of Raja Hira
Singh and later on for Raja Duleep Singh in Sikh Raj. His father Pandit
MADHUSUDHAN was head priest of court & chief of Charities dept. from 1808AD till
annexation. His Grandfather was Pandit Brij lal who held a post of court pundit under
Ranjit Singh .Such intelligent person with background from father as court pundit should
know the difference between SGGS and Dasam Granth he citified, why? He wrote Guru
Gobind Singh as founder of Sikh Faith, why? What was the reason to get this DG written
in Devnagri in Punjab in Feb1847 after Sikhs lost first Anglo Sikh War?

•

Lord Dalhousie, Governor General of India Statements of Sikh Nation in 1848 and
1949

Evidence shows that British recognized the Sikh Nation as a separate nation with unique
Sikh identity repeatedly in their official references and treaties in1809,1846,1847. Lord
Dalhousie, Governor General of India, in 1848 and 1949 made highly contradictory
speeches and remarked:

- “Unwarned, by precedent, uninfluenced by example, the Sikh Nation has called for war,
and on my word, Sirs, they shall have it with a vengeance.”

- “There never will be peace in Punjab so long as its people are allowed to retain the means
and opportunity of making War. There never can be now any guarantee for the tranquility
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of India until we shall have affected the entire subjection of the Sikh people and
destroyed its power as an independent nation.”

•

1855: Census Sikhs are clubbed with Hindus (No Separate Sikh Category) why?

•

1857: There is change in Political Atmosphere with Indian Mutiny of 1857(as
Britishers used Sikhs help to control this mutiny). Special Reservation for Khalsa Sikhs
in the Military and neutral religion policy on paper only was made. But letter of Punjab
Governor Eggerton in 181A.D. as mentioned below exposes real British plan to control
Sikhs through their institutions by controlling all Pujaris at Darbar Sahib and Akal takhat.

•

1859AD: A note by Dy. Commander, Lahore, about Dasam Granth sent to Queen reads
as “ copy of original with signature of guru himself &now in possession of his
descendent ,Guru Sadhu Singh “This is an atypical comment as we all know Sodhi
Sadhu Singh’s family had only Original Kartarpuri bir Compiled by Guru Arjan and no
original Dasam Granth.

Why such a wrong note about the history of this Dasam

Patshahi Granth was added by British Officials?

•

1881 Excellent Military Help by Sikhs to the Britishers Started a Proposal by Viceroy
Ripen to Give Sikh Institutions into Sikh Hands, but Eggerton, Gov. of Punjab, Opposed
This Advice. He writes“ “I think it will be politically dangerous to allow the
management of Sikh temples to fall into the hands of a committee, emancipated from
government control. And trust, your Excellency will resist passing such orders in the
case, as will enable to continue the system, which has worked successfully for more than
30 years.” (MS. ADD 43592, British Library).
•

Sodhak committee was formed by Gurmat Granth Pracharak Sabha at the request of
Khalsa Diwan Amritsar Amritsar Singh Sabha) controlled by Baba Khem Singh Bedi.
Dr.Ganda Singh edited “Bhagat Lakshman Singh Autobiography” published by Roxy
Press Ludhiana, 1965AD. This source reveals opinion of Bhagat Lakhshman Singh
that Baba khem Singh Bedi has close relation with Goveror Eggerton and Britishers.
It appears from the description that by such connection Khem Singh Bedi became
Prince from a saint as quoted by Bhagat Lakshman Singh. The Government of lndia
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bestowed on him a khill’at or robe of honour of the value of 1,000 rupees and a
double barreled rifle. His Jagirs were enhanced from time to time and, towards the
end of his life, his possessions in land in Montgomery district alone amounted to
28,272 acres. He was appointed a magistrate in 1877 and an honorary munsif in 1878.
He was made Companion of the Indian Empire (C.I.E.) in 1879, was nominated to
the Viceroy's Legislative Council in 1893, and when the Indian council Act was
extended to the Punjab in 1897, he was among the first non-official members
nominated to the Punjab legislature. He was knighted in 1898 (K.C.I.E). After this
report of Sodhak committee published by Sardool Singh of Gurmat Granth Pracharak
sabha in 1897AD, the Sabha fell into oblivion as Khalsa Tract Society and Chief
Khalsa Diwan expanded the scope of their published work. Lahore Singh Sabha and
other Sikh organizations did not approve it as evidence in three letters published in
khalsa Akhbar in October and November 1895AD requesting Sodhak Committee to
first find out which is authentic version. Kahan Singh Nabha in his Mahan Kosh, does
not mention anything about the report of Sodhak committee on Dasam Granth in his
Mahan Kosh

•

Malcolm’s reporting that he could find only Guru Granth Sahib Copy with difficulty
when he visited Punjab with lord lake in early 18th century Is well supported by the
evidence in Sri Sarbloh Granth Ji, Published by Singh Sahib Baba Santa Singh Ji at
Budha dal Printing Press Lower Mal Patiala, Editor and Writer Jathedar Dyal Singh Year
2000 writes in Introduction page Khakha of volume one that “ Sarbloh Granth and
Dasam Granth came to Punjab after Samat 1860(1803AD)”

•

It appears from the evidence that British Intention was to create Distorted View Of
Sikhism By changing
1) Date & concept of creation of khalsa and Five Kakars
2) Diminish the Sikh Belief in SGGS by educating the Sikhs through Nirmalas &
Shahids by making Sikhs to believe in this new Granth which will do Vedantisation of
Sikh community which will help Britishers to succeed in their Political and Missionary
Agenda as they move into Punjab. For Details Read. “Sketch of Sikhs” published by
Malcolm who laid the foundation of British Historiography in India 1810, 1812. All
Successive British Historiographers followed him without any personal verification.
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See page 182 Malcolm book, where he describes that during Sikh baptism, “He( Sikh during
initiation Ceremony) is then presented with the five weapons: a sword, a firelock, a bow and
arrow and a pike”.
Page 186 Malcolm book describes that Guru Gobind Singh created Khalsa on Friday, 8th month
of B’hadra in samat 1753 [1696 A.D.] Please read the footnote on page 186 which reads as
“Agreeably to this author, Guru Govind was imitated on Friday the 8th month of B’hadra in the
samat 1753 (1696 A.D) and on that day his great work, the Dasama Padshah Ka Granth, or book
of the tenth king was completed”. This date matches with the date where the ChiritroPakhiyan
ends the Dasam Granth before the start of Zafarnama. As Leyden translation was only of
Bachitar Natak. Therefore the date of completion of this Dasam Granth was taken from the
Colebrook manuscript. But this manuscript clearly shows that Zafarnama is written in the same
handwriting and the same ink which will take the date of this manuscript to automatically after
1706 A.D. Secondly, Ram Avtar completion date is already written in the end of such
composition, 1698 in first portion of the Granth. How a scribe who first writes and finishes the
1698 Ram Avtar then finishes the Granth in 1696? Above evidence clearly shows that Malcolm
wanted to create a new history of date & nature of kakkars of Creation of Khalsa by compiling
and creating a new “Dasmi Patshi Ka Granth” (Vedantic Granth) for the Sikhs
• The above plan can be easily understood and deduced from the summary of Malcolm’s
account given in his book (1810, 1812CE) Page 195 and 196. “The tribes of Acalis
(immortals) who have now assumed a dictatorial sway in all the religious
ceremonies at Amritsar, and Nirmala and Shahid, who read the sacred writings,
may hereafter introduce some changes in those usages which the Sikhs revere: but it
is probable that the spirit of equality, which has been hitherto considered as the vital
principal of the Khalsa or commonwealth, and which makes all Sikhs so reluctant to
own either a temporal or spiritual leader will tend greatly to preserve their institutions
from invasion; and it is stated in a tradition which is universally believed by the Sikhs,
and has, indeed been inserted in their sacred writings, that Guru Gobind Singh when he
was asked by his followers, who surrounded his death bed, to whom he would leave the
authority? Replied, I have delivered over the Khalsa (commonwealth) to God, who never
dies. I have been your guide; and will still preserve you; read the Granth and attend to
its tenets; and whoever remains true to the state him will I aid. “The above summary
of Malcolm gives clear message that Guru Granth Sahib Ji is the only Sikh canon but
“Nirmala and Shahid, who read the sacred writings, may hereafter introduce some
changes in those usages which the Sikhs revere”. It appears that “Shahid” reference of
Malcolm is Shahid Taxsals who revere Dasam Granth as equal to Guru Granth Sahib Ji.
Based on above evidence it appears doctrinal departure from Guru Granth Sahib Ji was
initiated by Malcolm who started split in Sikh Panth onwards. I will request the
Scholarship must analyze the summary paragraph of Malcolm in order to understand the
authenticity of Current version of Dasam Granth.
6.Internal Evidence of the dates in Dasam Granth is a proof of Compilation of this Granth,
not written by a single Author.
The compilation dates of some Banis in Dasam Granth are not in chronological order and some
of them have no dates at all and contain contents of miscellaneous nature. From this it is easy to
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conclude that Dasam Granth was compiled by someone and not written by one author. Dr
Harbhajan Singh admits 32 “..ਇਸ ਲਈ ਵਖ-ਵਖ ਸਮ� ਿਲਖੇ ਗਏ ਇਨ�� ਖੰ ਡ� ਨੂੰ ਇਕ-ਸੂਤ� ਿਵਚ ਪਰੋਇਆ ਿਗਆ
ਹੈ!” Then the question is who is the complier ( ਇਕ-ਸੂਤ� ਿਵਚ ਪਰੋਇ ਆ) of this Granth and when
was it compiled? Readers can look at the dates and formulate their own opinions whether this
Granth is a compilation or written by one author based on dates and their locations in various
pages/folios of the so called Dasam Granth. Evidence confirms that it happened first time in late
18th century 1783 AD.
A. Dates in Published Dasam Granth and pages they appear
Ram Avtar, 1). (Page254 DG) samat 1755, Haar vadi Pritham Sukh dawan (Tuesday, 14 June,
1698 CE)
Krishan Avtar, 2) (page354DG) chhand 755 Samat 1745(1688CE)
3) -(page386DG chhand 983)Samat 1744 mah Sawan sudi Budhvar(1687
Please see below in section B.
4) (Page570dg chhand 2490) samat 1745, mah sawan sudhi thiti deep (Sawan Sudi 7, 1745
Bikrami / Tuesday, 24 July 1688 CE )
Charitar Pakhyan, 5) Page (1388DG) Samat 1753 (satra sahas Bhanijay Arad sahas fun teen
Kahajay) Bhadrav Sudi Ashtami Ravi wara.Please check (Day Sunday [Rajistan] is wrong.
Should be Tuesday [in Punjab at Satluj]). According to the Bikrami Calendar which begins on
Chet Sudi 1, which was prevalent in Punjab, it was Tuesday on Bhadon Sudi 8, 1753 Bikrami,
August 25, 1696 CE. For detailed discussion of this date, pleaseIntroduction to English
Translation By Pal Singh Purewal “ Guru Kian Sakhian by Pritpal Singh Bindra “original work
by Bhai Saroop Singh Kaushish, edited (Punjabi) by Prof. Piara Singh Padam.
Above evidence of dating shows dates as; Page254, 1698CE. Page 354, 1688CE. Page386,
1687CE. Page 570, 1688Ce.Page1388, 1696CE.
B) Dates in Anandpuri Bir, (So Called Hazuri Bir of dasam Granth)
Folio 116/2 end of Birah Natak) “samat 1744 Sawan, Sudi Budhvar”(Sudi date is incomplete,
numeric portion is missing; it was Wednesday on Sawan sudi 5, August 3, 1687 CE, and on
Sawan Sudi 12, August 10, 1687 CE. It has to be one of these two dates)
• Chandi charitar Ukat Vilas 119-154 written by writer Hardas on page 119, date is in end),
“Samat 1752 Miti Fagan 28”Monday, 24 February, 1696 CE
• (Jodh Parband Poora Hoyia/ Lykhya Hardas/ “Samat 1752 Miti Chet 22”Chet dates are
always a problem. Mostly historians have treated Chet as the 12th month of the solar
Bikrami Calendar, while occasionally it has been treated as the first month. Even Dr.
Ganda Singh in most cases has treated it as the 12th month, but in one instance he has
definitely treated it as the first month. If we consider Chet as the 12th month of 1752
Bikrami then the converted date would be Thursday, 19 March, 1696 CE; but, if we treat
it as the first month of the year, then the converted date is Wednesday, 20 March, 1695
CE.)
7. Is there any evidence that shows that British introduced Dasam Granth to Strip the
Sikhs of the spirit of independence as Sikh nation?.
32
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Achievements of the Britishers by introducing and promoting Dasam Granth through Nirmalas
and shahids in Punjab Early 19th Century by Vedantization of Sikhism.
•

Able to create an ideological rift between the Sikhs

•

Decreased the influence of Guru Granth Sahib

•

Fall of Maharaja Ranjit Singh kingdom. (Political Territorial gain and finishing the
barrier between rest of India and central Asia)

•

Punjab became a new field for Christian missionaries and total of 44 new missions came
in Punjab after the fall of Sikh kingdom. Only Lothian Mission was opened in 1834CE.

•

Christian’s missions total 44, American Presbyterian–16, Church of England–7,
American United Presbyterian–11, Church of Scotland–3, New Zealand Presbyterian–2,
Methodist Church Southern Asia–6

•

Duleep Singh, Last Sikh King, baptized to Christianity in 1853CE. & Raja Harman Singh
s/o Randhir Singh of Kapurthala in late eighteen sixties.

•

In First census 1855CE report after Britishers took over Punjab Sikhs were included
among Hindus which confirms the plan to finish the spirit of independence as Sikh
nation. Although they signed many Anglo-Sikh treaties with Sikhs as a separate
independent Nation from 1803CE onwards 33

Read Lord Dalhousie, Governor General of India Statements of Sikh Nation in 1848 and
1849 34
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The Anglo Sikh Wars by Karnail Singh, Published by Institute of Sikh Studies
Gurmit Singh ;History of Sikh Struggles Volume I, page 47, Atlantic Publishers)
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8.Tribhangi chhands in Sri Akal Ustat
All the authors who have written on the issue of Dasam Granth’s authenticity has by consensus
agreed that Akal Ustat is the composition of Guru Gobind Singh because it conveys the message
that Waheguru/God is the Perfect, Omnipotent, Omniscient Lord who treats everybody alike. He
is All Pervading. He is the Creator, The Preserver and the Destroyer. But many authors
disagree and have given the opinion that Chhands 201-230 are out of context and are not in line
with the main theme of Akal Ustat. While chhands 201-210 are questions without answers and
chhands 211-230 are clearly in praise of Chandi/devi and thus promotes worship of goddess.
Randhir Singh Published his Shabad Moorat (Dasvay Patshah Da Ithas) Page 27 gives the idea
that Atma Ram in chhand 201 of Akal Ustat could be a person. Eyk smy sRI Awqmw aucira miq isa
bYn Randhir Singh translates it Sri Atma Ram uchrio in chhand 201 as “ Guru Sahib dey apney
sudh man (SuDmn), Ja Shardalu Sikh ( SrdwlU isK ny svwl auTwieAw) Ney Eh Swal
Uthya….”. (aucirXo) means words coming from a mouth. Then he answers the question of 201
chhand in Chhand 231. Randhir Singh also reads that chhands of Akal Ustat,11-200 and chhand
201 onwards and Initial 10 chaupees were not written in one time but in different years. Who
wrote it?. Read Kahan Singh Nabha below. As discussed above in “Sketch of the Sikhs” by
Malcolm, Atma Ram is responsible for distorting the Sikh concept / Mode of Baptism, Khandey
the pahul and the creation of Khalsa. It is quite possible that such a Nirmala who helped
Malcolm could cause distortion in doctrinal frame work of Akal Ustat as well. Word SRI in
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Hindi or Punjabi may refer to a Person or Mister. Atma can be a name of a person or can be
used for soul. Word uchrio alludes to a person who is very much alive and is speaking (words
coming from a mouth). As the questions rose in 201-210 has no answers then 211-230 reads
praise of Devi / Chandi. Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha on this issue says that chhands 201-210 are
questions therefore answers must be searched out. Obviously, Chhand 211-230 Dhirag tribhangi
Chands are not part of Akal ustat. He gave the evidence by quoting an entry kapardan (kpridn) 35
that Pundit Ram Krishan authored “Bhagwati Padye Push Panjal” which is very old, contains 30
tribhangi chhands and their independent translation is found in twenty tribhangi chhands of Akal
Ustat. He writes the end line of Chaand 211 in Gurumukhi and then quotes the Dev Nagri
version of the original chands refers to Kapardan entry in Mahan Kosh.
Read the English Translation of end lines of each Chhand (210-230) praising Chandi/Devi By
Piara Singh Sandhu 36
Hail to you, O annihilator of Mahikhasura (resembling a buffalo) demon, O Displayer of
knot of glamorous hair on your head and O Canopy (aegis) of the world. 1||211
Greeting to the Murderer of Mahikhasur (a demon resembling a buffalo), the Displayer of
knot of glamorous hair on the head and the primeval force. 2||212
Hail, O hail! The Chopper of Mahikhasur, the Displayer of glamorous hair knot on your
head and the Victor over demons. 3||213
Hail, hail O Trampler of demon Mahikhasur, who pervades the earth, sky and
underworld, above and below. 4||214
Hail to you, O Trampler of Mahikha demon, destroyer of sins and architect of
righteousness. 5||215
Hail to you, O slayer of Mahikhasur throughout the earth, sky, infernal regions and
waters. 6||216
Hail to you, O slayer of Mahikhasur, you uproot illusion and are an emblem of religion.
7||217
Hail to you (O Chandi) you are the trampler of Mahikhasur, Primeval virgin and master
of profound habits. 8||218
Greetings to you! O Inhabitant of sundry environments, air, infernal regions, sky and fire
inclusive. 9||219
Hail! O weilder of weapons, primeval, countless, extremely profound and dauntless.
10||220
Hail! O, Hewer of demon named Rakat Bij, cleaver of demon Sumbh and ripper of
demon Nisumbh. 11||221
Hail! O the crusher of Mahikhasur, the pristine, originless, immeasurable and towering
goddess. (12) (222)

35

See entry Kapardan ; Page 295 Mahan Kosh – Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, 1997, published by National Book
Shop,New Delhi
36
Selections from Sri Dasam Granth, Two Volumes by Piara Singh Sandhu, Published by Singh Brothers, 2004
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Hail! O slayer of demon Mahikhasur, cleaver of demon Chanda and the Primal Bestower
of Knowledge to the ignorant. 13||223
Hail! O Trampler of buffalo-faced demon Mahikha; and O Proficient in an illimitable
progress since the origin of the world and the beginning of ages. 14||224
Hail! O the slayer of demon Mahikhasur, destroyer of the world and creator of the
Universe. 15||225
Hail! O Trampler of the demon Mahikhasur and the master of the most profound
temperament since the beginning of the Universe and time. 16||226
Greetings to you, O slayer of Mahikhasur demon, circumambulator of holymen, and
killer of the depraved. 17||227
Hail and long live, O murderer of Mahikha demon and proprietress of similar doctrine
since the beginning of the Universe and prior to the ages. 18||228
Hail and long live; O, (Durga) crusher of demon Mahikhasur (buffalo-faced), destroyer of
Dhumar Lochan demon and primal legend! 19||229
Hail and long live O, annihilator of Mahikhasura (buffalo-faced) demon! The Primordial
and Countless (goddess); your story is endless. 20||230
Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha on this issue says that chhands 201-210 are questions therefore answers
must be searched out. Obviously, Chhand 211-230 Dhirag tribhangi Chands are not part of Akal
ustat. He gave the evidence by quoting an entry kapardan (kpridn) 37 that Pundit Ram Krishan
authored “Bhagwati Padye Push Panjal” which is very old, contains 30 tribhangi chhands and
their independent translation is found in twenty tribhangi chhands of Akal Ustat. He writes the
end line of Chaand 211 in Gurumukhi and then quotes the Dev Nagri version of the original
chaands refer to Kapardan entry in Mahan Kos 38. I am quoting here the source entry so that the
readers can decide on the issue themselves.

37

See entry Kapardan ; Page 295 Mahan Kosh – Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, 1997, published by National Book
Shop,New Delhi
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All the authors who have written on the issue of Dasam Granth’s authenticity have by consensus
agreed that Akal Ustat is the composition of Guru Gobind Singh because it conveys the message
that Waheguru/God is the Perfect, Omnipotent, Omniscient Lord who treats everybody alike. He
is All Pervading. He is the Creator, The Preserver and the Destroyer. But many authors disagree
and have given the opinion that Chhands 201-230 are out of context and are not in line with the
main theme of Akal Ustat. While chhands 201-210 are questions without answers and chhands
211-230 are clearly in praise of Chandi/devi and thus promotes worship of goddess. All these
Chhands eulogize Devi Bhagauti. After above review readers can decide themselves how these
Chhands are out of line and are against the concept of one God in rest of the composition of Akal
Ustat. We find that Atma Ram misguided Malcolm on the mode of Sikh Baptism / khandey the
Pahul with 5 weapons rather than 5 kakkars. He also misguides Malcolm that “Guru Govind
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was initiated on Friday the 8th month of B’hadra in the samat 1753 (1696CE) and on that day his
great work, the Dasma Padshah Ka Granth, or book of the tenth king was completed” which was
actually the date of completion of chritropakhyan. If the account of Malcolm is true then it is
highly probable that Atma Ram who assisted Malcolm can add tribhangi chhand in praise of
Chandi/Devi in Sri Akal ustit from source confirmed by Kahn Singh Nabha as above.

Read Prof. Gurnam Kaur’s two Papers.1. The Doctrinal inconsistencies in DasamGranth: In
relation to Avtarhood (Part I). Click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Gunam kaur Part I The Doctrinal inconsistencies in
Dasam Granth.pdf
2. The Doctrinal inconsistencies in Dasam Granth. In relation to Devi Pooja, Shaster as Pir,
Anti-long hair, intoxicants and woman (Part II):
click on http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Gurnam%20Kaur%20Part%20II%20The%20Doctrinal%20inconsistencies%20in%20Dasam%20Granth.pdf
3. Read also Dr. Kulwinder Singh Bajwa’s paper on authorship of Krishan avtar. Click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Kulwinder%20Singh%20Bajwa%20One%20thought
.pdf

9. No Evidence indicating that at Akal Takhat passed Gurmattas in the
presence of Two Granths in any 18th century European or Indian writings.
Malcolm, no doubt in 1810 writes that Akal Taka passed Gurmattas in the presence of Two
Granths. But evidence shows that over 30 Europeans wrote about Sikhs in 18th century prior to
Malcolm who wrote in their accounts that only Guru Granth is revered by Sikhs and fail to
mention this important practice in Sikh Panth. Why Dasam Granth is absent in their accounts of
the 18th Century? Malcolm came to Punjab in 1805 AD and went up to Beas River(40 miles
away from Amritsar) with Sikh Chief Bhag Singh. He never witnessed any such event himself
nor he quotes any European or Indian sources which indicate Gurmatas passed at Sri Akal takhat
in presence of two Granth or even there was any parallel tradition in 18th century. What is the
basis of his statement based on any historical evidence?

10.KAHN SINGH NABHA OPINION ON CHRIROPAKHYAN
Please read below Nabha,s entry of chritropakhyan in Mahan Kosh which reads that these are
stories taken from here and there including Puratan Hindu books, Persian books such as Bahar
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Danish,Mughal family stories,Kathha Parsang of Rajastan,Kisey and kahanian from Punjab,few
personal experiences. 39

11. Britishers/Malcolm account preferred Bachitar Natak over Guru Granth
Sahib in Late 18th century?
Malcolm confesses in his Sketch that he obtained only copy of Guru Granth Sahib Ji from
Punjab, Evidence from British library reveals
they J.Leyden has with him GGS Manuscript
MSS Panj.D2 written in 18th century. Why
Malcolm and Dr.Leydon gave preference for
translation of Bachiter Natak over Guru Granth
Sahib Ji (which they confirm to have in their
possession at the time) in order to write the
Sketch of the Sikhs. Over 30 Europeans knew
that that Sikh revere Guru Granth Sahib Ji only
and wrote about it in their 18th century accounts
prior to Malcolm? Is it Coincidence or a plan?
Following Evidence shows Britishers showed
more interest in Translating Bachitar Natak
than Guru Granth Sahib as they started
39

Mahan Kosh – Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, 1997, published by National Book Shop,New Delhi
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showing their interest of advancing Into Punjab from 1803 onwards as Raja Bhag Singh of
Jind Joined them In 1803. 40
• Translation of Sri Bachittar Natak by Guru Gobind Singh from a Sikh manuscript (no mention
of any Dasam Granth). Page 125-182, first 3 folios blank
• Kurka on Guru Gobind Singh composed by Nand from punjabi dialect. Mentions first four
Gurus, then Fifth Guru Arjan formed regulations of the sect (no mention of Aad Granth, Sixth
Guru invoked three great devis (Brama, Vishnu and Shiva). Seventh Guru was like Krishna.
After 8th Guru sect was divided into Ram Guru and Dhirmal. 9th Guru was like Bodh Avtar.
Then came Mighty Guru grasper of seymiter. Pages from 185 -188
• The chapter of Guru Gobind Singh from Dogger dialect of Punjabi starts with Avtars and ends
with story of Guru Gobind Singh fight with Hill Rajas and Khans and in the end fleeing to
Chamkor at midnight covering his face from shame. Page 189-202
• Ram Kali 10th Patshai having 11 Pauris only (1-7,15,17,19,20) which have been later on
converted into Var 41 of Bhai Gurdas with 28 Pauris. Missing 16th Pauri describing
demolishing, temples, mosques & tombs by 10th guru (anti Hindu & Anti-muslim Missing as
cited by Malcolm. Everybody knows that during Guru Period there was animosity with Ruler
Kings as they were oppressors. But there is noList
record
in history
of SikhsTranslated
having animosity
of Sikh
Compositions
by John with
Leyden
and Used
by Malcolmmanuscript
(MSS IOR EUR
General Muslim Population (Page 189 – 202
of Laden
translation
used by
McKenzie
Volume
40
British
Library
Malcolm)
• Bhagat Ratanavali from Punjabi account of pious personages starting with stories of Dru,
Naradmuni, Prahlada, Rajajanak, Raja Harichandra, Krishna, Dropti, Pandavs, Jaidev,
Namdev, Trilochan, Dhana Jat, Kuber, Indra, Robber Valmiki, Gobind Raj, ending in Krishna.
Page 208 – 220
• Gian Ratanavali from Sikh dialect of Punjabi translating 1st var of Bhai Gurdas with 49 pauris.
Pages 220 - 241

40

See entry Bhag Singh; Page 911 Mahan Kosh – Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, 1997, published by National Book Shop
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Summary Of Malcolm Account
•

Malcolm admits that he was unable to get Dasima Padsha ka Granth from Punjab
(He was Assisted By Raja Bhag Singh in Punjab) He gets the manuscript ” now
located in British Library cataloged as MSS Punjabi 5D the title page reads at the top
marked in “Devnagri Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth”. Please note in late 18th century Patna
city was part of State of West Bengal.

•

Malcolm’s account is inaccurate as he describes, “Guru Gobind Singh himself was
initiated by five disciples on Friday 8th Bhadon BK 1753 (1696CE)” Wrong date for
creation of khalsa.

•

Malcolm indicates date of completion of Dasima Padsha Ka Granth on Friday 8th
Bhadon BK 1753 (1696CE) although the internal evidence indicates Ram Avtar
finished in BK 1755 (1698CE) and Zafarnama included in this volume will take the
date of the document to BK 1763 (1706CE).

•

Malcolm creates new evidence for Amrit ceremony with no historical authenticity,
indicating use of five weapons, “a sword, a firelock, a bow and arrow, and a pike”
instead of Five kakkars.
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•

Malcolm accounts create Sectarian divisions by dividing Sikhs into Khalsa Sikhs
and Nanak Sutras, divisions among Sikh Misal Sardars by creating a wedge
between them and Ranjit Singh.

•

Dr.Surinder Singh Kohli 41 does not consider Malcolm account reliable read page 8081foot Note by John Malcolm “The violent contests of the Sikhs are mentioned by most
of their writers; and, though they disagree in their accounts, they all represent Tej
Bahadur, as falling the innocent sacrifice of Muhammadan despotism and intolerance;
which from the evidence of all respectable contemporary Muhammadan authors, would
appear not to be the fact. Tej Bahadur, agreeable to them, provoked his execution by a
series of crimes, having joined with a Moslem Fakir, of the name of Hafiz-ud-Din,
collecting a number of armed mendicants and having committed with that body the most
violent depredations on the peaceable inhabitants of the Punjab. The author of Seir
Mutakherin says he was in consequence of these excesses, put to death at Gwalior, and
his body cut into four quarters, one of which was hung up at the gate of the fortress”.

Cunningham is completely accurate in giving his views regarding the “Sketch of the Sikhs”
as an inaccurate historical account on Sikhs written by Malcolm as mentioned above.
Britishers invited EARNEST TRUMP in 1870CE for Guru Granth Sahib why not early?

ISSUE OF MALCOLM QUOTING GURDAS BHALLA WHO died 1636AD
PROMOTING GURUGOBIND SINGH JI Who was Born 1666A.D. in his book published
in 1810AD. Did Hindu temple or Mosques destroyed by Guru Gobind Singh Ji between
1699 -1708?

41

The Sword and the Spirit – Dr. Surinder Singh Kohli, pgs. 66-71, published by National Book Shop, New Delhi,
27,Punjab on the eve of First Sikh War – by Dr. Hari Ram Gupta, pg. 203, Published by Punjabi University
Chandigarh
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Everybody knows that Gurdas Bhalla died during the time of 6th Guru. How Malcolm account
can report him writing about Guru Gobind Singh? Malcolm never knew Gurumukhi. Leyden’s
translation used by him reads “when 12 centuries of completed”. See below Leyden’s
manuscript translation evidence.
Evidence shows that this VAR was written after 1786AD. 19th Pauri of Gurdas Var 41 was
Written after Oct. 23, 1786( when 12 centuries of Hijri completed Xh bwrh sdI inbyV kr).Bhai
Vir Singh’s opinion about this being written by the writer of Sarab Lo Granth. It is also noted in
Leyden,s translation. Readers are advivesed to read varan “Bhai Gurdas Steek” by Bhai Vir
Singh page 636-650 . But as this 19th Pauri is found in Ledon,s translation British angle need to
be explored why Malcolm used GUrdas Bhalla reference in relation to Guru Gobind singh as
Gurdas Bhalla Died in 1636AD during time of 6th GuruJi.As Evidence of translation of 19th
pauri of var found in Leyden,s work in (MSS IOR EUR)

12. Who wrote and installed Dev Nagri Dasam Granth in February1847 in

Lahore Darbar after Sikhs lost Anglo Sikh war and Britishers become
Dictator in Punjab In December 1846?
This manuscript was donated to British library By Pandit Radha Krishna per catalogue of
Punjabi and Sindhi manuscripts in the India Office Library; compiled by Shackle, London 1977.
The note in the manuscript by commissioner and superintendent says it was sent to Paris
exhibition Society by Pundit Radha Krishna in July 1856CE.
Please Note Paris Imperial exhibition was held in Paris between 15th may-15th November 1855.
No Imperil Exhibition held in Paris in 1856. How it can be sent from Punjab India in July 1856
after the exhibition is over?
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1. For 1855 Paris exhibition details click on
http://www.google.com/search?q=Imperil+exhibtion+paris+1855&ie=utf-8&oe=utf8&aq=t&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a
2. Dates of Significant Imperial exhibitions held between 1851-1893 are as follows; London
1851CE, Paris 1855CE, London 1862CE, Paris 1867CE, Vienna 1873CE. For details click on.
http://recollections.nma.gov.au/ejournal_library/attachments/volume_3_number_1/table_1_signi
ficant_exhibitions/files/26489/Colonial%20exhibitions_Table%201.pdf
This manuscript was written and completed in Feb 1847. Note written in July 1856CE says it
was for Paris exhibition which already finished in Nov of 1855. But First Imperial exhibition
was held in London in 1851. If this manuscript was written for Imperial Exhibition why it was
not sent to LONDON Imperial Exhibition in 1851? After 4 years when it was written?
MSS Punjabi D6 (date written) February 1847CE. bears a note from the Commissioner, “In
conformity to the orders of the Governor General of India this volume named ‘The Granth
Sahib’ published by Gooro Gobind Singh the founder of the Sikh faith, is hereby presented to the
Paris Exhibition Society by Pundit Radha Kristin, Ecclesiastical Councilor to His Highness the
late Maharajah Runlet Singh) Gurumukhi EK Onkar is changed to OM in Devnagri in this
manuscript.
Read the Note from
Manuscript below. Why Governor General
of India will give such order in Feb 1847
approving Gooro Gobind Singh the founder
of the Sikh faith?
Radha Krishin, Sanskrit Scholar was a
teacher of Raja Hira Singh then Duleep
Singh,
his
father
was
Pandit
MADHUSUDHAN head priest of court of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh & chief of Charities
department (1808CE till annexation). His
Grandfather was Pandit Brij Lal also held a
post of court pundit under Ranjit Singh 42.
Such intelligent person with background
from father and Grandfather as court pundit
should know the Difference SGGS and
Dasam Granth. He citified the manuscript.
WHY he certified Guru Gobind Singh as
Founder of Sikh Faith? This DG was
written in Devnagri in Punjab in Feb1847
after Sikhs lost in Anglo Sikh war in 1846
and in December 1846 Bharowal treaty
was written when Punjab totally came
under control of Britishers. British resident
at Lahore became an Absolute and sole
42

Hari Ram Gupta “Panjab On the Eve of First sikh war” P. Burreau. Panjab Uni.Chd 1975.page 203
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dictator in Punjab and Maharani Jind Kaur was incarcerated. Read three letters of Maharani Jind
Kaur to British resident Mr. Lawrence published by Ganda Singh 43
Click
onhttp://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Three%20letters%20of%20Rani%20Jindan.pdf

BL MSS Panjabi D6 (3)

After Sikhs lost in Anglo-Sikh war Bharowal treaty was signed on Dec, 14th 1846. Punjab
Virtually came under British Rule through Regency council headed by Treacherous Sardar
Tej Singh who was elevated to Raja Tej Singh in 7th, Aug.1847CE. For details of Bhairowal
treaty 44 when Britishers became absolute masters/dictator of Punjab click on opinion of
Bakhshish Singh Nijjar
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Dec%2016th%201846%20Bhairowal%20Treaty.pdf

43

Dr.Ganda Singh, Three letters of Rani Jindan to British Resident- The Khalsa & the Punjab edited by Himadri
Banerjee, 2002, India History Congress; Published by TULIKA Press,
44
Anglo –Sikh wars(1845-1846CE) Dr.Bakhshish Singh Nijjar,K.B Publications, New delhi,1976
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In First census 1855CE report after Britishers took over Punjab Sikhs were included among
Hindus 45 Why? It confirms their plan to finish the spirit of independence of Sikhs as a
nation. Although they signed many Anglo-Sikh treaties with Sikhs as a separate independent
Nation from 1803CE onwards. This evidence confirms again that the Britishers who gave
more importance to Dasam Granth than Guru Granth Sahib Ji as soon as they became
dictator of Punjab In December 1846.

13.Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is the sole canon sanctified and ordered by Guru
Gobind Singh to follow and to accept it for any idea and concept of in
Sikhism.
Guru Gobind Singh Ji ordered the Sikhs to accept Guru Granth Sahib as only
living Guru after his demise in 1708 AD. This confirmed Sikh concept of Guru Panth and GURU
Granth. Bani of S.G.G.S. is the sole Guru for Sikhs and a sole canon to accept any idea,
concept, suggestion, and any writing. This is well documented in all Indian, Persian, and
European contemporary and near contemporary sources. Sikh Nation has only One Granth Sri
Guru Granth sahib Ji),One Panth and One Guru Panth approved Rehat Maryada( 19271945).Khalsa Panth is the only Sikh entity that is collectively authorized to make / accept any
changes based upon the doctrines enshrined in S.G.G.S. acceptable to the Guru Panth as finalized
by the 10th Guru before his demise on October, 1708 A.D. Sarbat khalsa from all over the world
can be held now and any changes can be done by consensus only with Guidance from Shri
Guru Granth Sahib Ji. Sikhism is an integrated religion with unity of Sikh thought between the
first and tenth Guru. Based on history and textual evidence final standardization of guru granth
sahib (damdami bir) was done at Damdama Sahib/sabo Talwandi 1706. Therefore Sikh Nation
has only One Granth (Sri Guru Granth sahib Ji),One Panth and One Guru Panth approved Rehat
Maryada( accepted in 1927-1945)

45

Joginder singh ”The census and Sikhs’ Chapter 17,The khalsa over 300 years,1999,published by Tulika ISBN 8185229-12-0
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14.Academic evidence of the start of Relapsing of Sikhism into Hinduism in 18th century
Literature by Historian “Anil Chander Bannerji”. Evidence Of scattered compositions per
Giani Gian Singh in literature of 18th century until 1783AD when they were compiled and
inserted into certain other compositions.
Based on the evidence, Giani Gian Singh is very right when he says “ jo Ab gRMQ dsm guru kyrw]
kihlwvq mD pMQ ACyrw[guru ky smy bIV nihI qWkI] BeI bwxIAW rhI iekWkI!” (The Granth that is
now known as that of the 10th Guru. This Granth is regarded as the best in the Panth.
There was no bir of this Granth during the time of the Guru. Banis remained scattered
here and there). No Granth similar to the pattern of presently published Dasam Granth with all
compositions in one Granth can be found prior to 1783 AD. Evidence confirms that British
library Manuscript MSS Punjabi D5; 541 folios, Donated by “HT Colebrook” was published first
time, with minor changes, by Sodhak Committee in 1900AD and is currently available in 1428
Pages as, 1. Dasam Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. Published by Jawahar Singh and Kirpal Singh,
Amritsar, in two volumes, 2. Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji, published by Chatar Singh and Jeevan
Singh, Amritsar, in two volumes. No such Dasam Granth with all the compositions is
mentioned in the writings of Nand Lal (1695-1699AD) except Jaap Sahib Ji. Perchian Seva Das
(1708) does not mention any Avtar Lila Granth, Samund Sagar Granth, Vidya Sagar Granth,
Bachitar Natak Granth or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth. Sri Gur Sobha Granth (1711AD) mention
no composition or any Granth, Mehma Parkash-Vartik(1741AD-edited by Ganda Singh) as
indicated by Dr. Kulwinder Singh Bajwa, mentions about Zafarnama without mentioning of any
Hikyats & one quartet of Guru Gobind Singh Ji. Gurbilas Patshahi 10 by Koer Singh ( 1751AD)
does not mentions of any Avtar Lila Granth, Samund Sagar Granth, Vidya Sagar Granth,
Bachitar Natak Granth or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth. Mention of Avtar Lila Granth, Samund
Sagar Granth by Kesar singh Chhibar(1769/1779) chibar does not mention any Vidya Sagar
Granth Chibar, Bachitar Natak Granth or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth .Mehma Prakash(
1776AD)mentions Bacitar Natak, Chaubis avtar,404 charitar translations done by court poets
and prepared a granth named “Vidya Sagar Granth”.No mention of any Avtar Lila Granth,
Samund sagar Granth, Bachitar Natak Granth or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth
Based on the above mentioned historical documents or any other available evidence, we find that
the so called “Dasam Granth” appeared first time under the name of “Dasvay Patshah Da
Granth” in 1783 AD. It contains almost all the composition matching with the currently available
Dasam Granth compiled by Sodhak Committee in 1900AD.
Story of Mehtab Singh and Sukha Singh entering Harminder Sahib on 11 August, 1740 is very
True and well recorded: “When Massa Ranghar bent to feel the sacks, Mehtab Singh cut his head
in a flash and put it in a sack after empting it of the potsherds. Sukha Singh made short work of
the company of Massa Ranghar. Having finished their work with the speed of lightening, the
Singh’s mounted their horses and were out of sight in no time. By evening both the Singh’s
reached Damdama Sahib”. As history indicates that before starting from Damdama Sahib in the
first week of August, 1740 AD, Diwan was held in Damdama Sahib and Bhai Mani Singh’s Bir
was discussed. Question arises, where is this Bir, what were its contents? Why Mehma ParkashVartik (1741AD-edited by Ganda Singh), Gurbilas Patshahi 10 by Koer Singh (1751 AD) are
silent on any details of such Bir or the issue?
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AC Banerjee’s 46 academic evidence regarding the initiation of amalgamation of Sikhism into
Hinduism in 18th century literature is very significant; and Giani Gian Singh is very correct.
Evidence shows that published Dasam Granth appears to be the part of such a campaign. In 1783
AD many undated compositions with adulterations were put together along with some
adulterated dated compositions from different compositions which may have been written during
the times of Guru Gobind Singh by his court or other devoted poets. But no such composition,
sanctified by Guru Gobind Singh Ji, can be found anywhere in the records during or after his
times. Scholars must find the Bir which was discussed in early August 1740 AD at Diwan at
Damdama Sahib, and the reason as to why Koer Singh and the author of Mehma Parkash is silent
on this important historical event and evidence?
For details read the papers by Dr Sukhdyal Singh and Dr.Gurumel Singh Sidhu about the 18th
century sources of Dasam Granth as noted below click on Links.
AC Bannerji in his book, The Khalsa Raj (44)published by Abhinav publications in 1985-Page
51, correctly points out that, “During the last three decades of the 18th century, the central theme
in the history of Sikhs is mutual struggle for ascendancy. The direct cause of this development
was relaxation of the Afgan pressure. Foreign invasions always forge unity; but as soon as the
invader withdraws, unity succumbs to the pressure of parochial interest. This is a common
historical phenomenon, not an unusual turn of the course of history in the case of the Sikhs.
Having virtually won the war of independence and then established the critical power practically
the whole of the Punjab, the chiefs of the Misals abandoned the ideal of the commonwealth and
looked upon themselves as political rivals rather than fighters for a common cause. The war of
independence was inspired by Guru Gobind Singh’s ideals. Gradually, those ideas were
distorted and their purifying impact on the Sikh society became weaker. He insisted as the Guru
Nanak had insisted, on the worship of one god and non-reorganization of different deities and
incarcerations. This was forgotten and popular fancy pictured him as a worship of Debi or
mother goddess. The legend appeared for the first time in Mehma Prakash (Vartak) written in
return 1741AD and its full form in Bhai Sukha Singh,s Gurblas which was completed in
1797AD. The latter work represents the new trends, which had been developing in the Sikh
Society during the 90 years following Guru Gobind Singh’s death. Bhai Sukha Singh who lived
at Anandpur and expounded the GRANTH SAHIB at Keshgarh believed that the guru, who
had declared that he never “mediated on Krishan or Vishnu,” actually performed a HOM and
worshipped a Hindu goddess.”
As noted by Anil Chander, AC Banerjee’s evidence shows that Kesar Singh Chhibbar
(1769/1779 AD) following foot prints of his father Gurbax Singh who wrote Rehatnama Bhai
Chaupa singh (1751AD) Brahmanised the Sikh religion from 1751AD onwards. Dr. Harbhajan
Singh is trotting the same path without producing or quoting any authentic evidence of Dasam
Granth or similar Granths in in his book during that period except his concocted and
ambiguous argument regarding the influence of style and language of Bachitar Natak on the
46
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writings of Sainapat (1711AD) and Koer singh (1751AD). Readers must note that Bachitar
Natak is one composition containing only 471 Chhands out of a total of over 17,000 Chhands
in presently Published Sri Dasam Granth.
Dr. Kulwinder Singh Bajwa who has Edited “Mehma Parkash Vartak” published By Singh
Brothers, Amritsar,2003 echoes the opinion of Anil Chander Bannerji about Brahminisation of
Sikhism in 18th century Literature as noted in his introduction. Mehma Parkash-Vartik(1741ADGanda Singh) 120 sakhis in this account mentions about Zafarnama composition only without
mention of any added Hikyats into it. There is also Mention of Quartet ਸ�ੈਯਾ [[SWAYYA]]ਪ�ਇ

ਗਹੇ ਜਬ ਤੇ ਤੁਮਰੇ ਤਬ ਤੇ ਕੋਊ ਆਂਖ ਤਰੇ ਨਹੀ ਆਿਨਯੋ ॥ ਰਾਮ ਰਹੀਮ ਪੁਰਾਨ ਕੁਰਾਨ ਅਨ�ਕ ਕਹ� ਮਿਤ ਏਕ ਨ

ਮਾਿਨਯੋ ॥ No mention of any Avtar Lila Granth, Avtar Lila Granth, Samund Sagar Granth Granth,
Vidya Sagar Granth, Bachitar Natak Granth or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth.

1695-1600 AD: Writings of Nand Lal mentions of Jaap Sahib but no mention of any Avtar Lila
Granth, Avtar Lila Granth, Samund Sagar Granth, Vidya Sagar Granth. Bachitar Natak Granth
or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth.
1708 AD: Perchian Seva Das (edited by Gurtej Singh& Kharak Singh IOSS.Chandigarh)
mentions about Zafarnama without mentioning of any Hikyats. It also mentions the quartet
(ਸ�ੈਯਾ)-SWAYYA): ਪ�ਇ ਗਹੇ ਜਬ ਤੇ ਤੁਮਰੇ ਤਬ ਤੇ ਕੋਊ ਆਂਖ ਤਰੇ ਨਹੀ ਆਿਨਯੋ ॥ ਰਾਮ ਰਹੀਮ ਪੁਰਾਨ ਕੁਰਾਨ

ਅਨ�ਕ ਕਹ� ਮਿਤ ਏਕ ਨ ਮਾਿਨਯੋ ॥ there is one sakhi which reads that the guru was against mythology.
Zafarnama composition in Sakhi 13 does not mention of any Hikyats along with it . Please read
in detail as to by whom and when Hikiats were added to Zafarnama probably by a compiler of
Dasam Granth. Read the original Gurumukhi text and English translation of the above quartet in
the last Sakhi #50 in “Perchian Seva Das”1708 AD.
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END of Zafarnama sakhi [13]

Read the Anti-Mythology Sakhi #29 from Perchian Seva Das below
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1711 AD: Sri Gur Sobha Granth does not mention of any composition of Dasam Granth; no
mention of any Avtar Lila Granth, Samund Sagar Granth, Vidya Sagar Granth, Bachitar Natak
Granth or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth. ( Comments: No scholar gives any internal evidence or
any reference of the above Granths. Most of them justify that Chaupai Chhand is written like
Bachitar Natak Composition and many Rasaval, Arhil, Sweeays,Sorathh etc read like Dasam
Granth. This argument/evidence has no justification to prove the authenticity of Dasam Granth
on academic grounds.)
1741 AD. Mehma Parkash Vartak as Outlined above.
1751: Gurbilas Patshahi 10 does not mention of any Avtar Lila Granth, Samund Sagar Granth,
Vidya Sagar Granth, Bachitar Natak Granth or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth. There is a description
of Zafarnama only (Comments: Dr. Harbhajan puts forward the old same argument/evidence
which has no justification to prove the authenticity of Dasam Granth on academic grounds.
Shamsher Singh Ashok in the introduction to Koer Singh’s book writes that, it appears Koer
Singh has “Sri Gur Shoba and Bachitar Natak with him”. Please note that Bachitar Natak is only
one composition of 471 Chhands, but about other compositions and over 17,000 chhands in
Dasam Granth?
1769AD:Kesar Singh Chhiber mentions some Cantos of Bachitar Natak, Khalsa Mehma as
noted in Dasam Granth, Avtar Lila Granth, Samund Sagar Granth, and Vidya Sagar Granth but
there is no mention of any Bachitar Natak Granth or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth. However,
Chhiber is very clear that Guru Gobind Singh Ji, in his last command to the Sikhs, sanctified
only the Guru Granth Sahib as the only Guru of the Sikhs (No Parallel Granth) from 1708 AD
onwards , and Waheguru In Guru Granth Ji is AKAL “live pkV Akwl- Larh parh AKAL”(
Not KAAL as promoted by some scholars). One can read Avtars and Purans but Shabad in Guru
Granth is supreme, one can research it but must consider it the only Granth of Sikhism called
“Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji”. Any Sikh who does not revere Guru Granth Sahib is a Gone Case
from the gurus and Sikh point of view.
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1776AD: Mehma Parkash- Kavita by Sarup Das Bhalla mentions compositions like Bachitar
Natak, Chaubis avtar, 404 Charitar translations done by court poets and prepared a Granth named
“Vidya Sagar Granth”.No mention of any Avtar Lila Granth, Samund Sagar Granth, Bachitar
Natak Granth or Dasvin Patshahi Da Granth.
1783 AD: Manuscript MSS Punjabi D5; 541 folios (HT Colebrook). Evidence shows that the
historical sources written before 1783 do not mention any Granth similar to the pattern of
presently published Dasam Granth with all the compositions compiled in one Granth. As
mentioned above that the Bir seen by Randhir Singh in Calcutta, matched the compositions of
Published Dasam Granth compiled by Sodhak committee during 1895-1896AD (published in
1900AD). This evidence is confirmed by the copy of a 1783 manuscript Dasmi Patshai Da
Granth that is preserved in British library Donated By “HT Colebrook” which matches with the
published Dasam Granth, with minor changes, corrected by the Sodhak Committee and
published first time in 1900AD currently available in 1428 Pages as 1.Dasam Sri Guru Granth
Sahib Ji. Published by Jawahar Singh and Kirpal Singh, Amritsar in two volumes.2. Sri Dasam
Granth Sahib Ji two volumes.
1790 AD; Bhai Sarup Singh “Guru Kian Sakhian” appeared in 1790AD after the appearance of
Colebrook manuscript in 1783AD.
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1797AD: Sukha Singh, “Gurbilas Patshahi 10” appeared in 1797 AD which is much after the
Colebrook manuscript.
REHAT NAMA OF BHAI DESA SINGH;
This Rehatnama is often quoted in Favor of Sri Dasam Granth. Readers should read the
evidence below and the decide themselves about the authenticity and dating of this
Rehatnama..
“Sikh Rehatnamas”. This is just for the information of readers that according to Piara Singh
Padam( 1974 AD ) all the Sikh Rehat Namas first time were reported by Pandit Tara Singh
Narotam in 1884 AD. In his book “Sri Guru Tirath Sangrah”, which included list of 21 Rehat
Namas. Later on, Bhai Bhagwan Singh who was follower of Baba Sumer Singh who became the
Mahant at Sri Patna Sahib wrote “Ber Bimal Bibek Baridh Granth” which included 37 Rehat
Namas.It proves that all Rehatnamas which appeared in these two Granths of Pandit Tara Singh
& Bhai Bhagwan Singh are late 18th century or 19th th century writings.
This Rehat nama is written after Colebrook Granth that appeared in 1783AD. Read Piara Singh
Padam about the dating and internal inconsistencies against Sikh code of Conduct in the
Rehatnama.

Who was Desa Singh? According to Piara Singh Padam, Desa Singh could be son of Mani
Singh or could be any other Desa Singh. There are four Bhai Mani Singh reported in literature
as follows and IHRO must provide the evidence that this Bhai Desa Singh was son of which
Giani /Shahid Mani Singh who scribed GGS in 1706AD? All of Bhatwahi”s must be traced and
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other academic parameters must be followed to prove the real identity of Desa Singh who from
the internal evidence of this Rehatnama seem to be an opium addict personality as he
recommends that “Sikhs can take opium and Bhang per Sikh code of conduct (see chhand 32).
1) Bhai Mani Singh of Alipur (Multan).2) Bhai Mani Singh Kambo.3) Bhai Mani Singh Dulat,
Jat of Kambowal.4) Bhai Mani Singh, a resident of Kaney kachay
The internal evidence of Rehatnama itself that it was written in the end of 18th century as the
Chaand number, 126 (in the autobiography) indicates and Desa Singh confesses that he first
lived in Morali Bunga in Amritsar where at one time Jassa Singh Kalal lived. Please note Jassa
Singh Kalal (Ahluwalia) died in 1783 AD. Chaand number 32 of this Rehatnama also states
“Sikhs can take opium and Bhang per Sikh code of conduct”. And in Chaand 45 this Rehat Nama
also includes the use of alcoholic drinks by the Sikhs per code of conduct ( Anti Gurmat internal
evidence) makes this Rehatnama spurious and doubtful
Desa Singh reports also in the autobiography in this Rehatnama that from Amritsar he goes to
Patna Sahib where he sees in his dream Guru Gobind Singh Ji who tells him about the various
compositions of Dasam Granth. If one believes that Dasam Granth was compiled by Bhai Mani
Singh in early 1700,s then why Desa singh has to see it in a dream? Sukha singh distributed the
opium and it appears Desa singh was one of the recipients. Thereby, writing the above 32
Chhand for use of opium for Sikh code of conduct in order to Justify his addiction. Please note
Mahants at Harmandir Patna Sahib received 20 Seers of Opium annually.
Desa Singh Rehat Nama written in the end of 18th century at Patna supports my opinion about
Dasam Granth that it was compiled with some assistance from Nirmalas at Patna. Desa Singh
went to Patna Sahib, must be listening stories about Britishers supplying opium to the Nirmalas
of Patna. This assertion is recorded in the book, “Sikhs of Bihar” published by Dr Ved Parkash at
page 127 (see below).That is why Desa singh writes about the usage of opium and Bhang as a
part of code of conduct of Sikhs. Who will recommend opium, Bhang and alcoholic as a part of
Sikh code of conduct for the Khalsa? .
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Sikhan Di Bhagatmala: This is another Rehatnama often quoted. Readers should read the
evidence given below and decide themselves about the authenticity of this Rehatnama.
Did Bhai Mani Singh authored ““Sikhan di Bhagatmala”?. Mani Singh as its author is questioned
by Bhai Vir Singh in the introduction the book edited in 1921. The opinion of two scholars
namely Dr Surindar Singh Kohli and Dr. Tarlochan Singh Bedi are given below.
Anyhow (Sakhi 128) in the book talks about Mian Jamal came under care of Guru Hargoibnd
and not about Guru Gobind Singh.. There are many manuscripts of the Sikhan Di Bhagat Mala,
and in all of them the teeka of eleventh var of Bhai Gurdas ends at Sakhi Number 152 and in one
at 139. The Sakhi reported coming after the finishing of the end of 11th var of Bhai Gurdas in the
twelve extra Sakhis written in some manuscripts. The correct number of the Sakhi is 158. For the
information of readers, Sikhan di Bhagat Mala in literature is also called, Bhagat Ratna Wali. It
was first edited by Bhai Veer Singh in 1921 and name “Sikhan di Bhagatmala” was changed by
him from an old manuscript which has only one thirty nine sakhis. Then in the second edition, in
the introduction Bhai Vir Singh writes that he found other manuscripts of this Sikh Bhagat Mala
where after the end of eleventh var teeka, there were additional twelve sakhis written by
somebody else.
1) Generally it is said that “Sikhan di Bhagat Mala” was written by Bhai Mani Singh, however,
Bhai Vir Singh in introduction of 2nd edition writes that, “He is not sure that this document was
written by Bhai Mani Singh. He thinks that somebody else wrote it and the name of the
document to be written by Bhai Mani Singh”.
2) Dr. Surinder Singh Kohli wrote a chapter on Bhai Mani Singh in the his edited book,
“Punjabi University Punjabi Sahit Da Ithas”, published by Punjabi University, 1967,1986. In this
chapter he concluded that Bhagat RatnaWali cannot be the writings of Bhai Mani Singh because
the author has made lots of mistakes by writing certain Sakhis which are against Gurmat
philosophy.
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3) Dr. Tarlochan Singh Bedi (Head Punjabi Dept., Government Brjindra College) edited the
book, “Sikhan Di Bhagat Mala” published by Punjabi University, 1986. He gives details on the
issue of different manuscripts of “Sikhan Di Bhagat Mala” and talks about structure, language,
inconsistencies and authorship of four such manuscripts and concludes that:
1) Sikhan Di Bhagat Mala is not written of Bhai Mani Singh
2) Writer of Sikhan Di Bhagat Mala and of Gurbilas Patshahi 6 is the same (appropriate evidence
given by the author). In his opinion Kavi Sohan is the writer of “Sikhan Di Bhagat Mala”
I would encourage the readers to read, “Sikhan di Bhagatmala” by Tarlochan Singh Bedi and
decide yourself. Bedi in his introduction quotes many anti-Sikh Sakhis. For example Sakhis 90
and 47 are anti- Gurmat. Sakhi 156 reads that Guru Gobind Singh recommended the usage of
addictive substances for Sikhs. Sakhi 157 reads as, “When Sikhs go to court they should use
scissor to trim and level their beard. This was request # 7 from the Sikhs to 10th guru who then
put signature on this special order for Sikhs. This sakhi deals with ten clarification which Sikhs
asked from 10th Guru Ji”.Sakhi 154 reads that guru Teg Bahadur was not martyred by Aurangzeb
but 9th guru himself “asked a Rajput to cut his head with the sword and Rajput obliged”. How
could IHRO imagine that Bhai/Giani/Shahid Mani Singh who scribed final version of Guru
Granth Sahib (Damdama Sahib Bir) in 1706 AD, could scribe Sakhis which are out rightly antiSikh, anti-Gurmat and anti-Rehat Maryada, and distort Martyrdom of Guru Teg Bahadur .
In reviewing the British library manuscript (MSS IOR EUR McKenzie Volume 40 British
Library)List of Sikh Compositions Translated by John Leyden and Used by Malcolm. Evidence
shows that “Bhagat Ratanavali” composition is actually Teeka of 10th Var from Punjabi account
of pious personages starting with stories of Dru, Naradmuni, Prahlada, Rajajanak, Raja
Harichandra, Krishna, Dropti, Pandavs, Jaidev, Namdev, Trilochan, Dhana Jat, Kuber, Indra,
Robber Valmiki, Gobind Raj, and Krishna in the end. It matches with 10th Var of Bhai
Gurdas.(See Page 208 – 220 of the manuscript).The evidence from Sikh literature proves that
“Bhagat Ratanvali” is the Teeka of tenth var of Bhai Gurdas and there was no Teeka of Var
eleventh in Bhagat Ratanavali until the end of eighteenth century when this entry in manuscript
was made. Otherwise Dr. Leyden would have translated it. This proves the point that Bhagat
Ratanavali or/Sikhan Di Bhagatmala which is the Teeka of Eleventh Var of Bhai Gurdas was
written in end of 18th century or early 19th century & 12 extra Sakhis were added. And to make it
popular, the name of Bhai Mani Singh was attributed to it as an author.
“Who is the real author of Sikhan Di Bhagat Mala?, when was it written?, where was the
document before it was edited first time by Bhai Vir Singh in 1921 AD.? Who wrote 12 extra
Sakhis in the document when all original 152 Sakhis are Teeka of 11th var of Bhai Gurdas? It
would be interesting to see as to how Harbhajan Singh and his group clarify numerous internal
textual inconsistencies.
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Cunningham in 1846 AD raises the issue on the authenticity of Sri Dasam Granth. Cunningham
is completely accurate in giving his views regarding the “Sketch of the Sikhs” as an
inaccurate historical account on Sikhs written by Malcolm as mentioned above. Britishers
invited Earnest Trump in 1870 AD for preparing a translation of Guru Granth Sahib. Why
was it not done before? Read below pages 325-326. Cunningham writes that, “only 5
chapters/compositions or part only and commencement of 6th chapter/composition of
Dasam Granth is only attributed to Guru Gobind Singh. But large portion by 4 other
scribes. Hindi style as spoken in Gang etic provinces again indicating toward to Patna and
Calcutta area”.
Read the account yourself below.

The evidence given above shows that there were scattered compositions in literature of 18th
century until 1783AD. This is clearly indicated by Giani Gian Singh in his book, “Panth
Parkash”. No Granth similar to the pattern of presently published Dasam Granth, with all the
compositions compiled in one Granth, can be found prior to 1783 AD in literature. Evidence
confirms that British library Manuscript MSS Punjabi D5; 541 folios, donated to London library
by “HT Colebrook” 1812AD was published with minor changes by Sodhak Committee in
1900AD now available in 1428 Pages as 1.Dasam Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji, Published by
Jawahar Singh and Kirpal Singh, Amritsar, in two volumes. 2 Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji, in two
volumes Published by Chatar Singh and Jeevan Singh, Amritsar.
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15. Giani Gian Singh reports there were scattered compositions of dasam granth literature in
18th century until they were compiled and inserted into certain other compositions.

Giani Gian Singh (1822-1921), poet and historian, was born of a Dullat Jatt family on 5 Baisakh
1879 sk/15 April 1822, at Laungoval, a village in present-day Sangrur district of the Punjab. He
writes about Dasam Granth in the following words:
http://www.sikhphilosophy.net/history-of-sikhism/107-giani-gian-singh-1822-1921-a.html
From The book Panth Parkash 47
doihrw
Awd gMRQ gur dsm kI kQw jQwrQ gwie
suno gMRQ gur dsm kI bIV Bie ijs Bwie (19)
cOpeI
jo Ab gRMQ dsm guru kyrw] kihlwvq mD pMQ ACyrw[
guru ky smy bIV nihI qWkI] BeI bwxIAW rhI iekWkI[
ig: igAwn isMG, pMQ pRkwS,]19] sPw (319)

47

Giani Gian singh Panth parkash Published by BHasha Vibagh pages 318-322
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Page 319 Panth Prakash Giani Gian Singh

(The Granth that is now known as that of the 10th Guru. This Granth is regarded as the
best in the Panth. There was no bir of this Granth during the time of the Guru. These
compositions remained separated here and there)
Awid gRMQ swihb sm gRMQ[
ieh BI bnhY mwno pMQ[
ieh sun dsmy gurU aucwrI[
guru Arjn bf Bey aupkwrI[
aun kI nih brwbrI chIey[
nw hm

krYN n qum iPr khIey[

Page 320 Panth Prakash Giani Gian Singh

ig: igAwn isMG, pMQ pRkwS, sPw (320)

ig: igAwn isMG, pMQ pRkwS,]19] sPw (321)

Giani Gian Singh Panth Prakash pg. 321

“su`Kw isMG gRQI AOr[ rcI bIV ptny mYN AOr[
ATwrw sY b`qI mWhY[ riKE suKmnw Cky vwhYN[
AMkplI lO Ank prsMg[ rwKy aen AwpnY FMg[
Bog CkXoN pr pwXo qWih[ qIn bIV hoeI ibiD Xwih[

punw cVq isMG qWky pUq[ AKr dsm gurU
smsUq[kr kY pWc pqry AOr[
guru qrPoN ilK pwey gOr[
AOr gRMQ iek vYsw kIE[
so bwby hwkm isMG lIE[
so gurdvwry moqI bwg[
hY Ab hmny ipKXo iblwg!”

Giani Gian Singh Panth Prakash pg. 322

ig: igAwn isMG, pMQ pRkwS, sPw (322)
“AorYN grMQ keI aun ilKy[ AKr guru sm hY hm ipKy[

dsKq dsm gurU ky kihkY[
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kImq leI cOgnI cihkY[
gRMQ dsm guru kI ies Bwq[ qRY ibiD bIVY BeI bKXwq”

]21]ig: igAwn isMG, pMQ pRkwS, invws 36, AMk 21. Briefly it translates: There is another
Granthi named Sukha Singh who compiled a bir on his own at Patna. Charat Singh is his son.
His handwriting perfectly matches with that of the Guru. Having announced that these writings are
from the pen of the Guru, he received money four the times.

AslI dsm gRMQ-Real Dasam Granth Per Giani Gian Singh
shI SbdW ivc dsmyS gurU goibMd isMG jI dy dmdmy swihb ivc Tihrn dy smyN auhnW dy AwdyS
Anuswr gRMQ swihb ivc gurU qyg bhwdur jI dI bwxI AMikq kIqI jwx vwlI bIV, ijs nUM auhnW ny joqI-joiq
smwaux qoN iqn iqn idn pihlW (sn 1708 ivc) gur g`dI sONpI, dsm gRQ AwKI jw skdI hY[
Read Shabd Moorat page 51 and 52 below, Randhir singh documents that 3 of
Birs whose Nishani is given in Giani Giani Singh account could not be found neither
original nor even in copy. Only fourth one is at Moti bagh which is a copy of Bir written
in 1775AD(samat 1832) at Patna sahib and none is found there. Moti bagh Bir is also
Lost during Blue star/1984AD. So, all 4 Birs whose Nishani is given in Giani Giani
Singh account including hat referred by kahan Singh Nabha are not found anywhere.

ig: igAwn isMG, pMQ pRkwS, invws 36 AMk 18( 318)
Asl dsm gur vwlw gRMQ[

ig: igAwn isMG, pMQ pRkwS, invws 36 AMk 18(318)Giani
Gian singh Panth Parkash Page 318

rihq ibR`D dl mY m`D pMQ[
GlUGwrw jb v`f BXo[
gRMQ durwnI so lIau[
A`b so kwbl m`D jwno[
bVI DrmSwlw mY jwno[
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16.Did first part Of Dasam Granth Finished in 1698? WHY this Khalsa Granth does not
refer to the event of “Creation OF Khalsa, 1699 AD”. No evidence of its sanctification by
Guru Gobind Singh Ji?.
Why this Khalsa Granth is without the event of Creation OF Khalsa although it includes 1706 Zafarnama?.
Whether the first part Of Dasam Granth was finished in 1698? Infact Myth and reality got mixed up and
Randhir Singh SGPC research scholar promoted the idea.

Panth has declared per Gumata#1 June 6th 2008 that no one has any right to create controversy
about the specific writings contained in Dasam Granth that have been recognized and accepted
by the Sikh Panth for Sikh Code of Conduct, prescribed recitation in daily prayer and Sikh
Baptismal( Khandey De Pahul). Nobody has any disagreement on this issue 48. Scholars must
answer “Why the event, Creation of Khalsa 1699 AD is absent in this Khalsa Granth?. Why
there is no mention of procedure of Khande the pahul in this khalsa Granth? If in fact it is
Granth of the khalsa? Scholars have already opined on Two 17th century and one 18th century
recessions of Dasam Granth wherein dates such as 1687,1688,1695,1696 and 1698 and
Zafarnama (1706AD) find mention but create many historical and textual problems with these
documents. Event of Creation of Khalsa is not recorded in any of them. Therefore they are
questionable on academic basis and need more investigation about their Authenticity. Guru
Gobind Singh Ji was alive during those years but no Evidence supports that he sanctified any
such compositions/writings/ Granth. In his book Shabad Moorat on page 14&15 49Randhir Singh
claims that first version of DG with Ram Avtar was finished in 1698 AD. Internal evidence
shows that Krishan Avtar was composed between1687-1688 & Chritropakhyan in 1696 AD50
whereas these compositions were placed after of the composition of Ram Avtar. Randhir Singh
claims this on the basis of Khas Patra on page 14 of his book “that by 1698, until the end of Ram
Avtar only 2255 verses of DG were finalized 51. But published Dasam Granth shows total count
of chhands equals to 3097 until end of Ram Avtar Composition. Readers can count themselves
from Published Dasam Granth the count is: Jaap Sahib -198, Akal Ustati-271,Bachitar Natak 471, Chandi Chritar Ukat Bilas-233, Chandi Chritar Second -262, Var Bhagauti Ji Ki -55, Gian
Parbodh-336, Chaubis Avtar (total of all)-417 and Ram Avtar -864= 3097) 52. Therefore there is
48
49

th

Gurmata from Sri Akal Takhat June 6 2008. http://sgpc.net/akaltakhat_hukum/hukumnamas.asp.
Shabad Moorit –Dasven Patshah da Granth Da Ithas by Randhir singh published by SGPC,1962

Dasam Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. Published by Jawahar Singh and Kirpal Singh, Amritsar. Two volumes.
2)Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji. Published by Chatar Singh and Jeevan Singh, Amritsar.

50

51

Shabad Moorit –Dasven Patshah da Granth Da Ithas by Randhir singh published by SGPC,1962

52

Dasam Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. Published
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no historical or textual proof that First part of Dasam Granth was written in 1698 AD. This is the
figment of mind of Randhir Singh to make it match with Kesar Singh Chhiber’s Brahminical
account with many wrong dates and also make it compatible with so called Mani Singh. Why
Randhir Singh’s book is silent on Banno version in the portion of Guru Granth in this Bir? All
Dasam Granth Birs contain the composition of Zafanama. Therefore it proves that all of them
were produced in post 1706 era. Then why this Khalsa Granth is without the event of Creation
OF Khalsa.. Such a significant event of Guru Gobind Singh’s life is missing here. Why there is
no sanctification of this granth by Guru Gobind Singh Ji?. Randhir Singh took the Number of
2255 from Patna Bir( read folio 92b Below) and never cared to do counting from Published
Dasam Granth 53. Although Patna Bir was rejected by the Sodhak Committee and It contains
over 8 extra compositions which were not included in Sodhak committee published Dasam
Granth. For details on these excluded compositions read Dr.Balwant singh Dhillon 54. Text at the
beginning of the Krishan Avtar in Khas Patra does not match with the published Dasam Granth.
In the start of Khas Patra with different serial # of verse 2254- 2258( changed to 1-4 of chhand
Krishna Avtar page 254, pub. DG) and change in content in 2258 /4 Chand in published DG as
“1192 chhands” while in Khas Patra

same

words of the Chhand 2258

reads it “1186

chhands”.(No#1186 dasam Da Mila Laina//3448// afzu chhands”. If Khas patra is taken as
writing of Guru Gobind Singh ji then who changed the serial Number of Chhands and contents
of the chhands in Published Dasam Granth. Is it Sodhak committee or already done in 1783AD
by the compiler of Colebrook Dasam Granth? Readers can decide themselves.

Dasam Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. Published by Jawahar Singh and Kirpal Singh, Amritsar. Two volumes.
2)Sri Dasam Granth Sahib Ji. Published by Chatar Singh and Jeevan Singh, Amritsar.
53

54

http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Text%20of%20Some%20compositions%20Excluded%20by%20Sodhak%20c
ommittee%20in%201895-1896%20from%2032%20Granths%20Jasbir%20Singh%20Mann.pdf
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.See

below

beginning

of

Krishan

Avtar

in

DG

page

254.

Folio 91 Colebrook Dasami Patshahi Granth shows this change happened in 1783AD.This
copy is from Microfilm but one can read (gXwrw shs bwnvy CMdw kry dsm pur AnMdw!!4!!)
Chhand # 4 in last line. Is it a coincidence?

•

Khas Patra from Mani Singh Bir as quoted By Randhir Singh on Page 14 of his Book
“ShabadMoorat dasmey patshah dey Granth da Ithas”.Read Chhand 2268.
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.

See below folio 92b of Patna Bir (samat 1755-1698 AD) which relates to the end of Ram Avtar.
Dohra: Sagal Davar is missing in Mani Singh Khas Patra. But noted in next folio 93 under
chhand 2265 and it is written Gobid Singh Das Tuhar? Who removed the word Singh?.But in
Published Dasam Granth it is Numbered as Chhand #864.This Change is noted in 1783
Colebrook Dasam Granth, see folio 90b below. And Sodhak Committee just copied it in 18951896. Compare the Khas Patra in Mani Singh Bir as noted above with Folio 93 of Patna Bir as
below, It also reads 1186 chhands instead of 2258. Note below the End of “Ram Avtar without
Dohra sagal davar ko chhodke” from Patna dasam Granth 1698AD. Randhir singh is using his
arguments from Patna DG 1698AD but does not consider this manuscript as authentic in his
book”Shabadmoorat”
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Bottom para of Khas Patra with chhand# 4801 and 4802 in Mani Singh Bir is the same which is
placed at the start of 22nd Avtar of Patna Bir

Dohra : Sagal Davar as noted in folio 93 under chhand2265. But in published Dasam Granth it is
Numbered as Chhand #864.This Change is noted in 1783 Colebrook Dasam Granth. See below
Folio 90b of Colebrook Granth. Noting this change occurred in in 1783 AD:
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Evidence at hand shows that chhand# 1192 is a new Composition of Krishan Avtar where serial
numbers of Chhands are recorded. In the Published version Krishan Avtar chhand numbers are
from 1-1192,but In Patna Bir this composition’s chhands are recorded from 2266 to 3492. See
the folios 94b showing start and folio 158b end of Krishan Avtar In Patna Bir.

Folio 158b of Patna Bir at the end of Krishn Avtar indicates total 1192 Chhands which is equal
to the published Dasam Granth. But one cannot fail to notice that in Patna Bir serial number of
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chhands begin with 2266 and ends with 3492.. This change is noted in 1783 AD Colebrook
Granth and Sodhak committee just copied it. Is it coincidence? What happened to chhand #1186
of Krishan Avtar composition as noted in the Khas Patra.? Why Khas Petra’s chhand number
was changed in Published Dasam Granth? Who changed what was written by 10th Guru Ji?
When it happened? The evidence goes back to 1783 Colebrook Granth.

Additionally Randhir Singh on page 15
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talks about more one and a Quarter lakh chhands

already prepared serial wise but not entered yet. See Chhand (3924) in Khas Patra. Then Randhir
Singh himself writes that actual total count of chhands in various Birs is 17,353. Why this
55

Shabad Moorit –“Dasven Patshah da Granth Da Ithas” by Randhir singh published by SGPC,page15
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discrepancy? What happened to Quarter lakh chhands per Guru’s words in Khas Patra? On Page
46 of his book Randhir Singh writes about Mani Singh Bir 56 “ ijld bnOx smy iksy hors ny”
sMmq 1770 ilK idqw hY; jo BweI mnI isMG qy iCbr dIAw ilKqw Anuswr,shI isD nNhI huMdw”.It
appears that Randhir Singh tried to justify the date of 1698 AD as written by Kesar Singh
Chhibar for “ Chhota Janamyo Granth” but internal evidence does not support it when Khas
Patra is compared with the published DG.

17. Need for more Research On This Granth which is missing the event of
“Creation OF Khalsa 1699AD” Because writers admit that they are
Forgetful, Scared Granth may not become voluminous and ask for
Forgivness.
Any author who understands the academic debate on Dasam Granth understands clearly that
subject is difficult as authenticity is the main issue. Which Dasam Granth to be made a base
in order to have any useful discussion? The Text of Sri Dasam Granth is not fixed and panth
must settle this issue first. Sodhak committee of The Gurmat Granth Pracharak Sabha was part of
Amritsar Singh Sabha with including three Singh Sabhas. They fixed the text from 32 recessions
but were unable to get any authentic version as requested by Lahore Singh Sabha who had 118
associations. Therefore, Lahore Singh Sabha did not recognize the authenticity of Dasam Granth
which was finally compiled by Sodhak committee. Read three articles published in their
newspaper, Khalsa Akhbar, against this committee on October4th,25th & November1st, 1895.
Summary of these article Indicates that Lahore Singh sabha was requesting Giani Sardool Singh,
Secretary of Sodhak Committee, to find out and authenticate which is the original Dasam Granth
out of various Dasam Granths Birs they used for the correction of final version. . After 114
years of sodhak committee’s report Question remains the same, where and which is the
authentic version which can be traced back to Guru Gobind singh Ji or Bhai Mani singh
Ji.. 1925 Gurudwara act only recommends Sikh institutions to follow only Guru
Granth Sahib Ji. Sikh Gurudwara Act 1925 AD reinforces it again in Section 2 Definitions &
Section 134.G (dealing with powers of committee to dismiss office- holders. Ministers & office
holders must perform duties per teaching of SGGS). Therefore, there is a need of serious and
honest effort of research on this issue with large data which is available now. Gurus has given us
the instructions in reference to acceptance of any concept, idea or thought in Sikhism by
guidance from SGGS. Therefore, recommended “Ado Sikh Stager Kay Peary, Gave, and
Sochi Bani.
Internal evidence of dasam granth shows the writers are Forgetful and admit repeatedly being
scared that detail writing may make granth large /voluminous and asking for forgiveness at
56

Shabad Moorit –“Dasven Patshah da Granth Da Ithas” by Randhir singh published by SGPC page 46
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many places. Read pages 254,310,354,386,570, 571 and 1273. Will 10th Guru ji or Bhai Mani
can write such statements?. Some examples are as follows.
A.Writer is requesting for corrections and afraid that granth may not become large in
size/voluminous. Read below Charitar320 ((chhand 10 DG page 1273)

sB sUcnta j} kir j{y{ . gR;T bDn t[ AiWk dr{y{ . that[ T]RI kTa xucarI . cUk h]ie kib
l[hu suWarI .10.
b.I am afraid that Granth may not become large (charitar 209 chhand 60 page 1113)

c}peI . yat[ m{: ibsTar n kr} . g;RT bDn t[ Ait ict dr} . tat[ kTa n AiWk bDaeI .
BUl prI th l[hu bnaeI .60.
C. Krishan Avtar chhand 834

kiby] bac . w]hra . WnK t[j m{ briny]: ikSn kTa k[ kaj . AithI cUk m] t[ BeI iCmIy{ s]
mharaj .834.?
D. Krishan Avtar chhand 755

w]hra . s'tRh s{ p{tal m{ kInI kTa suWar . cUk h]ie jhth su kib lIjhu skl suWar .755.
E. Krishan Avtar chhand 984

w]hra . Kzgpan kI ikRpa t[ p]TI rcI ibcar . BUil h]ie jh: tih: su kib pzIAhu sB{ suWar
.984.?

18. When Parallel Granth became a tradition at Harmander

Sahib at

Takhat Patna?.
Other frequently asked question is WHEN PARRALLEL GRANTH became a tradition at Harmander
Sahib at Takhat Patna?. Evidence shows Charles Wilkin in 1781 57 describes in his account only
57

Amandeep Singh Madra & Parminder Singh, Ed., Siques, Tigers or Thieves: Eye Witness, accounts of the Sikhs
(1606-1809), Palgrave Macmillan: New York, 2004,Early European Accounts; Edited and annotated by Dr.Ganda
Singh
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One Granth is revered. His account although refers to second Granth but does not mention of
any Parallel Granth Parkash in his account. Monier William 58 1875

clearly describes Two

Parallel Granths at Harmander Sahib at Takhat Patna with a raised platform in-between two
Granths. Based on above observation the answer appears to be that parallel tradition appeared
sometimes after 1781AD.

18. List of Extra compositions penned as Mukhvalk Patshahi10 found in some important
manuscripts which were not accepted by Sodhak committee. Why?
It a serious question which needs answer by the scholars why the following compositions found in different
manuscripts were not accepted by Sodhak committee.
A.There are three composition which are found in Mani Singh Bir 1713 AD and Same three are in Anandpuri Bir
Chhand # 97,98and 99.
Below Maajh sri Mukh Valk Patsahi10(sunkey sad mahi Di--- Lakhhi Jangal From Mani Singh
Bir 1713AD

Below Hikyat Daskat Khas Patshahi 10”iek pwqSwh rw Sunydm ----dsKq Kws ] pwqswhI 10
From Mani Singh Bir 1713AD

58

Monier William “ Religious thought and Life in India” Second edition London 1885.
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Dohra #46 of Madav Nul Kaam Kandhla as found in Kavi Aalam Kirat Edited by Shamsher singh ashok Singh
Brothers 2003.Page52

After Shabad Hazara which ends in #96. Total raag shabad are nine. Raag Khyal is above
chhand #43 in Asphotak Kabit. Then #97 is Persian Hakikat and #98 is kam Kandhla dohra in
reverse and in end #99 as Majhh Patshahi 10
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AKIr ivc Sbd hzwry qoN bwd iek &wrsI hkwieq hY ijs dw pwT ieauN hY:
ihkwXq dsKq Kws ] pwqswhI 10 ] hkwieq
iek pwqSwh rw Sunydm ik br lb Awb gMg Kwnih bUd ]
suAwro hzwr ipAwdY by-Sumwr iezqwswr zyibdY[ szwvwr rwsgo ieqykwd
iSnwsdY Kudw bwd invwz dY by-murwd mgrUrW rw krdyd by murwd ]1]bYq
KzwnY ij iKrvwr rwKqo hzwr ]
reIAq AwbwdW isph bysumwr ]
dsKq Kws ] pwqswhI 10
lynu krn bl ibkRmw AYso dIE n dwn ]
Dn kurMg qYN nwd sun rIJ n rwKY pRwn ]2]
ies qoN Agy hY 'mwJ sRI muKvwk pwqswhI 10] lKI jMgl Kwlsy dIdwr Awie lgw ...' vwlw

B. There are many other composition as noted below which are found in Patna Dasam Manuscript 1698AD which
were also rejected by Sodhak committee.
Below Patna Dasam Granth Manuscript 1698AD Asphotak Kabits

Below Patna Dasam Granth Manuscript 1698AD Sri

Bhagwant Gita Sri Gobind Singh Krit 1800

saloks
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Below Patna Dasam Granth Manuscript 1698AD Sansahar Sukhmana patshi 10

Below Patna Dasam Granth Manuscript 1698AD Chhand Chhaka Sri Bhagauti Ju ka. NAMO UGRADANTI
137 Saloks,

Below Patna Dasam Granth Manuscript 1698AD Asphotak Kabits Vaar Malkauns patshi 11 saloks
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Below Patna Dasam Granth Manuscript 1698AD Asphotak Kabits Var

Bhagauti Ji Ku Sri Mukhvak

Patshahi 10. 6 swaeeys

Below Patna Dasam Granth Manuscript 1698AD Asphotak Kabits

Raag Asa Patshahi 10. (9 Salokas)

Below Patna Dasam Granth Manuscript 1698AD Asphotak Kabits

Raag Sorathi Patshahi 10. (5 Salokas)

Dr. Balwant Singh 59 GNDU evaluated this manuscript and wrote his paper “Search into the
History of Text of Dasam Granth some excluded compositions “His conclusion on these
excluded composition in his paper was as follows. On close examination we find that either
Sri Mukhvak Patshahi 10 or Patshahi 10 have been employed in the headings of these
compositions. The author makes use of the word 'Gobind' both as a pen-name and as standing for
the first person. He claims that there is no difference between Gobind, the author and Guru
Nanak, the founder of Sikhism. He alludes to the creation of Khalsa, its custom of uncut hair, its
59

http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Balwant%20Singh%20Search%20into%20the%20History%20of%20the%20
Text%20of%20Dasam%20Granth.pdf
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divine mission to destroy the tyrants, and the establishment of a new religion i.e. the Khalsa.
These factors suggest that the author of these compositions is no else but Guru Gobind Singh.
But before arriving at such a conclusion we will have to take into account several other factors
also. Instead of taking the above claims on their face value we have to look into their
genuineness. The manuscript in question is a prized possession of Takht Patna Sahib and is very
unique and valuable for the study on Dasam Granth.As described earlier it contains a horoscope
of Guru Gobind Singh wherein the year of birth has been tempered with. Originally it was 1726
BK. But it has been over written and corrected a swell to make it 1723 BK. According to S. Pal
Singh Purewal, a world renowned expert of almanac, the astronomical features mentioned in the
horoscope do not match with the year of 1723 BK. but fit well into the year of 1726 BK.
Obviously it is forged a forged document. It proves that the scribe of this manuscript did not
know the correct date of birth of Guru Gobind Singh. This single fact severely erodes the
credibility of the manuscript and its compositions originating from the Tenth Master.
These writings present Guru Gobind Singh as a staunch devotee of the goddess. He has also
been depicted as a strong believer in the incarnation of Vishnu, the Lord Krishna. These writings
not only place Guru Gobind Singh in the tradition of Hindu Avtars but also equate his exploits
with that of Lord Krishna and Nihkalank Avtar. The author explains the mission of Guru Gobind
Singh and of his Khalsa in the light of the message of Gita. The main theme of some of the
writings is to present Guru Gobind Singh in the form of another avtar of Vishnu. These
compositions also betray author's strong belief in the Brahmanical system of varna ashram. All
these beliefs and practices had been discarded away long ago by the Sikh Gurus. From the
literary aspect, the originality and quality of poetic expression of some of the writings hinges
upon plagiarism. The author's knowledge of Gurbani is not of much value. He wrongly attributes
Guru Arjan's Sukhmani to Guru Nanak. The use of pen-name of 'Nanak' puts these writings in
the category of Kachi-bani, which is highly improbable on the part of Guru Gobind Singh. A
close reading of these compositions proves that Guru Gobind Singh was a highly prejudiced
person, a Hindu fanatic who carried deep rooted grudges against the Muslims. Guru Gobind
Singh is presented as an enemy of the Muslims and protector of the Hindus. All these factors
dissuade us to attribute these writings to Guru Gobind Singh.
On the basis of internal evidence, one can say that the author of these compositions was closely
connected with the author of Chaubis Avtar and the Chandi Charitar of Dasam Granth. However
the issue remains what is the source of these writings? Why did they not found a place in the
Dasam Granth. The foregoing analysis reveals that there existed some recensions of Dasam
Granth which did not found favor with the Sodhak Committee. Similarly, these recessions have
remained out of the purview of majority of the scholar’s writings on Dasam Granth. The Sodhak
Committee's criteria to include or not to include the writings was not based on any critical norms
or academic standards but rested upon arbitrariness. The chief reason for the exclusion of
Sansahar Sukhmana and Malkaus di Var was their absence from majority of the manuscripts that
Sodhak Committee had taken to fix the text of Dasam Granth. The Bhagwant Gita was rejected
because in the view of Sodhak Committee its author, instead of Guru Gobind Singh, was
someone else. Similarly, the Chhand Chhaka Bhagauti Ji ka was dispensed with as it impatiently
beseech the goddess for help.63 How much the members of Sodhak Committee were
academically qualified? What type of authority they enjoyed? How far they had applied the
critical norms to fix the text of the Dasam Granth? The story does not end here. The text of
Dasam Granth got expanded with the addition of Asfotak Kabit Swayyes. There was no Panthic
debate on it but private publishers took the decision to expand the text. The history of Dasam
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Granth in its present form is still not clear. The critical text of it has not yet been fixed. These are
some of the issues which are wide open for debate within the Panth. However before entering
into any debate all these issues demand academic attention. Instead of taking the whole corpus,
each composition or even its parts should be taken for critical analysis. The history and critical
text of each of the compositions that are available in the various recessions demand textual
analysis which in return may be beneficial to resolve the contentious issues concerning Dasam
Granth. Comprehensive and exhaustive academic in put coupled with discussions with an open
mind is the only way to resolve the issue. Any individual howsoever wise should desist from
enforcing his/her personal views on the whole Sikh Panth. Sri Akal Takht Sahib and S.G.P.C. are
the competent authorities to take the decision in the larger interest of the Panth in this regard.

20.Conclusion
Based on the historical, textual and academic analysis of various available DasamGranth
manuscripts/birs.It becomes obvious that there was no Bir/Granth/manuscript matching standard
version

of

Dasmi

patshahi

compositions/contents and

Da

Granth

or

Bachitar

Natak

Granth

with

fixed

arrangement as published after correction of 32 Granths was

present anywhere prior to the 18th century in in Panjab or Delhi Gurudwras/institution as parallel
granth. By history or any Textual basis no manuscript can be associated with Bhai Mani Singh
Ji,Baba Dip Singh JI or 10th Guru Ji. Evidence also shows Individual compositions like Chritro
Pakhyan, Chaubis Avtar , and composition like Bachitar Natak (with14 Cantos ),composition
now known as Khalsa Mehma can be noted mentioned in Literature of 18th century. Per Giani
Gian Singh there was some Bani of Guru Gobind singh, but it remained in separate sheets and
not in any one granth. But who compiled them together by inserting Bani and some other
writings of Patshahi 10 and other similar Chhands which were popular in Sikh usage ( Gutkas
or oral remembrance of Sikh families) into this heterogeneous Gurumukhi Dasami Patshahi Da
Granth with no sanctification by 10th Guru Ji. Every written literature must be evaluated in
reference to History and texuality. Historical sources attest to the evidence that Charles Wilkin
in 1781 writes in his account to translate at some future period the Granth “which appeared later”
he saw in Hindoove with many Sanskrit words in 1781 AD at Patna . It was only in 1805 AD
that this Gurumukhi Dasami Patshahi Da Granth completed in 1783AD now categorized as MSS
D5 Punjabi/Colebrook HT in British library, appeared on the scene. Malcolm in his account
reports that he could get only a copy of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji from Punjab with difficulty and
he used Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth procured by Colebrook with indefatigable Research where
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opening folio in Devnagri with notation at the top in Devnagri “ Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth”.
According to history Henry Colebrook never came to Punjab to look for this Granth. Patna was
important city of Bengal State under British influence at that Time. Therefore, it appears that
Colebrook assisted in creating/ compiling/researching this Granth and titling it as “Dasmi Patsha
Ka Granth” the procuring it from probably from Nirmalas Atma Ram at Calcutta and Mahants
of Patna where Charles Wilkin went earlier in 1781A.D. Property of this Gurudwara in Calcutta
was registered under Takhat Patna. Colebrook then deposited the Granth in British Library
Where Charles Wilkin was a librarian. The earliest evidence of the presence of this Bir is
available in Malcolm’s book, “Sketch of the Sikhs.” History indicates that in early1800,s
•

Britishers started enjoying the fast declining fortunes of Mughals at Delhi but has to face
recently rising strong Sikh Power In North. They knew real power and history of Sikhs in
North lies in gathering around with Strong Belief in Shri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. Based on
evidence they probably assisted in creating/compiling and promoted “Dasmi Patshahi Ka
Granth” to gain entry in Punjab and expand their Kingdom for Missionary and Political
Purpose. Malcolm assisted this Granth to be transplanting it in Punjab Gurudwaras
through Nirmalas & Shahids during the period of Sikh Raj to create confusion/ division
among Sikhs and for future Christian missionary work by decreasing the concept of
“AKAL” as enshrined in Guru Granth sahib.. On the basis of the recognized academic
parameters for establishing the Authenticity’ of old manuscripts, one finds that the
current standard Dasam Granth 444 Nanakshahi/1913AD published from corrections of
sodhak committee, in fact is a copy of the Colebrook Bir( MSS D5 Punjabi) . The Current
standard Dasam is identical in contents with minor variations of three extra shabads in
Shabad hazarey,5extra baints in last Hikaiat and one chhand in Krishan avtar as outlined
above which is not of any statistical value. Copy of Colebrook Dasam Granth can be
seen at Takhat Nander Sahib(Sarup#8 Budha Dal Patiala written on one opening blank
folio ) Other Copy of Colebrook type undated manuscript is also present at the seat of
Sahib Singh Mahant from Damdhan at “Dhamdhan sahib Gurudwara” associated with 9th
guru,s Visit.This place is now in State of Haryana near Panjab Border near City of
“NIRVANA”. Giani sahib singh is same person who is quoted by GB singh In his book
“Prachin Biran” page 321 which reads “ Dashmesh Pita ney Anandpur sahib Vikhay
Banno Bir Da Utara Kita ……….”. There is no historical evidence to support Giani sahi
Singh statement. Digitalized copies of both the above manuscripts now can be seen in
Panjabi Universty and Guru Nanak Dev Universty. There is no evidence to support that
Guru Gobind Singh Ji wrote, authenticated or sanctified any “Gurumukhi Dasami
Patshahi Da Granth’ Colebrook type with his Dastay Mubarak as was done by him in
case of Damdami Version of Sri Guru Granth sahib Ji in sabo Talwandi1706 and finally
sanctified In Nander 1708 AD. There is also no evidence to associate currently standard
dasam granth Granth to be compiled by Bhai Mani Singh or Baba Deep Singh. Current
print version of Dasam Granth is a piece of Sikh literature like many other books in Sikh
history which does contain Nit Nem compositions of Sikhs as sanctioned In Sikh Rahat
Mardaya. This was the Gigantic task before Sikh Leadership in 1920,s A.D. There were
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many groups and Rehat Maryadas at that time. They decided whatever they found best
based on oral evidence practiced by family to family and whatever written sources
available to them at that time and settled the issue once for all . They confirmed Sikh
concept of Guru Panth and GURU Granth. Bani of S.G.G.S. is the sole Guru for Sikhs
and a sole canon to accept any idea, concept, suggestion, and any writing. Based upon
above doctrine, Banis of 10th Guru that has been accepted in Sikh Rehat Maryada which
got accepted/sanctified by Guru Panth (1927-1936) are final and unquestionable. Jaap
Sahib, 10 Swaeyas (swarg Sudu Waley 21-30 Akal Ustit), Chaupai, 1st pauri of Ardas,
Dohra and Sweyas in REHRAS (as sanctioned in RehatMaryada). Additionally Others
compositions including Akal Ustit (except Chhand 201-230),Khalsa Mehma, 33
Swaeyas, Shabad Hazarey and Zafarnama are Banis / writings of 10th Guru as their
interpretation matches with idea, content and message of SGGS.“Khalsa Panth” is the
only Sikh entity that is collectively authorized to make / accept any changes based
upon the doctrines enshrined in S.G.G.S. acceptable to the Guru Panth as finalized
by the 10th Guru before his demise on October, 1708 A.D.
The author agrees with Giani Gian Singh who wrote in Panth Parkash 1880AD that “The Granth
that is now known as that of the 10th Guru. There was no Bir of this Granth during the time of
the Guru. Banis remained separated here and there”. Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha 1931AD writes in
Mahan Kosh that “ignorant and Manmauji has written many Birs of Dasam Granth who have
made them meaningless. He lamented that no Guru’s Premi tried to do any corrective remedy so
far”. Dr. Balbir Singh M.A. ,Ph.D.1967 again concludes “ Still Detail Inquiry and research
needs to be done on Dasam Granth enlightening all aspects and great efforts must be made to do
so” as outlined above. Randhir singh documents that 3 of Birs whose Nishani is given in Giani
Giani Singh account Read Shabd Moorat]page 51 and 52 below could not be found neither
original nor even in copy. Only fourth one was at Moti-Bagh which was copy of a patna Bir
written by charat singh written after 1775AD(samat 1832).Per Jaggi it had no colopan. Moti
bagh Bir was supposed to be the copy. Any how it was also Lost during Blue star in 1984AD.
So, all 4 Birs whose Nishani is given in Giani Giani Singh account including the one mentioned
by Kahan singh Nabha are not found anywhere. Randhir Singh writes on page 52 In Shabad
Moorit that he saw 1783AD(samat 1840) Bir of Dasam Granth in Calcutta Gurudwara “Chhota
Sangat Tula Patti” which matched Published Dasam Granth of Sodhak Committee.
Authenticity of the current standard version of Dasam Granth as corrected & compiled by
Sodhak Committee in 1897 needs a thorough history and Gurmat based independent inquiry in
light of above historical and Textual evidence. Text of dasam Granth must be fixed. Based on
above academic Evidence British participation cannot be ignored in further research on Dasam
Granth authenticity. Sikhs lost their Kingdom to British and Last Sikh prince was converted to
Christianity. A committee formed of Panthic scholars of all shades needs to be constituted under
the guidance of SGPC and Sri Akal Takhat to act as soon as possible. Sri Akal Tact and the
Singh Sahibans at Darbar Sahib Amritsar have already rejected the Chritropakhyan in their letter
#36672 August 3rd 1973 issued by Gurbax Singh secretary Dharam Parchar committee S.G.P.C.
with their opinion that “Chritropakhyan is not Dashmesh Bani. The Pakhyans are in fact copies
of old Hindu Mythhas Stories”. They must take a fresh look at other spurious Banis purposely
lumped together and attributed to Guru Gobind Singh Ji.
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The author is in complete agreement with Gurmata #1 passed from Sri Akal Takhat on June 6th
2008 “Tercentenary (300th Gurta Gaddi Diwas) of Sri Guru Granth Sahib’s coronation is a
golden opportunity for the entire Sikh Panth,to submit in faith to the ideal of oneness of “Guru’s
Granth-Guru Panth.” In obedience of Guru Gobind Singh Ji’s last command “Accept Granth
As Guru.This is my order for the Panth.” The Sikh Panth has always stood by it and has been
consistently blessed with guidance by living Light, eternal Guru for the solution of every
national crisis. The current controversy about the Dasam Granth is totally uncalled for. No
one has any right to create controversy about the specific writings contained in Dasam
Granth that have been recognized and accepted by the Sikh Panth for Sikh Code of
Conduct, prescribed recitation in daily prayer and Sikh baptismal( Khandey De Pahul).
Be it known to the entire Sikh Panth that Sri Dasam Granth is an integral part of Sikh
literature and history but, Guru Gobind Singh Ji did not recognize it equal to Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji. Since, he bestowed Guruship only on Sri Guru Granth Sahib, therefore,
no other Granth can be installed along with Sri Guru Granth Sahib”.
Sikhism is an integrated religion with unity of Sikh thought between the first and tenth Guru.
Only venerable Granth for the Sikhs is Guru Granth Sahib. Sikh Nation has only One Granth (Sri
Guru Granth sahib Ji),One Panth and One Guru Panth approved Rehat Maryada.
After review of all above dated and undated manuscripts in my opinion so called three 17th
century and three 18th century manuscripts with internal dating of 1687,1688,1695,1696 and
1698 and Zafarnama(1706AD) has many Historical and Textual problems as noted above.
Therefore they are questionable on academic basis and need more investigation about their
Authenticity. HISTORY AND TEXT of so called earlier DG Manuscripts shows that based on
evidence "Granths with title as Sri Dasam Granth/or Dasam Patshahi Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji "
was standardised and first appeared IN 1783 AD. During life time of Guru Gobind Singh Ji no
evidence supports that he sanctified any such writings/ Granths. Bhai Mani Singh Ji wrote
Damdama version of Guru Granth Sahib Ji in 1706 AD with final standardization under guidance
of Guru Gobind singh Ji which was sanctified in 1708AD as the only Guru for the Sikhs
onwards.
Summary, in my opinion based on history and textual evidence anthology that became known as
the Dasami patshahi da Granth appeared first time in 1783AD when genuine works of Guru
Gobind Singh got compiled with other compositions in Dasam granth with fixed arrangement of
compositions and its contents. Later on sodhak committee in 1897AD fixed the final current
standard version which was first published in 1900AD but now available only is 444
nanakshi/1913AD printed located now at Sikh reference library Amritsar which was used by
Dr. Astha. British interest in the Dasam Granth and their efforts to promote it have not
come under the focus of scholars so far. It needs serious investigation which in turn may
yield significant data to understand the formation of standard/current Text version of
Dasam Granth.
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* Draft of my Paper read on12th May 2013 UC Riverside International Sikh conference.
Authenticity of Standard/ Current Printed Version of Dasam Granth discussed. Updated May
2014 after Dr.Kamalroop Lecture at UC Riverside. This is part of my ongoing still unfinished
study on this subject. At conference Details of History and Textual evidence of important
Dasam Granth Manuscripts in 1698 AD Patna Dasam Granth, 1713AD Mani Singh Bir Delhi,
Anandpuri Bir, Chritrovakhyyan MS 783 Punjab Universty Chandigarh1723 AD (1780
samat)and 1765AD Patna Missal Dasam Granth and 1783AD Cole Brook Dasam Granth and
1847 Devnagri Dasam Granth presented and Discussed, Will update this study with other
additional history and Textual evidence from other Dasam Granth Manuscripts as noted in
beginning of this paper when any committee is constituted by SGPC or Sri akal takhat sahib.
This paper was read initially at Panjabi Universty Patiala, Dept Guru GranthSahib Studies and
Dept. Guru Nanak Studies at GNDU In Dec 2003. Gurmata June 2008 and other new
academic information Updated. For Quoting from this study contact the author.
The critical text of Dasam Granth has not yet been fixed and critical edition/deletions can be
made by a committee by consulting all the available texts of Dasam Granth now available. There
are many issues which are wide open for debate within the Panth. Author respects everybody’s
opinion on the issue .Sri Akal Takht Sahib and S.G.P.C. are the competent authorities to take the
decision on the Sikh Affairs in the larger interest of the Panth. On the issue of Dasam Granth
they have already done so by issuing a Gurmata to the Sikh Sangat world over on June 6th, 2008
which is posted on the SGPC web. www.sgpc.net.Avtar Singh Makkar, President SGPC, has
already made a statement on Feb 14, 2010 ( see Ajit Newspaper, Feb 15, 2010). That SGPC will
constitute a High level committee to settle Dasam Granth issue. Jathedar Gurbachan Singh has
made a similar statement on March 26th (see Ajit Newspaper, March 27, 2010) and has
requested all concerned to send their opinion based on evidence to Sri Akal Takhat Sahib.
For more Sources of literature on Dasam Granth click on
http://www.globalsikhstudies.net/pdf/Sources%20of%20%20literature%20on%20Dasam%20Granth%20Jasbir%20Singh%20Mann%20April%201st%202008.pdf
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